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Judy Lovitt

Something Personal

My mother has gone to the city tr attend a memorial service for my father. The
people who knew him when my parents lived there five years ago have organised it,
and she has packed a case and gone. 1 am left to look after the cat.
For some reason 1 haven't been able to stop crying in public. 1 know I've had
reason to feel down, what with the stress of packing up to move house and then my
father dying, but even so it is not helpful to keep crying in front of people and seems
rather pointless. Everyone was surprised to see me cry so much at the funeral. 1 cried
even more than my brothers did, and they loved him, I think. I just gave in and let
a stream of hot tears splash down my face and onto the front of my dress. Afterwards
it looked like I'd spilled a glass of champagne.
I didn't want to make a scene but I couldn't help it. An ache in my chest, grief,
I think it must have been, was threatening to consume me. But I knew I wasn't
crying for my father, I was crying for the dad I'd never had. I told my brothers this
in the car on the way back from the cemetery. They didn't say anything. I was
surprised I'd said anything.
But now, after the funeral, now that mum has left, and 1 have managed to get a
few days off work, 1 think I am beginning to feel better. The secret depression that
has come to visit me regularly for as long as I can remember, almost like an old
friend, is still here and I still catch myself wanting to die, but at least 1 can go out
now without that water constantly oozing from my eyes, and my skin is a little less
blotchy. I am used to crying when I am alone. The tears are a nuisance but not
unbearable and over the years I have learnt to ignore them. But public crying is
different because it requires some sort of explanation and now that he's been dead
a week I don't really have one.
I am sitting in mum's kitchen drinking a cup of tea and watching the cat eat his
breakfast. When he has finished and I have let him out I can walk home and finish
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packing my own kitchen into boxes. It occurs to me as 1 sit here how awful it will
be for mum when she returns from the city, to see my father's bed still m the
bedroom, and all his clothes in his side of the wardrobe, and his comb and reading
glasses and tablets in his drawer. I have just finished looking at these things and I
am surprised at how little there is left of him and how ordinary it is. There isnothing
among his belongings to differentiate this sixty year old man from any other. I go
back into their bedroom and touch each of these items again, trying to get a sense
of him not being here any more, though it doesn't feel any different - he never was
here, not for me.
Mum didn't say anything but I'm wondering if she expects one of us to sort
things out while she is away. I take a last gulp of tea and decide to move my father's
single bed into the shed. This takes some time as my back hurts as usual and the
bed is heavy but I have now managed it. I have left it on its side in the dusty darkness
of what was meant to be a two car garage but what we have always called the shed,
because it has never had a car in it as our father has never driven.
I take some plastic bin liners from the laundry and start to pack his clothes into
them. I take down the hangers, heavy with the bulky woollen coats and stiff tweed
suits he brought from England thirty years ago. The unyielding fabric is difficult to
push down into the black plastic bags and I am worried I will not have enough of
them to enclose everything I need to get rid of.
As 1 stuff things into the bags I check through the pockets for anything personal,
letters or bills or anything, because his clothes will be going to the thrift shop, once
mum has okayed it. I remove handkerchiefs and tissues and ten cent pieces.
There is nothing personal in his pockets. There is nothing for me. As he lived,
so has my father died—taciturn, inflexible, a stranger. But even so, the smell of him
is on everything and suddenly I am faced with the memory of his last day of life.
How can he be gone? We haven't yet said anything to each other which meant
anything.
I empty more pockets of hankies and tissues and ten cent coins. I have quite a
collection of these now, piled up on the bedside table, the one next to the empty
space. I use some of the tissues, which are crumpled but look clean, to wipe my face
of the tears which insist on falling.
The next item I take off its hanger is a formidable black overcoat which is so
heavy I can hardly lift it from the carpet where it has now slumped. I try to pick up
the coat but have to bear-hug it with both arms to lift it off the floor. I realise I can
remember him wearing it in England many years ago, for I can see somewhere in
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the background of a kitchen scene a tall, puzzling figure with rigid shoulders,
encased in this monstrous coat. I roll it up and try to stuff it into a bag but the plastic
splits and the coat opens out onto the floor. It is as though he is lying here at my
feet. Despair moves blackly in my stomach as I kneel on the floor wrestling vidth all
that I knew of my father.
Angrily I haul the coat and then the bags outside and up the steps to the shed.
Inside it is cool and dark and I sit on an upturned milk crate. Overwhelmed again
with the ache in my chest, 1 hear a noise like an eastern lamentation, realise that I
am wailing, and sob myself hoarse.
I lean back to rest on the bags of clothes I have just dragged up here. They are
soft and consoling and I fall back more deeply into them, push away the milk crate,
and close my eyes. I realise I can stay like this, floating among the dust moles in the
dimmed hght of this scruffy shed for as long as I want to, for no-one knows I am
here, and if they are looking for me, wanting anything of me, they will have to wait
for once.
I breathe in deeply to identify a scent that fills the silent air. It smells like putty
but I know it can't be, because my father would not have used it. He'd lived off the
streets from the age of thirteen, so had never been taught handyman skills. My
mother had told me once, when I was upset because he had beaten my sister after
she had done something wrong, how his mother had abandoned the nest, never to
be seen again, when he was a baby. I wonder where she went to?
Mum also told me how his newly-remarried father had told him on his
thirteenth birthday that they didn't want him any more, and he left home forever
that day. Forgive him, she'd said, he doesn't know what families should be like.
Those things she told me about my paternal grandparents, who died before I was
bom, are all I know of them. I don't even know their names. It's not putty, I know
what it is now, it's linseed oil, part of my father's meagre art supplies.
I know if I open my eyes I will see dozens of his unframed canvases hanging
from nails knocked into the beams supporting the rusting, corrugated walls. On
each of those canvases is an owl, and although I do not look, I know they are staring
down at me from behind a film of dust, their intricate feathers embellished with fine
strings of cobweb.
With a small allowance from the housekeeping to buy oil paints, brushes and
canvas, he'd spent the last four years of his life painting these owls in this shed. Only
twice in that time he'd attempted something different, a distant house in a snow
scene once; a dark river embankment, never completed. He hadn't painted before
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but during those years following his early retirement and before his death, tie
painted every day, and one by one these mournful owls had settled in. Some riaa
been chosen to live in the house, but hundreds more perched in the shed, quietly
roosting with watchful eyes.
I do not want to look at these owls but I cannot help thinking about them. I
have thought about them several times in the last week, ever since the day the
undertaker came. Had I ever, in the past, asked my father why he painted them? I
don't recall, but probably not, and he wouldn't have answered anyway. The
undertaker had asked us though. "Somebody's keen on painting owls aren't they?
Why so many?" We were sitting in the front room, all of us, looking at our father's
birth certificate for the first time, and planning his funeral. Owls surrounded us,
watching. My brother had rephed: 'Dad was nothing if not consistent', and my
daughter had said: "Grandad painted them. Because Grandma likes owls. She
collects them". And it is true, she does have a small collection of owl ornaments on
the mantel-piece.
I think of my daughter's reply now, as I lie cradled in my warm, comforting
plastic. He spent years painting something because somebody else liked them?
What did he like? I am trying but I can't think of anything he liked. Nothing,
nobody, was good enough. There was certainly nothing cherished or special about
us, about me. He even gave all his daughters the same middle name: Anne. All five
of us. Doesn't everyone need to feel they are special? Tears are trickling down my
face and into my ears. I could do with a cool, cotton handkerchief to press into the
back of my neck, but I have none v/ith me.
Suddenly I can see my father handing me a handkerchief. We are all sitting
around the dining table in England, and I have just asked him if I can borrow his
hanky. This is quite acceptable as every day, it seemed, someone asked if they could
use it, sometimes more than one person during the same meal. He has taken out his
hanky from his trousers pocket and is offering it, still scrunched up, to me. Once I
have blown into it he will put it back into his pocket.
1 see this scene now for the first time in thirty years, as though it has been sitting
right at the front of my mind, but hidden by a heavy curtain that has just been pulled
aside. I press my sleeves against my face, soaking up the tears and the sweat which
have joined together in a dance across my cheeks.
I'd always thought he had only one handkerchief but there must be twenty
forming the crinkly Everest in my mother's bedroom. And so many ten cent coins!
It is silly and I don't believe in this sort of thing but it comes to me that it is almost
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as if he has left me a note in the form of these hankies and coins. Because they are
all he has left me. And because now, thinking of the silver mound makes me
remember the only other time he ever gave me something. Apart from his hanky, I
mean.
Sweat trickles down my neck and is soaked up by the collar of my cotton
blouse. I am used to the heat now but that day, when he gave me my first ten cent
piece, I was a new Australian and had nearly fainted as we stood on the molten
tarmac at our end of year, end of my primary school days, assembly. Winning dux
of the school had earned me that first coin.
"Congratulations", he'd said that night, taking it out of his trousers pocket, and
placing it in my palm.
"That's a shilling", my mother had explained. I was filled with embarrassed
gratitude, as though I'd received something from a stranger. I was surprised he had
said something kind to me and even more surprised that he had given me
something. Usually he said nothing, and had nothing to give. Perhaps mum had
given it to him specially, and asked him to present it to me? She was always
protecting him, saying we had to forgive him if he hurt us, because he couldn't help
it.
I want to forgive him now. I've read that it's the right thing to do when someone
dies. He is there again in front of me, young, younger than I am now, holding out
his handkerchief. I wash I knew whether he had ever cared for me. Apart from the
handkerchiefs I mean, and possibly the coin. Did he ever love anyone? I try to
forgive him, but it's very hard.
I am tired. I could fall asleep. My brother is swimming in front of me, saying
"dad xyas nothing if not consistent". Why has that thought come back to me?
Consistency is a quality I have always lacked but my father had been too successful
at it, too rigid. Like giving all of us "Anne" as our middle name. This has always
bothered me - why did he insist on it?
I do not want to move. I lie drowsily, deep in my pliant crib, in the middle of
his forlorn gallery. Like legions of Chinese terracotta soldiers, his owls surround me.
Their Emperor has gone but this army will never fly the nest.
I am too tired to consider the mystery any further. My eyes close and I drift back
into the front room where we sit with the undertaker. My brothers and sisters and
mother are talking in slow, drowning voices. Our father's birth certificate floats from
the table and hangs suspended before me. I am reading the faded copperplate again
but see it for the first time: Where Bom, Chalford, England. Name of Mother, Annie
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Galloway...
I open my eyes again and think at first it is dark for the sun is shining so
briUiantly through the nail holes punched in the old tin walls I think I have been
transported out into the wilderness and abandoned under the starry night.
I am
alone in the dark and the light as I see the name. Annie. His mother's name was
Annie. She, who I never met, who has affected my life so profoundly, has been
hiding in the middle of my name.
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Morris Lurie

The Day Begins

The day begins with a broken night, This is the doona. It incorporates and
promotes the Greenhouse Effect. Heated dreams alternate with bathroom visits,
a baked and bloated hobbling of Freudian footwork seeking tiled relief. Then
back to the baltle.The revenge of the feathers. Retreat not possible. The goose is
cooked.
Where Hergesheimer lives is otherwise icy, a best place for butter in summer,
supremest for the storage of shedding fur coats.
The bedside Braun shows seven minutes beyond eight and sweeping.
The doona at long last finally lovely.
His checked and consulted brain of two minds.
Hergesheimer is a vmter, chose to be a writer, became and made himself a
writer because it allows him to sleep in. He states this on his c.v. His antipathy to
war is for the same reason, the horror of a bugle triggered unplanned and unready
leap.
A shrewd psychiatrist might posit or venture childhood linoleum.
A mocking and belittling older sister.
Some needful prior personal pecker play.
Except he's up.
Look, he's up.
Hey, he's up.
Hergesheimer is up.
And not only up, our Hergesheimer, our good Hergesheimer, our pink naked
all over Hergesheimer in and of the flesh, let's skip for the moment description or
depiction of hirsute covering, of nature's decoration, brindle or grey cloud, such as
he sports, tufted or loose, but without preambling debate or hesitation is drawing
upon himself those yesterday's items as on his bedroom chair lie waiting bestrewn.
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Perhaps a peep into the underpants first.
A sniff in the direction of a sock.
But no time, no rime, this is no time to think of time, is there? was there? will
there be? Hergesheimer allows no time even to tease up a covering blind to examine
beyond it the signs and symbols of the dmmming and developing day, as he bustles,
the correct coinage, because he hustles, the proper soapflakes, already in exit, his
bulgy bag banging into Uttle red car reversing now speeding, in toytov/n
presentation, toot toot! beep beep! to see him arrive at the laundromat so smartly,
turn the page.
The premises are deserted.
Excellent.
Nothing nowhere stirring.
Couldn't be better.
Except only our Hergesheimer.
Who, the coins, how, the desired temperature selection, what, the measured
shaking of flakes into the quickening accumulation of bought and flowing waters,
which, the loading, when, the lowering of the lid, boy, have you ever seen such a
model of time and motion flawless precision and practical good housekeeping
efficiency?
0 transparent Hergesheimer.
A provided or abandoned out of date newspaper screens him for some further
minutes, its messages of foul filth rendered harmless, his reading glasses left safely
at home.
Nevertheless, be grateful.
His machine now refilling to rinse.
Because the story, one story, his story, Hergesheimer's spoken story (as though
someone was hstening, as though anyone cared) is get it up early, bring it in fast,
also the usurping of line space (and pegs) by the people upstairs, as no less the
Nobel Prize for Airing and Ironing, except in reversed order, naturally,
Hergesheimer's name on the shortest list.
How scrupulously he sorts and stows each rinsed and spun gathered garment
(also sheets and pillowcases today, a bathmat, two towels), their enfolded
groupings, into his ancient historical bag.
Who carried it, our Hergesheimer, this selfsame save for a replaced worn out
leather handle of best German manufacture sturdiest canvas in several stripes of
elegant grey opening and closing with the convenience of a toggled zip, up the
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gangplank, the young Hergesheimer, the toggle now somewhere long disappeared,
thirty-one years ago, to become a writer, as a bold blurb might have it, to the other
side of the far world in unknown beginning adventure, now it's his laundry bag,
Hergesheimer's first time ever sailing on a ship.
Everything?
Eye, nose and sweeping hand make gynaecological inspection.
Everything.
Let's get out of here.
Because the story, the other story, his other story, Hergesheimer's covered-up
undercover other story (he posits a Jewish satellite, his mother in vigilant orbit) is
sundered home, surrendered marriage, to be driven to such usage, the shame
attending, a public place.
Blip blip! beams down the sorrowing satellite.
Toot toot! sends back the little red car.
To be reinstated, our Hergesheimer, if not exactly exonerated, rather reward
than full-scale redemption (a tough satellite, that mother), by the liquid call of
moming birds, in glad company acclaiming, how nicely he hangs out his wash
Now he can shave.
Now he can shower.
Now he can shampoo his deceptive abundance of diminishing hair.
(A plethora of preparations to choose from, always a sign.)
Now he can slice and eat (not squeeze, homoeopathic instruction) his Valencia
orange.
His single slice of butter and jam to follow.
His one cup of milk-touched tea.
His eyes of good housekeeping studying leaves the while.
The greyness.
The stillness.
Noting the not a stir of outside air.
Hergesheimer, says Hergesheimer, quoting his finished with forever in
residence personal shrink, the one thing we can't tell is the future.
Thus to the bathroom.
We'll wait outside.
And a good thing he's so stocked with books, our Hergesheimer, shelf upon
shelf and then stacked even higher on every theme and topic (all masquerading as
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ficrion) to provide thoughtful dip and diverting browsement, a rime and a halt he
takes, let me tell you, to attend the simplest thing.
A piece of the litde red car, pure mere trashy plastic adorning pretufier but ego
IS ego, beloved is beloved, right is right, has worked itself close to perilously
unglued, Hergesheimer's first chore of the moming its delivery for putting back
preparation to his garage.
Which he does.
Which points him in the proximity of a certain second hand collector's
comer mainly vinyl record store wherein, on previous stack flicking visit, a
certain item of jazz performance tempted. Essenrial? Vital? Must have it? Can't
live without? Nine hundred plus long playing vinyl jazz Ips isn't sufficient for you?
A hole still yawns? An appetite yet aches? Some morsel missing? A significant
lack? Hergesheimer has recently rediscovered the outmoded Ip, your modem
digital technology, in and of which he has sunk more than sensible or sane
investment, a marvellous thing for up the street to pick up dry cleaning, bread, a
lettuce, a chance even comer chat, you come home it's still merrily blatting and
blaring, what a technological breakthrough, what a miracle, what an unbelievable
space age science fiction acknowledgement of the evolving mind of man.
Except.
And the clarity. And the sharpness. And the detail. And the added on never
heard before extra alternate takes. Not to mention or forget, in more than many
case-enclosed no additional charge instances, your bonus booklet of hitherto
unreleased candid exclusive photographs, alongside expert critical evaluation,
ruminative and information crammed essays every available and known cold fact.
Except this is Hergesheimer.
Who goes in. Who enters. Who says to the proprietor his hi or hello, Who,
Hergesheimer, still not sure, not quite sure, ever unsure, begins to flick. V/ho finds,
our just looking Hergesheimer, where it was, where he remembers, where it
certainly previously sat, now it's not. Gone? As also adjoining. Bought? As even to
the side, snapped up by some expert connoisseur knowledgeable collector? My
God, not there.
Except.
Except it is. Here it is. Moved to this last and final stack by some no doubt
undecided dabbler, which Hergesheimer, our Hergesheimer, our hardcore Luddite
nevertheless with ears of gold true purchaser, purchases.
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Listen, eight dollars.
What the hell.
He is loose. He is free. He is fled the cage. Money in the pocket. Petrol in the
tank. A vista opens before him, the hills of his city, the road where he's driving, some
of its hills, Hergesheimer's heart singing at once his city's song, I'm out, I'm moving,
I don't never want to go back home
Essence of Hergesheimer.
Spending two to save one.
A four suburb sweep to buy a bargain bottle of Scotch.
(Actually Irish, a taste tricked upon duty-free some several years ago
somewhere or other coming or going overseas flight.)
I used to live here.
Hergesheimer to Hergesheimer.
The old neighbourhood.
Threading through its back streets.
The family, as it was then, house.
In memory of which, that is to say, simulated recapture, whatever jogged
pocket to him now available, grab it, take it, even to sniff its once upon a time air,
here is Hergesheimer, our Hergesheimer, inventing the excuse of Italian, to be here,
to walk here, to enjoy a few moments of exalted pretend, loading himself up vrith
pasta and cheese and rice, savouring for his seconds the old faces, Italian tomato
sauce, the singular sounds of his old suburb, frozen gnocchi, real or imagined what
difference, forty/ressers could fill his flat they couldn't eat half of what he's just
bought.
Enough.
Don't spoil it.
Let's go home.
We've lingered enough.
Hergesheimer makes for lunch a bacon sandwich, thick bread toasted to slice
open inside with mustard, a radish added in slimmest discs for extra moisture and
cmnch.
He sits at his tableclothed table.
A cup of tea.
With maybe the radio playing alongside (who can remember?), maybe not.
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classical music, if it is, something, anything, so long as it's not the news.
Enough anxiety anyhow attaches.
His absence of telephone messages.
The still dampish shirts I should maybe a quick iron?
Too early but another look looked for no mail.
Busy, but busy, let's keep busy.
Hergesheimer tangoes his ironing board from the other wardrobe with the
coats, the jangly spare hangers, the fold-up emergency guest spare bed, a tight
together side step swoop and glide across the between hallway, in synchronous
exhibition, to set it up, his best place for ironing, in the front room.
As the iron now also fetched.
The blue nippled double breasted glass joke of a jug he uses for such purpose.
Except nope.
He's outside again.
Feel those flaps.
He repegs differently, try it this way, in other exposure, the unmoving air.
It's nearly.
Hergesheimer fills the minutes to vmte for a moment in his diary instead.
Which he will reread, this longest habit of handwritten journal, if he rereads, a
stuffed trunk of volumes and growing, when he rereads, in listless searching or
particular enquiry, the feel of a period, some missed detail needed, what happened
exactly, how it or he was then, boy, the absence, the gaps, the evasions, the skipping
flippery, the mundane recital of obvious acts.
Hergesheimer records, under the appropriate date, the lack of air stir, his
laundry nevertheless drying hanging on the line, the plastic car panel delivered, his
purchase of eight dollar jazz Ip, where he went for Irish whiskey, his procurement,
the place named, of gnocchi, tomato sauce, cheese, pasta and rice. That he posted
his cheque for income tax payment. Consults his watch. Writes down the time.
This is a diary?
Such is a journal?
Yesterday v/ith so and so, he notes. Walked and talked. Showed me new shops.
Slept appallingly last night, maybe the doona. Reading Death in Venice, Thomas
Mann. Taking tranquillisers now, so and so, feels wonderful.
And then pauses.
An old friend.
And then adds.
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A good friend.
Not to know! To know, not to acknowledge. To acknowledge, not to accept. To
accept, not to act.
Who do you admire? Hergesheimer notes now in his journal the question
yesterday asked.
Silly question, I said, he writes.
In matinee performance, by popular demand, standing room only, your
privilege to experience in etched forever witness, let's hear it, Hergesheimer at the
board.
How he handles a handkerchief.
The one ear alert for the no one calling.
How he pampers a pillowcase.
The one eye open for the still no mail.
How he teases a teatowel.
Where do you learn such things?
The way he shapes a shirt.
How is it handed on?
Which, if not by you, I know, I understand, go your own way, God bless you,
your other important business to attend, the Jewish satellite his more than sufficient
audience, how busy, but busy, let's keep busy, that orbiting vigil, in the still air some
airing, from the no sun others brought in.
As the board danced back to its next time comer.
The iron emptied of unused sizzle.
In proper place replacement the faithful busty jug.
You think the phone by computer error disconnected?
Some nationwide snap strike of mail?
Hergesheimer investigates himself for need of afternoon snooze, elects instead
for change of footwear, fuels himself with two health shop no added sugar echo of
Van Gogh dried apricots, places a key in a trouser pocket, puts a sunglass on a
questing nose, sets out, it's early but so what, busy, but busy, let's keep busy, his
customary daily habit of afternoon stiff walk.
Who's building.
Who's renovating.
Who's suddenly up for sale.
The life of his suburb.
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The dog walkers.
The proud gardeners.
The make and model deemed de rigueur by this year's milling mothers for the
ferrying of their force-fed upward charges to and from the locally located top school.
Aganze sociologist, our Hergesheimer.
But it is a doorway, a driveway, some shed or end of verandah, a domestic detail
in glimpse or hint or suggestion, even vaguer, a shading, a shadow, something
cooking, the sometimes squeak of an old iron gate, that fuels the mind that feeds the
memory that feels out the ficrion his toiling walk step by step in interior rehearsal
ceaselessly creates.
It's time for a whiskey, a sit for a minute let's listen to some jazz?
It is.
He does.
A dip, a dry biscuit, a fallback favourite potato crisp.
His eight dollar Ip in virgin first hearing, of collection essential? a gaping hole
plugged? he puts on his toe-tapping glasses, what does it say on the back?
To muse.
By his telephone not interrupted.
To ponder.
You think in midnight delivery they've started the mail?
But the jazz is nice, is sweet, is swinging, maybe not quite the ultimate top
drawer but how often do you get that anyhow? listen, a first listen, let's make dinner,
I'll get used to it, it'll be good.
Which is, tonight, let's see, a last look at the Hergesheimer version of his fabled
chicken pieces casserole thing, minus the already eaten every piece of chicken, a boil
up and stir in of Chinese noodles to augment and supplement the arrived-at
richness of carrot and mushrooms and parsnip and onion and peas and selected
herbs and spices and a leek, a green salad in case I've skipped a vitamin somewhere,
piece of bread, glass of red wine.
Bon appetit.
Cheese and an apple to freshen the palate.
His cuplet of strong espresso he takes in the front room.
Sitting on the sofa.
The radiator warming.
He smokes an after dinner easeful and relaxing pipe.
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Except something nudges.
What about some chocolate?
Except something nags.
Do I feel like some chocolate?
A minute and a quarter I'm at the 7-Eleven.
You don't need chocolate.
I don't need chocolate.
Jujubes?
Licorice?
Hey, what about a movie?
Hergesheimer.
You are loved.
You are beloved.
Everyone loves you.
Relax.
Your son in the fullness of his own good time will write.
Calm down.
O.K.
Hergesheimer resigns himself to the reading of his book.
The aged writer still sitting where Hergesheimer last left him, alone at the Lido,
his deck chair on the hotel beach.
A bell somewhere sounds.
Actually, he's at his hotel window, fretful of sleep, wrapped against the cold
day's dawning, sunrise about to begin. .
A ping of ringing crystal.
For Thomas Mann, for his creation of aged writer, for our own humble
Hergesheimer, simultaneous, all three, in poetic fullest flush of reverberant ancient
mythology the phenomenon to perceive.
Sharp and strong and clear.
Poshlost!
Fake and phony art!
Those flying hoof-beats of sun-god steeds mounting the sky!
Hergesheimer checks quickly the date of publication.
And laughs.
Gotcha!
An actual out loud unabashed and celebratory laugh.
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No need to pull out the relevant Nabokov.
For the bell has rung.
Poshlost's inventor.
For the chime has sounded.
Label's creator.
Any one will do.
Our Nobel Mann at the top of the crazed Russkie's enviously usurpated list.
And so to his hotbed of feathers once more, Hergesheimer, our Hergesheimer,
the stars in the sky a quick peep given, at his back door a moment open, a last sniff,
how we reveal ourselves, by Jewish reckoning, how we must be revealed, the day
begins.
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Michael Heald

Stirling's Highway
Bituminised, administered by signs,
the track he wore
between blank port and makeshift city,
stitching up the deal with here.
negligible blemish
in the great loop of ocean
that was his round trip from the mother-land
to collect a fortune.
And we consigned to retrace
his imperial toing and froing?
The river of glossy traffic
through the western suburbs cuts
into richer strata year by year,
carving a boutique gorge, while distant
limbs of the road-body
bloat and stretch, leaking anaemic settlement.
This hot, still February evening

his road aims into the low,
fat sun so the gold surges,
overwhelming Towards, the troughs slowly
filling with dark.
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Geoff Page

The Sorry Book
for Lois O'Donoghue

The sorry book comes through at lunch.
Small groups of friends sit down to sign it,
looking for the words.

Sixteen to eighteen, they have felt it,
the shriek of children carried off,
this "whisper in our hearts".

Certain teachers also sign it,
privately and with no flourish,
no more articulate.

their phrases likewise close to mawkish,
cliches in themselves declaring
words are not enough.

The narratives Sir Ronald heard
with Michael Dodson there beside him
are passing through us still.

those women tracking through the archives
thirty years to claim a mother
and find her three months gone;

the men who are the boys misused
who house their shame inside for years
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before they stmggle home.

The sorry book is here one day,
laid out on a desk at lunchtime
before it must move on.

The signatures and small inscriptions
are not from hands that signed the papers
yet something must be said.

They did not load the trucks or wait
for children to alight from trains
and bed them down in rows.

One teacher snorts that he will have
"no truck with any talk of race"
but it's too late for that.

The friends who sign it one by one
are saying with their names: "This is
the least that can be done."

The words they make are silent sounds,
almost unheard ... and yet each day
the book keeps moving on.
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Jan Owen

The Track
after a sculpture by Anne Neil

If you do push through
the mildly electric fence
to the far side of the mind,
making the track as you go,
you'll stumble, with luck,
on impossible things,
half-fossil, half-artifact:
the rib-cage of Coelacanth
curved into the prow of a boat,
Ninth Century Viking by the line
and the black mist over the marsh,
the eerie glow.
When the long amnesias
of history lift away
you're alone,
oblique to time.
Amoeba's your friend.
Hello platyhelminth, cheiropterous one,
mercurial ape.
There are distances to be known.
If you do set out - absurd!
Who would you follow there?
They'll auction your maps of light
too late
or slap up a sign:
Go Back.
You are Going the Wrong Way.
Keep on.
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Maria Vidal Grau and Carmen Zamorano

Encounter with Venero Armanno

Venero Armanno was bom in Brisbane, Queensland, in 1959 of Sicilian parents. He
studied at the University of Queensland and for ten years he worked in a computer
company. In 1991 he graduated from the Australian Film, Television and Radio
School (AFTRS) in Sydney and since then has worked as a full-time writer. His most
recent publications are fumping at the Moon, a book of short stories published in
1992 and his novels. The Lonely Hunter (1993), Romeo of the Underworld (1994), My
Beautiful Friend (1995) and Strange Rain (1996). Strange Rain is now being made into
a film by the production company. Liberty Films. He has also written two illustrated
books for young adults. In his new novels, The Volcano and The Volcano (1999),
Armanno goes back to his roots, charting the migrant story from Sicily to Australia.
This interview took place during a visit to the University of Lleida on the 28th
November 1997.
In the 1960s there were social changes around the world. Did these changes influence
Australia? When did things start chan^ng in Australian society? What direction did the
new attitudes take in the world of art which affected you?
In the sixties Australia became fairly radical. As they say, you can't have the sixties
without the fifties, the time of great conservatism. The sixties was the era of
Woodstock but Woodstock wasn't here. But we did have rock and roll and drugs
and the pill. I think young Australians of the time were intoxicated by all this; they
decided that the sixties and anything that had gone before were completely boring
and they protested against what was called "the establishment", the politicians, and
the it was the first time that youth really raised their voices in poUtical ways. And
the interesting thing that happened was that as soon as youth said, "This country is
boring and we want something better", something better came, at the least to my
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mind. It might have started with popular culture really, music and films. In the
sixries and seventies the Australian film industry really started developing. A new
idenrity of the country emerged, a traer reflecrion of what we were. Unfortunately,
because Australia is so small, many people had to leave the country in order to
"make it", so a lot of our really good film makers went to England and America.
Some retumed and some didn't. The smart ones returned, left, returned, made
themselves international. You know, I am talking about people like, say, Bmce
Beresford, Peter Weir and P. J. Hogan. We've had a rich culture of film making in
the last thirty years, but for me the really exciting stuff happened in the late sevenries
and even in the early eighues. Of course, I'm talking about punk music. Punk music
helped change Australian adolescents forever. Music became incredibly important
and for a period of maybe five to ten years was one of our best exports. Now, in the
nineties what's strange is that literature has become one of the most exciting of our
arts. It's not rare to find books written by young writers, say twenty-one to thirtyone. Youth literature has become a growth area in Australian literature, and this is
something I Uke very much. For myself, I'm in-between. I'm not a middle-aged
writer, but you can't really say that I'm a young writer either.
Are these young writers politically committed? Do they try to change opinions in Australian
society?
That's a very difficult question because there are few "movements" as such, and even
if there were 1 probably wouldn't know them. The types of things that young people
are writing about these days, 1 think, tend to be varied. Black issues are important,
yes. They are also talking about things like youth unemployment and its effects. In
Australia we have a high rate of youth unemployment, which in some areas, I've
read, is as high as 30 or 35 per cent. So you can imagine the kind of rage, the kind
of anger that needs to be expressed about this. The other things that are being
written about, I guess I would just summarise as saying it's kind of the
Trainspotting-syndrome", that life of doing nothing, taking a lot of drugs, and
drinking a lot at night. If youth writing is the stuff that's really exciting, youth issues
are tending to make their way into the media. At least the wider community is aware
of the problems. One of my books is being made into a film and it's more common
now for films to look to youth issues for their main themes. Some of the films that
have emerged in Australia give a pretty good example of what suburban Australian
life is hke. Muriel's Wedding was a great tragi-comedy about suburban life and the
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desire to transcend it. Another I liked very much was called Idiot Box, the television.
The other area that's important in terms of literary trends is migrant waiting. To me
personally migrant stories are very important.
Can you tell us about that?
Well, my family has a Sicilian background. In popular culture, the thing we know
most about Sicily, of course, is the Mafia and the Godfather and stuff like that, and
1 must admit I don't push this away. I like the Godfather stories but I don't see them
as real, or at least as not being relevant to me. I've never met a mafioso and I'm sure
mafiosi aren't like Al Pacino. My parents have a background with the volcano, the
volcano I WTite about in my novels. Sicily, whose history starts with a civilisation
called the Sicels — that's where the name comes from — only became a part of Italy
when the nation was first unified in 1860. So a hundred and twenty years later, there
is still this feeling that we're not quite Italian, that Sicily has never been treated
particularly well. Everybody owmed Sicily at some stage; the Sicels, the Greeks, the
Carthaginians, the Saracens, the Normans, the Byzantines, the Arabs, the Turks, the
French and the Spanish. And everybody basically raped and pillaged Sicily. Of
course, some helped develop a beautiful heritage of art and literature. In the end,
though, you have this strange mixture of civilisations that is now "Sicilian" and it is
fair to say that the Italian nation, politically speaking, has not treated the island well.
In which way has Sicilian history, the popular culture and the volcano influenced your
writing?
My family came from a little town called Piedemonte, which means "Foot of the
Mountain", and the mountain is Etna, the volcano. Mount Etna is one of the most
active volcanoes in the world and it is one of the most studied, and since Sicily has
got this rich background in civilisations, Etna has some very rich mythology
attached to it. Every night, when you look at the sky, you don't see the moon, what
you see is this incredible red glow. The people in Piedemonte grew up in the shade
of the volcano, and I think this coloured their lives and in a way mine. It certainly
was rich for the imagination and I like the metaphor between the Sicihan people and
the volcano. Of course, I'm romanticising a great deal, but the words "hot",
"passionate", "explosive" do certainly come to mind. At the very least, people from
the volcano region never knew when they were going to have to run for their lives!
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What is the mythology you were referring to?
One of the myths about the volcano that i really Uke is that the volcano is so hot and
so explosive because in it lives the king of the Underworld, Hades, the mler of hell.
And the myth goes like this: Sicily is quite a harsh countryside and in summer, in
fact, it's similar to AustraUa, in that it gets incredibly hot and the land is hard to live
on. But it's very fertile, the lava from the volcano makes the land very rich.
Persephone, the grain goddess, said to be the most beautiful of all Greek goddesses,
has the job of mnning around Sicily in spring and sprinkling it with flowers; she's
the one who brings rebirth to the island. And one day, the king of the Underworld
came out of the volcano. He saw Persephone, and was enraptured by her beauty.
Being an animal, he dragged her into the volcano to live with him. People like to say
Persephone still lives in the volcano wdth the king of the Underworld, and Sicilians
say that when the volcano explodes. Hades and Persephone are making love. And I
love this image, because it says a lot about the Sicilian temperament. You know, I
don't want to deal in stereotypes, but there's a certain level of passion in Sicilians, a
level of passion which white Australians weren't prepared for.
How does myth affect your writing?
At the moment a great deal because I'm writing about a myth that is supposed to be
real.
What is it?
Well, this is the family story / myth. In the town of Piedemonte, there was a young
girl, Maria, who was fifteen years old and very beauriful. One day, after she'd had
her bath and washed her hair — she was famous for having very, very long golden
hair, the colour of hay, the colour of the sun — she was sunning herself and drying
her hair. And there was a, young man who was not a mafioso, not particularly a
criminal, but you would not say that he was a good boy, either. He had a bit of a
gang, and he lived in the volcano, in Etna. He had a cave where he used to hide out.
This young boy, whose name was Emilio Aquina, was seventeen. And Emilio was
wandering by this house and saw this girl and was thunderstmck, as they say, and
he told himself, "Right, there's no need for me to walk past this house and keep
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looking, because this is the girl for me." He didn't go and talk to the girl, instead he
went to the house and he saw the father, and he said "Look, Mr. whatever-yourname-is, this is your lucky day, you're about to get a son-in-law", and the lucky
father said, as we say in Sicily, "vaffunculo". So the lucky father wasn't feeling lucky.
He didn't want this new son-in-law. So he kicked him out, there was a fight and the
girl ran into the house and the boy had to run off. Now, this is Sicily, one of the most
patriarchal societies in the world, where women don't really have a great voice,
especially not young women. This boy kept the house under surveillance for a little
while and the next time that Maria had a bath and washed her hair and was outside
sunning herself, what did he do? Like the king of the Underworld, he kidnapped
her. And he took her to the volcano and kept her in his cave, for three days, but
more importantly, three nights. But after three nights, this very smart boy, very
smart little criminal, went to the father and, of course, the police had been out, the
army had been out, everybody had been looking for this kidnapped girl, and he
went straight to the house and he saw the father and he said, "OK, you can throw
me in gaol, you can get your daughter back, you can take me to court, I can go to
gaol for life or they can shoot me or whatever, but what's going to happen to your
daughter?" Because it's Sicily, no one is going to marry this girl after she spent three
days and three nights in the volcano with a young thug. She was ruined in terms of
her marriage prospects. In that era, marriage prospects were everything. So he said,
"Still your lucky day. Papa." So the poor girl, basically, had no choice; she had to
marry this boy and this is the story of my grandparents. This is the true story. This
is how my grandfather and my grandmother got married. And they stayed married
all their lives. They were still married when they were in their eighties and finally
died. I wish that they'd lived just a little bit longer, so that I would have been old
enough to be smart enough to ask my grandmother what she really thought, how
she really felt towards this man who had taken away her every opportunity, her
every piece of freedom of choice. Some people like to tell me that she thought it was
the best thing that had ever happened to her, that she thought it was really exciting,
but I'm not so sure that's true. This young man threw her over his shoulder and took
her to the mountains and made passionate love to her. It's my place to write what
she might have felt. That's the real story.
And how do you link this family story to your writing and to Australian literature?
Well, these are the people who left Sicily and came to Australia, to this new young
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country which was still very much a product of England. The white Australians in
Brisbane, which is where I come from, were completely unprepared for people like
this. What developed was that the sort of racism directed towards the Aborigines
changed direcrion, and racism became a very, very hot issue in the nineteen thirties,
forties and fifties because basically people didn't want the migrants in Australia),
they wanted them out. Or if they were going to be there, then they wanted them to
be quiet and possibly be like slave labour. During Worid War II, because they
thought that they might be collaborators and spies, many ItaUans and Japanese were
actually put in gaol. So there was a strong sense of mistmst between the migrants
and the white Australians. Even though I'm talking about racism and anger and
things like that, we've never really had race riots, we've never had a political
assassinarion, we are a fairly calm kind of naUon. But, if you like, the batdefield for
this kind of aggression between the migrants and the established, UK-based
Australians was, at least in the case of my family and their experience, the
Queensland Railways Department. Because Australia was growing, the railways had
to grow with them. This was an easy place for people to find work, and so you
would have the migrant camp and you'd have the Australian camp, but the two
would generally not mix well. There were language problems for a start. And
because the AustraUan Union could speak English, they got themselves good
conditions, a certain amount of pay and a certain amount of work hours. Because
the migrants could speak no English, they got less pay and more work. When it
became apparent that there was a discrepancy, the trouble started and the trouble
became violent. It culminated in about 1952 with a railways-type union war which
was ultimately so violent and so bloody that the main hospital in Brisbane couldn't
handle all the broken bodies that came in. The explosion happened in one day but
it had been building up over years. Finally people realised that change was
necessary, and the railways legislation actually changed. The point of this story is
that the leaders of this little "railway's revolution", if you like, were young Emilio, of
course, the young thug, who would not be put down, and my father.
What did these two men who have so much influenced your life and your family expect of
you?
Put it this way, when people go to another country to establish a new life, they don't
expect their own lives to be good; they think that it's their children who are going
to benefit. So the children have to prove that their parents did the right thing. For
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my parents, for my grandparents, they certainly didn't want me to be a writer, they
certainly didn't want me to be in a rock band; what they wanted me to be was a
lawyer. To make them happy I got into law at university. And in one year of law I
realised that if there was one thing on this planet I was not going to be, it was a
lawyer. All my friends were doing psychology, so I changed to psychology, and in
the second year I realised there was a second thing that I would never be on this
planet, and that's a psychologist. By 1980 I was sitting at home, with no job,
watching daytime television, thinking: "I wonder what I'm going to do with my life."
By accident I got into a computer company. I had no idea what a computer was but
it turned out to be the best job on the planet. There was money and there was travel,
and I did it for ten years; from 1980 to 1990, I worked for an England-based
computer company. But I always felt that everything that my parents had gone
through and everything that my grandparents had gone through had somehow
affected me, and I wanted to write about it. And maybe I was ashamed to be a
businessman, you know, this guy in suits having long lunches and driving a
Porsche. I liked it in a way, but I was offended by it in another way. I thought that
I could maybe be a little better than this. So at night, to prove to myself that I didn't
have to be a businessman, I would write. I wrote ten books in ten years, and these
are the crappiest books that you can ever imagine. They're sitting in my cupboard
at home and no one is ever going to see them. Just to tell you how bad they are, the
first book I wrote, before I discovered the idea of writing migrant stories, was a
vampire novel. 1 like vampire novels but this was a bad one. The only correlation
it's got with migrant stories is that the vampire is Italian, and this Italian vampire,
by the name of Marcello Piedemonte, spends his whole time killing everybody at the
university that I used to go to. And funnily enough, this book was never published.
At the time I never quite understood why!
You are also very interested in films and have worked in film making. When did you start
in this line? V/hat moved you to decide to become an artist?
In 1990, two things happened in the same week. For ten years I'd been trying to get
into Australia's big film school. They have a hundred applications every year and
they take very few new students each year. In 1990 1 was finally accepted. This was
a big event and I had to think to myself, "OK, are you serious? Do you really want
to be an artist? Do you want to forget about all this computer industry money and
go to film school?" This meant going back to university, and I was very aware there
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was no income as a student and I was thirty by then. The idea of not having any
money wasn't something that really appealed to me. But I thought, "OK. You have
to decide." The second thing that happened was that finally, after ten years of
rejecuon, one of my books was accepted, fumping at the Moon, which was a
collecrion of short stories. But can you imagine after ten years of writing ten books,
I'm not exaggerating the arithmeric very much, but that's about a million words! It
took me one million words before I could convince a publisher to publish one word
I'd written. I was so excited, I was so happy, at my house the champagne didn't stop
for a week. Then I knew, "OK. Basta. Finito. No more businessman, now you're an
artist." So I went to film school and this book came out. I love this when you have
to come to that decision in your fife, when you have to decide whether you'll turn
to the left or to the_right, when you don't just continue on.
So, in 1990 you decided to go to film school and three years later your first novel. The
Lonely Hunter, was published. Since then, you have devoted most of your time to
literature. Did this decision have anything to do withyour experience at film school? When
and how did you start writing your novel. The Lonely Hunter?
The irony is that when I went to film school I thought it would be the best year of
my life. Finally all my dreams had come true, but you know that saying, "Those
whom the gods wish to destroy, they grant them their dreams." I went to film
school, and instead of being happy, it was the worst year of my life. 1 don't want to
exaggerate too much, but it was terrible. Eventually, I Just went into a spiral of
anger. I became filled with rage that finally God had let me lead the life of an artist,
but it was crap. I thought, in clearer moments, "But what am I going to do wath this
anger?" You know, I couldn't even sleep at night. And I remember there was a very
simple event that gave me the answer. Music is very important to me and very
important for every one of my books. In fact, there is a song associated with every
one of my books, a piece of music. Well, I was listening to a CD. Remember the
quintessential punk rock band, the Sex-Pistols? After the Sex-Pistols finished,
another band called Public Image Limited was formed by Johnny RottenA.ydon.
And they had a great song called "Rise", and the choms of the song is four words,
'Anger is an energy" which are just repeated over and over and over, like amantra,
you know, it just went on and on, and I found myself listening to this very angry
song and thinking, "If I can use this anger, that's right! Why does it have to be so
negative? Why do I have to spend all my time tearing my hair out, not sleeping at
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night, being bitter. Why can't I use this energy?" So that's what I did. As soon as I
realised that this was the song and that anger is an energy, the story came into my
mind. The result was The Lonely Hunter. This is the angriest book I'll ever write.
Today I can't even read a page of it because it makes me feel the way I used to feel.

There is a lot of anger and tension in The Lonely Hunter, mainly against the Italian,
Eddie Bevelacqua. But, according to what you have just said, you seem to imply that, at
private level, or what Eddie refers to as "the secret life," pouring your anger into the book
hi^ not really been therapeutic, as many writers would declare. At a social level, has your
anger helped in any way the migrant issue?
Mmm, time might tell. See, without realising it, every artist has his or her area. And
it took me a long time to realise that my area is apartness. Not being a part of the
main society, always being on the outside. It's like everybody is having a party, but
you're not invited, you can only go to the window and look in. That's my theme in
life. In a way it's what I've taken from the migrant experience, never actually being
a part of the new society. But I am aware how limiting this train of thought is and I
am aware that this is not true for all migrants. I hate to generalise. I'm talking only
about my own experience. What was a little fortunate for me was that when this
book came out, we'd also had a change of, not government, but Prime Minister. The
new Prime Minister, Paul Keating, wanted to create a new multicultural society, or
truly to acknowledge it. He wanted to incorporate all the threads of all our
wonderful cultures in Australia, including black culture, and kind of celebrate it, use
it, recreate it. And so you could not open a newspaper without reading about
"multiculturalism". The Lonely Hunter was sucked into that vortex and every time I
read a review of the book or people would talk about me, they would talk about,
"Venero Armanno, the multicultural wTiter".
Your next book does not contain the same sort of anger that had sparked The Lonely
Hunter. What triggered the writing ojRomeo of the Underworld?
Once you've expressed such incredible anger, what you've got to do is get rid of that
anger and Romeo of the Underworld, the book that came out after The Lonely Hunter,
was a book about getting rid of that anger, of finally coming to terms with rage and,
most importantly, letting go.
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How did you start off the Underworld?
I had the ritle Romeo of the Underworld in my mind, and I knew that it had to be a
book about love, in a way, loving your country, your parents, your family, the
people around you. Even learning to love yourself, not to hate yourself for the bad
things that you might have done. And diere was a piece of music, again, that was
very important for this book. When I heard this particular song I knew there was a
book somewhere. I just had not found it yet. And if for The Lonely Hunter the song
was "Rise" by PubUc Image, with Romeo of the Underworld the song was called "Find
the River", the last song on the album Automatic for the People by REM. That's a
beautiful kind of sad song about the end of life. You get the impression that it's about
that final time when you go to sleep, letting go of everything, and just letting
yourself drift away. And so Romeo of the Uruierworld developed into this. Somehow
it had to be about this. But I didn't know how yet.
So how did it happen?
In a completely comical way. One day, I was working on a film for a producer who
lives in Sydney. It takes about an hour by plane to get to Sydney from Brisbane. The
producer wanted me to go to Sydney to talk to him about the script, but I didn't
want to. I didn't want to leave Brisbane. I didn't want to fly, but I had to go. So
Saturday moming at 7am, I caught this flight. We took off and when we were over
the marshlands, something happened. We heard an explosion and one of the
engines was on fire. Everything happened very fast and it was obvious that we were
in deep trouble. We didn't have time to write little notes to loved ones like, "My
darling, how I am thinking of you as I approach my last hour".
They say that in a moment of panic like the one you refer to, the main events in your life
go through your mind, as in fast filming. In your hook, Romeo Costanzo is travelling by
plane from Sydney to Brisbane, and in the description of the many important places he sees
from the plane, he journeys back to his past and this makes him relive the experiences of
his youth. In which way did this incident in the plane prompt the writing o/Romeo of the
Underworld?
As you say, in that moment before you die, your life flashes before you. Well, that
was Uke this plane because, as it desperately circled Brisbane to get back to the
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airport and make an emergency landing, it gave me a whole tour of my life. We went
over the city where I'd grown up and these are the places that we saw. In Brisbane,
there's a Uttle mountain with all these television towers, just one minute's drive from
the city. Because it's so conveniently located, it's where people go on Friday and
Saturday nights, it's nice and dark! As we flew over Mount Coot-tha it was like I was
looking at my youth. So I thought, "Ah, yes! Brisbane, youth, passion!" You know,
"beautiful!" Then we flew over the river. There's a river that goes through the middle
of Brisbane and it's an ugly, ugly mud-coloured river, but on this day the sun was
shining off it and it looked like it was on fire. You know the ancient myth about the
Underworld, which says that through the Underworld goes the River Styx, a river of
fire, and the Brisbane river looked just like that. I thought, "This is unbelievable!
God, this is inspiration!" I've got the passion, the mountain, my youth, I've got this
river going through hell — for me as a teenager Brisbane always was hell. Right in
the centre of the city, for some reason that I can't really explain, there is a huge
cemetery, and it's very, very big, green and quite pretty. And you could see, 1 could
see people on the plane looking down on this cemetery as we went over, and it was
like they were thinking, "Look, don't bother landing just drop us straight off!" You
know, this is fun to tell, but I had a very clear image of death, obviously, and so it
came to me, at that moment, I thought Romeo of the Underworld will be about
Brisbane, about death, about love and passion, and about the river through hell. The
river of memory. I thought, "If only I survive, I've got this book. All I've got to do is
not die." That's the story of Romeo of the Underworld, that's where the story started.
You said that with the publication of The Lonely Hunter, in a specific historical context,
you became the "multicultural writer." Did you feel uncomfortable having been tagged like
this, which always impUes a distinction and stresses difference, especially when you seem
to want to come to terms with this sense of apartness?
When Romeo of the Underworld was published, we still had the era of being
interested in migrant stories. And I'd got a bit sick of this. To tell you the truth, I'd
got a bit sick of always being regarded as a migrant author. I read it in newspapers,
"Venero Armanno, the migrant author, Venero Armanno, the migrant author, blabla, bla-bla." It had a variation, which was very, very funny, because one newspaper
once asked me to write an article about friendship. So I wrote a little thousand-word
article about friendship, about a friend of mine, a male. And 1 must have done
something wrong, because after that article came out, every now and then I'd get.
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"Venero Armanno, the gay writer." So, it is either "the migrant writer" or "the gay
writer" or "the migrant gay writer." And so I thought, "OK, I'm going to do
something completely different. 1 want to do something that has nothing to do with
what they've labelled me with." So the next book. My Beautiful Friend, and another
book. Strange Rain, are completely away from this theme of multiculturalism. I
purposely wanted to break my own conventions.
So it seems that, to a certain extent, the critical reviews of your hooks had some sort of
influence on your writing, making you decide to shift from what you had done till then. In
a sense, it seems to he a specific effect of literary criticism on your work. In a broader sense,
in which way do publishers and literary criticism affect your writing?
PubUshers are very hands off; they tend to provide only suggestions once they have
a manuscript. For me they simply provide the surety that my work will get published
and this is very different to a few years ago, believe me. Also, they provide the
business end. Books are about three things: marketing, marketing and marketing.
The publishers have to be committed to this, and if they don't really get behind a
book, it will die. Of course, there are wonderful exceptions, but in the main that's
how it is. Literary criticism has value for a writer in that it can sometimes make you
see your shortcomings and try harder but then, it's opinions only and the final
arbiter has to be yourself. I read all my reviews but only keep the good ones.
So with My Beautiful Friend and Strange Rain you moved away from multiculturalism.
However, The Volcano goes back to the volcano. Why are you going back to your roots,
your Sicilian history?
You know, I learned you can't get away from what's real to you. You can have a nice
hoUday but you can't escape until you really deal with the issues inside you. I wasn't
done yet. What's real for me are the stories of my family, and the volcano. I have The
Volcano and am interested in the cycle. There are things which I don't really want to
lose, because that generation, our parents or our grandparents, they're now pretty
old, the ones that are still around, and I think that AustraUan migrants must be
looking back and thinking to themselves, "Was it worth making such a huge break,
to leave the known world and go to the new world? Was it worth it?" Because it's
the time of reflection for them.
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You have said that every hook you write, you associate with a song. What about The
Volcano?
I was really worried, because I'm neurotic about this. I was writing TTie Volcano and
1 didn't have any music and I thought, "This is going to be a disaster. This book is
never going to work because I haven't got a song." So one day, while I was in Paris,
about halfway through the book, I went to the laundromat. Paris is a beautiful place
and in the Marais district there is the Place de Vosges, which is very green. People go
there at the weekends for picnics and suchlike. And around the square are these old
twelfth-century buildings, where courtesans of the king used to live, and
underneath the buildings are these cabins, hallways, corridors wdth arches and
things like that, so there is a lot of echo. Musicians play there. And I was walking
around, on this Sunday, waiting for my washing to be done, and I heard this
beautiful orchestral music. And there was a full orchestra, eighteen-piece, playing
in the cabins, and there was a crowd gathered around, and I was listening to it. I
thought, "This is the most beautiful thing I've heard in my life!" So I went and
listened for a while. And you know how music, art, can transform people! The lead
violinist was basically what we call a daggy-looking guy, a skinny guy just in a pair
of jeans and a T-shirt, and he was playing with such passion, with such, I guess the
word is duendel And I knew, I knew it is was the music for The Volcano. They were
selling their CD and the piece of music is "Adagio" by Albinoni. David Malouf, the
AustraUan writer, says that every day, in order to write, all he has to do is read the
last page of what he's working on. It gets him back into the mood and the style of
the book, and so it's easy to continue. For me, when I listen to the music of one of
my bqoks, it simply does the same: it recreates the mood for me so that I can go on.
Who is the protagonist of The Volcano?
The reason why my grandparents and my parents left Sicily at the time was that they
felt there was no future. Isn't it funny, every generation thinks there's no future?
When 1 was in the punk rock band, there was no future, that's why I was so angry.
And now, of course, you know, unemployment being so huge we think that there's
no way forward. Through this book, I'm trying to see if things change or not. And
the way I'm doing this is through a character by the name of Maria Aquila, a twentythree or twenty-four year old girl living in Brisbane, who discovers the family
mythologies, the family history, and through them she discovers more about herself.
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more about who she is, and why she is the way she is. In the book she goes back to
the volcano.
Do you believe things have changed in Australia since you first started writing? What is the
new situation like in Australia with the conservative Prime Minister fohn Howard? Are you
again an "angry writer" in The Volcano?
Things change quickly, things change very, very fast in life. For a long time people
weren't interested in migrant issues in Australia and then it became the hot topic,
you know. So we've had the change to a Liberal government, which decided they
didn't like multiculturaUsm, or Asia. See, we are very close to Asia, so our ties should
be more economically and socially with Asia. But part of the reason the Labor
government fell was because people didn't Uke the idea of Australians being called
Asians. Even the migrants, who should know better, even they can be racist. I'd say
to my relatives, "But look, don't you remember what you experienced?" and they'd
say, "Yes, but that's different, they're Asians." People! So we had a change of
govemment and the whole country's changed. Australia to me seems Uke the place
I hated when I was a kid. It's up to the artists to write about this, to do something
about it, or else there's no change, there's no memory. Young people voted for this
new govemment because they didn't have any experience of anything other than the
previous govemment. They grew up multiculturally, so they voted in a new
govemment hoping that they would fix all the economic problems of the country
and bring unemployment dowm, without realising that there's also a cost. Polirical
panics aren't just about economics. So for me Australia again is a very harsh clash.
I feel again like a stranger in a strange land. I think it's important to remember the
past.
You sound very pessimistic about Australia. However, you have a role as a writer to try to
change it. Can your remembrance of the past modify the future? What is the use of
memory?
I don't have any faith in myself as an agent of change, but an effort has to be made.
Boris Pastemak in Dr. Zhivago refers to death and memory and generations and it's
what I've been wn-iting about for the past months. He says that, "You have always
been in others, you will remain in others and what does it matter if later on that is
called your memory? This will be you, the you that enters the future and becomes
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a part of it." And I think this is our parents. I don't know if you believe in God or
heaven or the after-life but, if soul is memory, it's up to us to remember our parents,
not just for the sake of remembering because we love them, but also to learn from
the past so we don't do some of the stupid things that they did. Balzac has this
wonderful quote, which is actually the preface, funnily enough, of The Godfather:
"Behind every fortune there is a crime." And I feel the life of a writer, the life of an
artist, is the fortune. It's not monetary fortune, but it's a fortune to be able to be a
writer, to be allowed the time, to do this kind of thing, to remember, to write. Being
a writer is not tough. If any writer says it's hard to be a writer, tell him or her it's not
trae. You don't have to go to an office, you don't have to wear a suit, you don't have
to worry about stupid people around you. You do basically what you want to do.
But for me this fortune obviously comes from crimes, the crimes in my family, a
kidnapping, a rape, that incredible violence. This is what I'm about in The Volcano.
The Volcano for me is like an end. I'm not sure if I'll do a lot of writing after that. It
could be my last book, 1 think. Maybe I'll do a bit more on the films, but that's
basically the end of the cycle for me.
We hope that your visit to Mount Etna will gjve you enough inspiration not to stop writing
and that The Volcano will he the end of one cycle but at the same time the beginning of a
new one. To finish with, what advice would you give to those aspiring to become writers?
Kurt Vonnegut once said that a writer should believe in things and have an
opinion on things, even if it's just as broad as an opinion or belief or question about
human nature. You have to have an axe to grind, have some reason to want to write.
James Baldwin said that a writer should write about the world as it truly is, and not
the way you wish it was. And Hemingway said that the writer's only job was to wTite
straight tme prose about people. These are the great starting points for good writing!
The thing about writing professionally is that not only must you do the work and
do it over and over again, set goals for how much you want to write per week and
so on, but you have to get to know the writing and publishing world around you,
too. That doesn't mean you have to suck up to the right people; what it means is you
have to learn about the terrain of this world you want to enter so that it's not so
mysterious. So joining a writers centre is good and so is reading interviews with
writers and finding articles they wmte about their own creative process. Also, by
joining writers' societies; they also tend to publicise competitions. When I was
unpubUshed, what I used to do was enter as many short story competitions as I
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could in the hope of getting noticed. If you should win some award or get
commended or something, it's a thing you can use when approaching publishers
and agents. Most of aU, read and see if you truly do love books and Uterature. Then
find the things that are important to you and write about them. Write one million
words as far as you need to go. As you can see, there are no easy answers. But it is
important when writing, to find your own voice. That thing which is uniquely this
writer and no one else. This is hard and usually only comes through trial and error.
A rough rule of thumb is this after about your first half million words, you'll start to
' understand who you are as a writer. I know that sounds scary and long, but it's a
process that is more rewarding than almost anything else you can name me.
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The Gambler and the Girl from Klaipeda

The house is white with blue shutters, pale wood interiors. It has a simple
architecture, closing at a steep roof of heavy orange tiles. Roughing out its other
borders is a rambling garden of scraps of grass, bare ground, blackberries and
thistles; a small canoe sunk in grass against a fence. The house has a winter-garden,
and the whole is perched above a strip of shore. FalUng steeply, the cliff of sand and
marl is eroding two feet every year. Laid out before everything is a panoramic, steep
expanse of water; chill, rippled sea, a place for regattas. Small hasty waves break
accordingly, beyond the winter-garden window. The sea is the Baltic, the silvery
Baltic of tall white ships which slip, as if by clockwork, back and forth to
Scandinavia.
Yet the owner of the house is an Englishman. Imagine him, spindly Neil, on just
another of those nights when, for some small reason, he cannot sleep. There he is,
bent at the eaves beneath the roof of tiles. Partly pondering month-old words told
him by the property surveyor, partly watching the hasty waves. Following their
choppy ranks high into the distance; seeing the bay pincer round at either side. The
wind might be faUing, the sea calming. He tips open the traverse window to see
better far into the distance. The next land to meet an arrow dipping over the
horizon, and the next horizon, and the horizon after that, would be the distant arms
of the Gulf of Riga.
Nonetheless a boat arrived from Lithuania. It was black, a smaU iron steamer of
the early century, registered in Riga. It anchored at the dead of night. It was stopped
well off shore, its portholes yellow in the darkness; its form cradled gently in the
smoothing sea. Neil studied it in the eyepiece of his astronomer's telescope, the great
white dmm of which was thick enough to put both arms around. First his eye had
to adjust to the distances. There were floating disks of light; then black, dusky black
from bow to stem, from the funnel to the waterUne. An anchor chain with stubby
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links was being paid out in a slow clunk-clunk which reached across the water. The
ship was black; but it was a darker, more matt shade than the water, and Neil would
have reaUsed he was looking at an anomaly for the rimes, a maririme fossil. It was a
riddle; something Neil generally enjoyed.
But he got nowhere with this riddle.
He homed in on the portholes, seeing no one. He saw ill-fitting plates patched
about the hull. So what was this, he reasoned, a museum piece on its way to a parade
of ships? What parade? Then why so rundown? The arrival of this unmanned fossil
made no sense.
No sense to him, not then.
Logically enough, he said defensively, in telling his side of the story: it was only
later that a sense could be reconstructed, given essential knowledge that was missing
at the time. Had he known, for example, that several Lithuanians and Latvians were
taking care not to show themselves, he might have guessed from the lights that the
ship was fuU of people.
Because if one thing was almost certain, it was that in a country with the
economy of Lithuania or Latvia the last Lithuanian to leave the room would turn the
lights off.
He might have guessed, from the yellow lights, they had not all jumped ship.
Though Auka had. Owka, Auka Brazauskaite. SmaU, petite Auka swam ashore
in this light; that is, with the faint starriness above her. He didn't see her swam. It
was a Sunday late in June, still the Communist era, and in a calm breaststroke she
edged to what she, in telling her side of the story, came to call the dandelion
houselights against the china backdrop of the night.
This led in turn to certain intrigues and logistic details which might interest a
customs officer, a Kafka, a hardened swdmmer; but suffice to say that, once well
established on the land, she soon trod her way to a small number of dingy offices,
and told a small number of people a small number of successful lies, most of these
very big; and was at the same time consenting of her fate, sharing a house which
teetered on the water's edge. A house, his house. His shelter, his food, his clothes.
Neil asked if they more or less fitted.
Auka plucked a fistful of sweater off her wrist. To amplify this answer she
surged back and forth among Neil's dicrionaries and an ancient tiny pocket
dictionary, a miniature fossil of her own, brought with her from Klaipeda.
You want truth? she said finally.
Oh I want truth, said Neil.
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She gathered another fistful of grey wool. Then made a line in the air threading
from one eye to the material.
What it looks like? said Neil.
She nodded very energetically. Mouse, she said.
Mouse?
Mouse and large.
I see. Then we must get small and lion.
Lion? Ne.
I mean...
Mdrgas, she said animatedly, pointing at a column in the dictionary. Mdrgas,
geltonasl

Bright colours, patterns. So soon she would be wearing red, yellow. For the
moment she sat in his pale shirt and mousey pullover, drinking tea. She ate his
blackberry turnovers. Not to be threatening, he asked no questions but waited to be
told. He was afraid she would have dreams of sliding back to the sea at night.
Consenting of her fate, yes. But she did quickly develop a habit of inspecting
the dells of earth in the garden, poking them wnth an iron rod. With the dictionaries
bookmarked at several places she declared it was as if the house was built on
grounded coffee which gets rained on.
Do you know I've heard that before, Neil told her. From the surveyor.
He demonstrated the annual two feet erosion figure with his arms.
It seems the rainwater loosens the ground, he said. Then the ground gets carried
away by the sea. But I'm a gambler at heart.
Gambler yes, Auka replied.
Lithuanians, the cliche goes, have a reputation for cliffhanging.
Indeed Auka had triumphed over the mighty Baltic, and in the metaphorical
sense been cliffhanging most intensively, as a list of recent gambles shows. But
having arrived safely she dropped this element in her character and, after a number
of trips and starts, was inclined to a certain melancholy. Nonetheless, her list of risks
did honour to her gambling self, if not to her nation. In convincing herself she
would reach the far side of Die Ostsee, she gambled she would not be seen, not be
arrested, not be turned away, not towed to Sweden or back to Latvia with the
Neptune, this being the equivalent name of the steamer in the English language. She
swam in a swimming suit and cap, wdth a plastic bag of clothes and shoes, plus that
dicfionary; in a swim, a stretch, a temperature, a situation, she had not once
practised for.
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Neil assumed her arrival in his stride. To him fate was a baton he had to take
and run with.
The next day he worked as usual. Auka, however, met his retum with a
doubting look, sceptical that this man with a waterUne on his trousers from the dew,
with bits of twigs in his hair, was a bone fide forester. He had on a headband, not a
cap. He wore no uniform. She pictured him as a casual assistant sent to work among
ants and rotting bark, moving woodpiles.
Her picture lingered. His pictures, meanwhile, took time to form.
He showed her his telescope. He envied her for gUding under the eaves without
having to bend. Auka, he said to himself, Auka Auka. He sensed an attraction but
had difficulty pinning this down. The sombreness which she carried by day, he
decided,became an ill-defined attraction by night. In this room, by moonlight, she
had a dark something, just as people had a clean something, a bright something.
Oddly, despite its vagueness, this was one idea she claimed to comprehend. This
dark something, she asserted later, was common among people who, like her, spent
their summers in the sun and wind of the Neringa sandbank. Neringa being the
most renowned feature of coastal Lithuania.
What Neil failed to notice, however, questions of dark and light aside, was how
alike he and she looked otherwise. The same ordinary noses, the opaque skin, the
same thin eyelashes, like brother and sister.
She saw dim pinheads of light.
What this? she said.
He bent down to the eyepiece.
A star, he replied, beyond the sight of the naked eye. More I couldn't say. I don't
study the stars. I look at them.
Look at them?
I just look. To study means to foUow a framework, he tried explaining, a
scienrific framework. To look means what it says.
I also look, Auka said.
But her dark eyebrows had darkened further, were almost daggering into each
other.
I am concemed with everyday things, Neil tried further, but also with what I
can only call the look and feel of light. It's an obsession. SunUght, mist on the fields.
Light, the notion of the stars. This mns through so many things, even our thoughts
themselves. Our thoughts are infinite, as if they were stars, some bright and others
dusty, in our personal universe. I don't know if you can understand.
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I maybe want maybe not want, she tried back.
Embarrassed at having introduced such complications, Neil smiled.
Her daggered brows went back to being sheathed.
His compUcated words, her look now seemed to say: what did they matter
anyway?
And what did they?
If Neil was the way he was, what of it?
Simply because he does not look like a forester, for example, and stargazes
without systerh, does not record observations, but just looks in awe at the rings
around Saturn, or some patch of clustered dust in the Milky Way, does it mean he
is a lesser forester, that he has less knowledge of the stars?
No.
Small Auka swam steadily across a quarter-mile of otherwise biologically neardead Baltic. Sensing the baton held out to him, Neil quickly lost the shock of seeing
her wet figure, her legs an eerie marble of trickled clay and blood on flesh, opened
the winter-garden door, told her not to worry about the mud and showed her the
shower. Equally steadily, as if it were an extension of the swim, which was an
extension of the trip through the night and the dark black sea, she went through the
stages of drying and dressing, letting her knee be treated for the cut made on the
pebbled blocks of the steps, then eating and drinking, sleeping, listening, more and
more listening, soon talking, intimate talking, then embracing, until she was steadily
making her home here, at this last house on a tongue of land on the outskirts of the
town of Travemunde.
This was as it should be, Neil decided. It was all part of taking up the baton.
This philosophy meant being open to whatever might tum up; an approach where
even a million to one chance would at some time flare to Ufe. The Neptune proved
this rale, having steamed past every obstacle before surrendering (it was packed off
back to Riga). There was likewise a possibiUty, albeit a long shot, the sea would not
undermine the shore and sweep every last stone and stalk away. According to Neil
the geology of the bay did permit this possibility. Like many stretches on the eastem
coasts of Europe, he explained to visitors, the sand and gravel at this spit is silring
south and east, piling up where no one wants it, whfle other sand and gravel is
arriving more slowly from the north. No matter the neighbouring houses had aU
vanished; with luck and good riming, he had said even to his surveyor on buying
the house that spring, incoming sand and gravel would arrive in time to replace that
departing.
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If it weren't for the seeping groundwater, the surveyor had informed him.
She spoke excellent English with an American zing.
It's like living on coffee grounds, she said, wnth the grass and vegetation holding
things together like a filter paper; but -with no filter funnel for support.
WeU, Frau Kuhn, he recounted his reply to her as being: the trends of nature
are certainly real, but they can be overturned wathin a day.
The surveyor clutched her clipboard.
I believe you're a forester, she said.
That's right.
Then you may know about such things.
He accompanied her through the winter-garden. He liked the way she walked,
a walk wnth a kind of swagger. He decided he was a caveman. An animal.
Chickens, she added at the threshold, looking carefully at her cUent, possibly
fascinated by the bright gleam to his eyes, by his curly hair, the dry cork to his voice.
Neil waited with his thumbs stuck in his pockets.
According to your philosopher, Bertrand Russell, chickens get fed day after day
after day, and then one day have their necks wrung.
Such talk produced in Neil a strong warm feeling.
But Frau Kuhn, he replied, you have this back to front. I'm in a difficult
situation hoping for a slice of luck.
If you buy.
I'm buying.
Well then, she said. Above or below the waves, the house will be yours in
perpetuity.
They shook hands. Neil noticed he liked shaking hands with her. He Uked the
warmth, the roughness, the roughness suggesting maturity, experience.
He sought some way to prolong their goodbye.
I may be a lucky chicken, he said clutching at her idea of the chickens after all.
He smiled at her.
I forget exactly which way I came, said the surveyor suddenly reddening.
You take the path to the trees, then fork right. I shall watch you, he dared
himself to add.
Ah yes the path, said the surveyor. Your umbUical cord.
She meant the green scar which cut across a dusty field, between two sets of
deep-ploughed, cmsted furrows.
He watched her aU the way to the trees, wanting one more gUmpse of her face.
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but she went without turning.
Auka soon heard the essentials of this months-old encounter; that is, those
elements of strictly geological interest The seeping groundwater, she learned. Lucky
chicken.
Their Ufe together ticked away in the white house with the blue shutters, the
pale wood interiors. An illegal alien, Auka lay low, deciding it was possible to leam
languages stuck in a house and garden. They talked about a marriage of
convenience. Neil went shopping for underwear and polkadot blouses, while she sat
with dictionaries and grammar books in the winter-garden. Staring at its panorama
of the rippled sea, or at the room's many window^anes, she struggled wdth the
English insistence on the use of is and the and a, strange features which didn't
encumber her own proud language. She set about introducing Neil to Lithuanian
customs, from potato pancakes to stuffed cabbage roUed with jam, to the rudiments
of carving weathercocks from wood. Her wood and his forest at least formed
common ground. Neil regaled her with his forest thoughts. His thoughts on how the
look and feel of light had impressive origins. That our ancestors were among the few
that dared cross glades in the forest. Or, reconnoitring at its edges, ventured into the
merciless dayUght of the open savannah. You get a flavour of this even now as a
forester, he told her.
If he were a flavour, she told him, he would be rounded and full but dry, like a
cheese.
Meanwhile cultural differences lay there, large, deep and troublesome, like
choppy straits between two islands. Auka thought it fine he installed Japanese
shades on the downstairs lamps, shedding light on the ceilings, but why was she not
consi^lted? Why was he indifferent to whether she cleaned or left things as they
were? She tried reaching him through cooking; more through cooking than through
lovemaking, where she felt not so secure. Her inexperience was a drawback, one of
several, Neil gradually implied; another minus carried with her from the life she'd
known, as if she had been in a partial time warp in Lithuania. She had Neil buy a
travel guide to see what was said about her country. To the English Neringa was
somehow twisted to becoming Courland Spit, a name she didn't care for. She began
a homemade translation of Antanas Baranauskas' poem of the pine forest. A pillar of
the national heritage, it uses the forest as a symbol of Lithuania and bemoans its
cutting dowm by foreign landlords, she said to him pat, learned from the guide.
His attempts to reach her were more sporadic, more incidental. While she
looked to the comfort of them both, he would suddenly inveigle her to go into the
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bathroom widi him, paint a red spot on her forehead and explain that one difference
between orang-utans and gorillas is that the former recognise themselves in mirrors
and goriUas do not. Auka did not appreciate this. Neil found himself wishing he had
been telling this to the surveyor, who was forever walking down the green scar into
the trees.
Then, without informing her, he switched off the power at night to see the stars
better. When the Ughts shot back on he discovered her at the fusebox, going on
riptoe and gingerly putting her hand in and out. Fuses were apparently different in
Lithuania. They were bigger. Understandabler. Examinabler. He found himself
explaining that he was not opposed to electric Ught. He of all people appreciated the
allure, the witchery of artificial light in the dark night. The wonder drag of it. He
drew her attention to the occasional yachts, decked with illuminations, crossing the
bay. To Georgia O'Keefe's pictures of night skyscrapers. Magritte's Empire of Lights.
But, he said, natural Ught interested him above all. He bade her try and read a story
from Italy called Conditions of Light on the Via Emilia. There he stopped. He
telephoned the surveyor and asked her to come by once a month to monitor the
erosion. He was just like any other man, he thought as he put down the phone,
restless, faithless, looking for action.
The more often the house was surveyed, the more melancholic, more brooding,
even darker Auka became.
It may be, the surveyor said to Neil as they lay on the bewildered disarray of
sheets one moming, as Auka was out trekking far off on the cliffs, that Auka was to
Neil as dark is to light. Dark: not coming into the open, backing off from fire, but
possessing depth, hidden strength, a sturdy courage. Light, on the other hand,
meant air, bright openness, transformer of the dark, lifeblood of plants.
WeU, said Neil. I don't know.
Yet Auka, we would know from looking down into her window in her china
night, does have a dark desk where she sits and writes poetry, which is apparently
sriU big news in Lithuania. She has dark thoughts, but no more than the next person.
Occasionally she thinks of her home town Klaipeda, and though she loves her
country apparently feels no great puU to retum. But does she want this new life?
What does she want? A home? Does she perhaps want children? WeU, who can
pinpoint what worries Auka from Klaipeda. She doesn't fret about the authorises
arriving on the doorstep; doesn't fear the house falling into the sea like a sandcasde.
Something's wrong though. Oh my God I'm just exhausted, she says someumes, her
English steadily improving, and rerires upstairs, or goes for walks along the shore
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and into the fields. The dusty cliff, she calls the crambling path. Those trees with
the dusty silver leaves. The dusty brown cows, the dusty blue woodwork on the farflung buildings.
Her last iniriative was to suggest she and Neil see the night Ughts of New York
from the Empire State Building. It would be their joint project; it would pull their
loveless partnership back together. Neil was at first enthusiastic, he had American
connections. Yet they never went, nor made an actual plan. Smooth talk talk talk,
said Auka finally. And all the while they stayed stuck, in this stupid space, this
stupid house with its stupid garden, transfixed facing Riga.
Neil said he was not facing Riga.
Riga had nothing to do wdth him. It was not even in Lithuania. And she was no
fun any more.
I no fun? she jumped back at him. I?
She rapped stormily through the dictionaries.
Youl You. Elk po velniul Now I speak to you. You are interested in everything.
You say. But what is with me? Indifference. I bemoan the indifference of foreign
landlords. Indifference is a poison, is a torture. You say you know, deep down, that
miracles are possible. But what do you know? Do you know what everyone knows?
Do you know indifference tortures? Do you know that swords can kill? Know that
children are gods?
I don't understand you, said Nefl.
You don't understand me?
She stood before him with her lips set tight.
No.
She hit him twice, punched him on both cheekbones.
Neil seized one wrist, couldn't find her other wrist, kept not finding it,
eventually found it and then held both wrists tight.
She yelled and threw her head from side to side. He held her wrists until she
relaxed, limp, looking to the ceiling.
Not again, he said. No.
Auka straggled, Neil gripped tighter. She stopped again, head down, arms
Ufeless. She looked up. She moved her head in circles.
I want to rub my neck, she said. Let, let go.
He let go.
She collapsed in a chair.
So, she said. I don't know.
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Neil breathed out deep breaths.
I don't know, said Auka. Maybe I'm missing having a girlfriend.
Maybe, said Neil.
She kneaded her shoulders, mbbed her wnsts.
Peace, said Neil.
Her reply was to fold her arms.
Returning from work he would find her sat in the winter-garden, carving at
tablets of wood which would fit the book-sized windowpanes. There were seventyone panes, she told Neil, she had counted and recounted. It was sad there were not
seventy-two, as this could be divided by all kinds of numbers. But, she told him,
seventy-one was not as crooked a number as it sounded. If you took away the figure
of seven^ times three panes, or twenty-one, this left a neat fifty. Or you could
recompose the panes in the frames in your head, with three sections of seventeen,
making fifty-one, leaving exactly twenty for the door.
Neil was almost sure she suspected him of having an affair. He told her that he
was, that he had grown fond of the surveyor.
I don't expect you to leave, he said. The marriage must go ahead, as planned.
You can stay. Here, in this house.
Thanks, she replied. She stood wdth her back to the windows.
Frau Kiihn, she said. Frau Kuhn is a good person. Is a good person.
She's very discreet, said Neil not knowing quite what he meant.
What is her first name?
Annette.
Very pretty. Annette.
Auka is very pretty too.
Yes. Neil is not pretty.
No.
There we are then.
Yes.
In the seeping groundwater, Auka spat. Lucky chickens.
Neil sprang up.
I'm going up, he said. It's a clear night for the moon.
For the moon, scorned Auka.
She looked out of the window.
There goes another boat from right to left. A yacht from right to left. More boats
go from right to left than the other way.
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What boats?
All boats.
That's hardly possible, said Neil.
Possible or not possible. It is.
What goes up must come down; what goes out comes back. Almost all of them
have to retum the way they came.
But they don't, said Auka flatly. The wind is almost always easterly and they
follow the wind.
Neil could not let go of this.
They come one way and go back the other, he said.
Auka shragged.
Have it your way, she said. But I've counted them.
I don't know if she's mad, he recounted to the surveyor.
But she's crazy, said Annette.
Crazy.
Neil looked at the ceiling under the heavy tiles and wondered why he had never
turned to cigarettes.
I'm fortunate being a forester, he said. Auka hasn't been fortunate.
He sat up on one elbow. The surveyor's long dark hair was thrown everywhere,
as if confirming his status as a caveman.
Auka wanted to see the lights of Manhattan, he said. It was a project. But too
grand.
Why don't you spend some time with her? Annette suggested. There are lesser
projects.
You're right. I might try a lesser one.
With Ughts in the night.
Lights in the night?
1 thought you couldn't get them out of your head.
No.
You are mad.
I am mad.
Kiss me.
I am mad.
Switch the light off. I like it off sometimes.
Soon he and Auka made a daytrip to see the QE2 in dry dock. It was not far by
train. At night, Neil reported, the Uner was lit by spotUghts. He drooled over the cool
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green creme-de-menthe windows. In a fine aura of mystery, there were blocks of
hazy orange lights at intervals along the deck. At that rime its hull was blue. And, at
night, unoccupied; it made a strange throwback to the Neptune.
So it was that Nefl came to tell the surveyor the story of the Neptune, from his
side.
Annette said she dreamed that a hundred aristocraric passengers arrived at the
winter-garden in their bow-ties, half drowned, crabs in their breast pockets and
their tum-ups. The women stayed on board. They crewed their way to the nearest
port and walked off through great crowds, swinging pearls and handbags and
handing off customs officers, pushing them off the dock into the water.
Now Annette often stayed at weekends.
Auka carved at her wood. She carved monsters and arrow-struck hearts. She
showed these to Neil who asked her what she wanted to say with them. They meant
nothing, she said. Perhaps she just wanted to make her mark in something. She
clammed up. But had no objecrion to sitting with Neil and Annette at the kitchen
table, eating salad, dips, lettuce leaves, listening to the hasty waves on their constant
breaks. Her presence did not inhibit their talking. Sometimes she heard them,
sometimes she didn't. If, on a day Uke this, there was a squafl outside but no rain to
watch meandering on the kitchen window, and the window was a grey square, she
looked directly at them. Sometimes they looked familiar, sometimes as if she had
never set eyes on them. Or they were both of these, familiar and unfamiliar, like
words she knew were words but couldn't believe the spelling or the sound of.
Annette with her long, long nose. Neil and his strange face, his pecuUar bright eyes.
Nefl said he planned to retum to England one day. He said there were not so many
forests. Not so many forests, Auka heard. So it would take him time to find the right
employment. Annette said she understood there were fine forests in Lithuania. Auka
wanted to speak then. She said Lithuania was famous for amber. Neil said amber is
fossilised tree resin. Neil and Annette talked about evolution. Auka said half the
world is currently discussing evolution. In the West, she added. The West, the
West, the West. She said amber was masculine. Neil and Annette talked and talked
about this. Auka was right. Think of resin trapping insects. Amber was masculine,
a hardening stone, trapping life and, when it was dead, preserving it. Looking warm
but hard as stone. Gintaras, said Auka.
This stopped them. Stopped them, stopped them. I wanted to intermpt your
crap, she thought.
She said: 1 wanted to intermpt your crap.
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But what do you want to say? said Neil.
I want to say gintaras — as is a masculine ending.
As? said Neil.
Everything ending in —as.
What are you saying?
I'm telling you about my language. The rest is crap, all crap, your crap.
You certainly know the word crap, Annette said.
Crap. Shit. Fuck, said Auka. Maybe it's fuck I should say. Fuck fuck fuck. Or do
you want to censor me?
I once read a story by an American, said Neil, a man, I forget his name.
A man, said Auka incredulously. A man.
There were two young lovers, Neil carried on. She was rich, he was poor and
lived at home; they had nowhere to go. At the end she was alone in her parents' vast
apartment. So she has him come round. I think they're in the hallway, surrounded
by art masterpieces, and she whispers to him... he can't make out what she says, so
she whispers again. Fuck me, she whispers.
Oh, said Annette.
She wiped her lips on her napkin.
That's so involving, she said. Reading things like that really put you in a room
with people.
It ends, said Neil: The Vlamincks spilled blood. We sank into the rug as if it were
quicksand.
Vlaminck the painter?
He nodded.
Although whenever I hear the word quicksand, Annette said reflectively, I think
of what we're on top of here. It was built to last, but it can't last.
Auka turned to Neil.
Chich, she said in a small, hushed voice. Chicken.
She took her napkin, hid her face.
Neil leaned back from the table. The table creaked. He leant forward. He poked
the leaves in the salad bowl.
Well, he sighed. It may be a screwball gamble. But when it's aU over, gone, it
will make a good story.
The waves lapped. The squall had lifted; rainwater was gushing down a
drainpipe.
With the tiles over our heads, he said, down below us. Worn by the waves.
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Making sand.
The leaves in the bowl were darkening at the edges, going limp in the heat of
the table light. He dropped hold of the salad servers, nudged his plate and sat back.
Auka was sobbing. Annette was already looking away towards the water, the silvery
Baltic, on its steep bank to the horizon. He looked the way she was looking. Two
small yachts, pennants flapping, were hurriedly crossing one another's path. Bent
over the table, Auka cried.
Her crying broke out, stopped every track of thought. It was pervading. It was
a flood of feeling.
It was as if it filled the house, spreading thickly across the fields behind. It slid
dowm to the bay. In its power it covered the water; it entered the sky in its dome.
Auka cried, she wept, in a way it seemed would have no end.
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Sheer Faith
We wore
imitation skin
for the nun's approval
our legs nylon
Aussie bronzed
in Winter, wet
behind the knees
in Summer
girls who went without
collected stares
6a: envelopes of disapproval
to carry home
white rectangles which
found their way into
sanitary bins
or flew out the window of the school bus
quick & gone
like a birthday wish
those girls
spoke in a code
of smiles & gestures
got to feel the weather
without a static cling
in Winter their legs shivered
pale as Liquid Paper

I was the middle-part
girl at the back
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of the room
who never needed
to be under a gaze
faithful to the length of hems
religious calendar
constant risk of nylon tearing

my throat blotted
thick wdth envy
my body already mapped
by secrets
I didn't want to keep.

Red Bluff
1.
You carry your heart
like a swallowed
stone
in the coach
your squint aimed
out the window

old ladies dusted
with Baby Talc
sense of smell
deceives you / here
is soon death
recovering infancy

you bring your Sunday School Smile out of retirement
everybody has Grandkids
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& soft centres
to offer

2.
This is how the place
gave up its name:
even when the sun develops
blurry edges
the afterglow of red-rocks
too hot to trust

3.
Clouds slung low
across the horizon
& washed up in pools missing sheets
waves / break
Uke promises / recover
like cliches

4.
Jumping over hardbitten surfaces
camera-eye
downcast
hangs
around your neck

this is the snap shot
you've superimposed memory onto

this is the end
of the world / begun again
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5.
Seagulls
whirl past twilight
squeaking / pieces of chalk
on blackboard
sky
you want to snatch
a fist-fufl
of feathers
scratch with beak
on rock

6.
This is the genesis
of memory
pulling time fuU circle
not enough / not a complete recovery / not
a quick fix redemption
just as far back
as you can go.
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Helen Verity Hewitt

The Veil and the Radiance: Turner and Redon in
Patrick White
In 1980 Brett Whiteley painted a portrait of Patrick White. The names of White's
favourite writers, composers and artists appear in a bookcase in the background.
Three painters are included among the thirteen titles: Goya, Turner, and the French
painter Odilon Redon.
The spirit of J.M.W.Tumer inhabits The Eye of the Storm. Like his late paintings
of light, air and water, the novel shimmers in constant fluctuation, with the
"lustrous moment made visible" in the eye of the storm on Brumby Island holding
it all together, as the structure of Turner's paintings depends on a focus of shining
light. The following passage from the account of the storm might equally well
describe a painting by Tumer:
The myth of her womanhood had been exploded by the storm. She was
instead a being, or more likely aflawat the centre of this jewel of light: the
jewel itself, blinding and tremulous at the same time, existed, flaw and all,
only by grace; for the storm was stiU visibly spinning and boiling at a
distance, in columns of cloud, its walls hung with vaporous balconies,
continually shifted and distorted. (409)
Tumer's Interior at Petworth was one of White's favourite paintings. "I used to
go and look at it almost every Sunday when I was living in London in my youth:
besides being a subtle painting 1 feel it taught me a lot about writing", he said in
1971, while working on The Eye of the Storm We can perhaps see some of Tumer's
legacy in White's constant evocation of changing light and atmosphere, his
expressionistic colour, and his refusal to adopt a fixed authorial point of view.

1. White, Patrick, The Eye o/the 5torm (1973), Ringwood: Penguin, 1980,410.
2. Patrick White: Selected Letters, ed. David Marr, Sydney: Random House, 1994, 203.
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Martin ButUn emphasises the painting's radicalism when he observes that:
.. .the picture depicts no recognisable room...All is in a state of dissolution;
above all from the power of Ught flooding in from the right. The heavy
drying-crackle, rare in Turner's work, indicates his haste. It is also fascinating in that, until recent restoration, it revealed a layer of bright, untempered red underlying much of the foreground. The strong greens are also
impossible to explain from the point of view of representation and are used
colouristically and expressionistically.
White also said in 1971 that Turner's late works made him "grow breathless
with delight every time I see them". (Letters 203) These late paintings emphasise the
destractive as wefl as the creative forces of nature, the depths of mystery behind
superficial appearances, and human insignificance — one could easily disappear
into this elemental vortex. Comparing Tumer's paintings with Shelley's poetry,
Hugh Honour observes: "whereas Shelley longed to penetrate 'the painted
veil...called life' and to be absorbed in the white radiance of eternity, Tumer's
concern was with the veil itself.'
White's concern in The Eye of the Storm is also with the veil, and wdth its
representation in art. It is a watery veil, seen through the double entendre of
Elizabeth Hunter's cataracts. "Now surely, at the end of your life, you can expect to
be shown the inconceivable something you have always, it seems, been looking
for...the other side of a veil of water (which is all that human vision amounts to.)".
(526) Her looking-glass too is "a sort of wateriness". (10) White also returns to
another of his favourite images, a curtain billowing in and out of a room, to signify
Elizabeth Hunter's transition from life into death. At one point the muslin curtain
settles over her face like a great caul. The curtain is another kind of veil.
Tumer's work is very concerned with the process of painting, wdth creation,
with the manipulation of pigment to recreate translucent light or opaque cloud or
water. In The Eye of the Storm White also deliberately draws attention to his
grappling with his medium, this "sea of words" (65) which opens only into "a dark
void"(258) in the experience of one character. Words fail Elizabeth Hunter, too: "If
you could describe your storm; but you could not. You can never convey in words
the utmost in experience". (399)

3. Butlin, Martin. Turner 1775-185], London: Tate Gallery, 1975, 111.
4. Honour, Hugh. Romanticism, Harmondsworth: Pelican, 1981, 101.
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Like the wateriness of Tumer's paintings, the constant changeability of this
vaporous, cloudy element informs the novel. Elizabeth Hunter's whole life is
conceived in terms of water. The "shallow and drought-stricken stream" (23) of her
girlhood, "the placid waters of marriage" (95) and the storm on Bramby Island are
all re-lived in Elizabeth Hunter's great bed, which becomes in her incontinence "this
mattress of warm moist sand" (413) where "she lay gasping, as though the ride had
almost fully receded from this estuary of sheets, while they watched her, she could
tell, with their unregenerate, guUs' eyes". (399) In other manifestarions she is
Aphrodite: "The figure on the bed...continued treading the waters of recent sleep,
till rising above the wave she was to some extent clothed by the myth of her former
beauty"(354), or a strange sea-creature, "tossed up out of whatever infernal depths,
and stranded on the shores of consciousness." (204) At her death her soul
anticipates "its first experience of precious water." (532) After her death "the great
empty bed fluctuated Uke a sheet of dreaming water". (588)
Odilon Redon sought to capture, in his words, "an illumination that seizes our
spirit and escapes all analysis". Such art that imaged the moment of revelation or
illumination always had profound appeal to White. He repeatedly bemoaned being
"hobbled by words". The transcendental imagination longs to soar unhindered.
White borrows Redon's images of skiapods (see illustration) to elaborate
Elizabeth Hunter's sea-creature. The skiapod (literally, "shadow-foot") is an ancient
Eurasian mythological creature, a human-headed fish that dwells in the depths of
the ocean. Redon found accounts of the skiapod's strange existence in Flaubert's The
Temptation of St Anthony, which was one of his favourite sources. He made three
series of lithographs illustrating its mythological, visionary, religious and monstrous
imagery, including at least three versions of the skiapod, two of which conform to
Elizabeth Hunter's impression when, as a young, beautiful and effortlessly seductive
woman, she is "spellbound" on her first sight of them:
Unlike most of the other monsters in .the book, this half-fish half-woman
appeared neither allied to, nor threatened by, death: too elusive in weaving
through deep waters, her expression a practically effaced mystery: or was
it one of dishonesty, ol cunning?(194)
Redon's skiapods hang suspended in water, their thoughts withdravm into
themselves, their expressions highly enigmaric. These images could not be further
5. Redon, Odilon. To Myself, New York: George BraziUer Inc, 1986,110.
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from Tumer's vast visions of elemental turbulence completely indifferent to human
Ufe. Redon's almost perversely solipsistic imagination elevates private individual
Uuman emotion and thought above everything else. As is characteristic in White,
but perhaps more so in The Eye of the Storm, the focus often switches abruptly from
Tumeresque vistas to intense exploration of the deepest quirks and recesses of the
human soul, which is Redon's territory also.
EUzabeth Hunter recognises in the skiapod "not her owm actual face, but the
spiritual semblance which will sometimes float out of the looking-glass of the
unconscious". (194) The skiapod dwells in her deepest self "at the bottom of the
sea". (185) She dreams she is the skiapod from time to time: "nobody to want
anything not love not money or iflumination tell me the answer what it means tell
me that you love me all that silly tip-toeing around you wait for answers to flow in
quietly illuminating from the outside if it is not too rough...". (185-86) Her selfobsessed and self-sufficient solipsism is troubled by demands from other people.
Only in the storm is she flung up and out of herself in a tremendous upheaval.
Elizabeth Hunter's daughter Dorothy also harbours a secret identification wdth
Redon's skiapod. When she realises on the island that her mother shares this
identification, she is "breathless with resentment...Only Mother was capable of
slicing in half what amounted to a psyche, then expecting the rightful owner to
share". (389) The Eye of the Storm, like all of White's novels, is preoccupied wdth the
apparent impossibility of disentangling would-be autonomous individuals from ties
of blood and childhood. Dorothy, always overshadowed by her mother, makes of
her own skiapod a subservient Caliban. She "hugged her fish-scales" (386); "if he
failed to scent you out by your fishy fumes" she would call "Here I am — Edvard —
your skiapod". (387)
Edvard Pehl, the stolid Norwegian scientist devoted to the study of deep-sea
invertebrates, is White's hilarious stooge, completely oblivious to the depths of the
two women he finds himself thrown in wdth, accepting their ministrations as his
natural due as a man. When Elizabeth Hunter describes to him her own response to
Redon's skiapod: "You couldn't say the expression looked deceitful, or if it was, you
had to forgive, because it was in search of something it would probably never find"
(390), and grows "luminous" as she talks of her dream of walking on the bed of the
sea, "playing a single beam of light on objects I thought might be of interest" (389),
Professor Pehl replies earnestly that many deep-sea fish attract their prey with
luminous organs. Dorothy, eavesdropping, "did not believe that a man au fond so
stupid, however 'distinguished', could avoid providing EUzabeth Hunter wdth her
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next meal". (391) She wifl later idenrify herself as "One of the organisms Elizabeth
Hunter's skiapod depended on for nourishment". (418) Her mother acknowledges
her own dissatisfied rapacity: "they accused you of devouring people. Well, you
couldn't help it if they pracrically stuck their heads in your jaws. Though actually
you had no taste, or no sustained appetite, for human flesh. There was this other
devouring desire for some relationship too rarefied to be probable." (87)
Redon's images of a mysterious half-human being that dwells in complete selfabsorption in the depths of the ocean, "in search of something it would probably
never find", gave White an analogue for Elizabeth Hunter's formidable personality.
He elaborates on this to build a complex portrait wdth many accumulated details;
for example the insistence on her "slender, miraculously unspoilt feet".(385) She sits
"flicking her ankle at the music whenever she thought about it, making the tuberose
tones come and go in her naked feet" (386), exacerbating her daughter's jealousy
and contempt and alluding obliquely to that other deeper, more dangerous
'shadow-foot' wdthin.
Other images from Redon's lithographs illustrating The Temptation of St Anthony
appear in The Eye of the Storm. A huge eye rolling through the cosmos is one of
Redon's favourite images and also appears in many of his other works. In the
moment of transcendence at the eye of the storm, Elizabeth Hunter is aware of an
eye focussed on her, and later at her death she is aware that "There was the question
of how much rime she would have before the eye must concentrate on other, greater
contingencies, leaving her to chaos". (532)
Another haunting image in Redon's Temptation of St Anthony bears the caprion:
"It is a skull, with a wreath of roses. It dominates a woman's torso of pearly
whiteness". The skull still bears a human expression of enigmatic sadness or
resignation; the wreath of roses seems to form part of an heraldic head-dress that
becomes a winding-sheet about the shoulders; the lustrous body is curved back and
upwards and is emerging from another winding-sheet, or cocoon; it floats alone in
blackness. Roses emblematise in the novel the spirit made flesh: "Poured in steadily
increasing draughts through the surrounding trees, the light translated the heap of
passive rose-flesh back into dew, light, pure colour...". (202) Roses crown Elizabeth
Hunter's proud solitary bearing, sensuality, and beauty overcome by death: "The
resplendent roses scattered their dew their light their perfumed reflections over the
sheet into the straining nostrils the opalescent eyes staring out through this paper
mask". (204) Redon's image is translated into words.
Like most of the painters White was drawn to, Redon was essentially a
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Romantic. He was deeply influenced by both Delacroix and Goya. His portraits of
rapt visionaries like Closed Eyes or Golden Cell have their origins in the mysticism of
Northern Romanticism. During the 1890s Redon made many paintings and pastels
of religious and mythological subjects: luminous Christs, joyously peaceful
Buddhas, and Greek and Roman gods. He wanted, Uke many of his contemporaries,
to bring world religions and mythologies together in some kind of synthesis. Such
a synthesis was also the desideratum of many of the abstract painters of the 1950s
and '60s. The connection between Redon and modem metaphoric abstract artists
has only recently been widely recognised but for White, the link was clear. They
are aU connected wdthin the broad stream of visionary Romanticism.
It was Redon who gave White the central unifying symbol for Riders in the
Chariot. The Chariot which unites the four illuminates of that novel, and which is
realised in a painting by White's aboriginal artist Alf Dubbo, had its source in one
of Redon's paintings of the Chariot of ApoUo. He made about ten different oflpaintings of this subject. The one which had 'haunted' White since he had seen it as
a young man in a Bond Street gallery, and which he acknowledged as the inspiration
for Dubbo's chariot (Letters 193), was probably ApoHo's Sun Chariot with Four White
Horses, as that was exhibited in London in 1938.
White constantly borrows widely from the visual arts. The four Riders each see
their own vision of the Chariot: the unloved Miss Hare's vision, which "never
formed, remaining a confusion of light, at most an outline of vague and fiery pain",
could be a description of a painting by J.M.W.Tumer. Himmelfarb's revelation of
the Chariot as he walks unharmed through the bombing of Holunderthal bears a
resemblance to Guernica, that symbol of twentieth-century holocaust: "The horses
were neighing and screaming, as they dared the acid of the green sky. The horses
extended their webbing necks, and their nostrils glinted brass in the fiery light.
While the amazed Jew walked unharmed beneath the chariot wheels". (170) The
Blakean associations of the Chariot are emphasised in connection with the saintly
and stoic Mrs Godbold, who nurses Himmelfarb on his death-bed. She is an "angel
of solid light" (230), "the wheels of her chariot were solid gold, well-axled" (67), and
her daughters are her six "arrows" (489) of desire.
It falls to Alf Dubbo, White's visionary outsider artist, to create a painting of the
Chariot in which these mysrical revelations are united, reconciling the faiths and

6. Rosenthal, Deborah. "Redon: the subjective world". The New Criterion,VoI.13 no.4, December 1994, 44-45.
7. White, Patrick, Riders in the Chariot (1961), Ringwood: Penguin, 1974, 67.
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insights of the European Jew, Himmelfarb; the EngUsh Christian, Mrs Godbold; the
Anglo-Australian animist. Miss Hare; and his own Aborigirial spiritual and cultural
heritage, which White impUes must be formative in any genuine Australian culture.
Taken as a child from his mother, and placed in the care of a genteel Anglican
rector and his widowed sister in whose home he leams the radiments of drawing
and painting, Dubbo is electrified by a book on French painting in which he first
sees the painring of the Chariot.
In the picture the chariot rose, behind the wooden horses, along the
pathway of the god. The god's arm — for the text implied it was a god —
lit the faces of the four figures, so stiff, in the body of the tinny chariot. The
rather ineffectual torch trailed its streamers of material light.
'ApoUo', read the rector.
He was not prepared to continue, or to comment.
But Alf Dubbo said:
'The arm is not painted good. 1 could do the arm better. And horses. My
horses,' the boy claimed, 'would have the fire flowing from their tails. And
dropping sparks. Or stars. Moving. Everything would move in my picture.
Because that is the way it ought to be.' (320)

By placing four figures in the Chariot, as in Ezekiel (1:4-38), White has begun his
own re-interpretation, for Redon's paintings show only the god in the chariot, if a
figure is visible at afl in the diffuse glow. Dubbo's painting wifl flame with fire,
sparks and stars which in the imagery of the novel are fragments of a greater divine
unity.
Many years later, after much suffering, Dubbo finds the Chariot again in the
Bible. "Ezekiel's vision superimposed upon that of the French painter in the art
book, was not yet his own. All the details were assembled in the paper sky, but the
light still had to pour in". (353) Only after Himmelfarb's crucifixion and death,
when Dubbo "had grown physically incapable of hating', when 'Everything, finally,
was a source of wonder, not to say love" (457) does the revelation come, and he
"transferred the effulgence of his spirit on to canvas". (458)
The Chariot is the last painting Dubbo makes before his lonely death. His horses
are rough brumbies, wild and unbroken, with streaming manes and tails. "Facing
one another in the chariot-sociable" (458) are the four fellow mystics, illuminated
and metamorphosed. In this final painting, Dubbo translates the visions of Ezekiel,
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Blake and Redon into antipodean terms.
For White, paintings could be windows of illumination. He felt that a work of
visual art could capture the moment of revelation or insight, where words and
intellectual thought fail. His characters experience the same thing. When Elizabeth
Hunter looks "spellbound" at Redon's images of skiapods, she is looking into her
own shadowy soul. In a simflar spirit, Alf Dubbo is seized by an apprehension of
stmggUng human aspiration towards the divine when he first sees Redon's painting
of the Chariot of Apollo.
Redon did not like the term "influence"; he preferred "radiation , perhaps
more suggestive of illumination and spiritual inspiration. His images of sublimity,
and his almost perversely solipsistic noirs which speak to the wdthdrawn, private
quirks and recesses of the human soul, radiated in White's quintessentially
Romantic imagination.

8. Masson, Andre. "Redon: Mystique with a Method" Art News, Vol.55, January 1957, 61.
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Patricia Sykes

Bread & Honey
remember the bedrooms:
wake-up arenas
our gums breaking
into teeth
on the cot rails
the paint flaking lead
into our bloods
—how we sucked
on our poisons—
while the wdnd
swung on the lights
like an antidote
remember the passages:
that split our timber
houses churchwise
down the middle
altar rooms offside
onside one mr one mrs
one girl one boy litanies
of his hers a census
of adoration homes
growdng more nuclear
by the century
while the wind
kept trapezing
like a lesson
remember the yards:
& their noisy gravels
(those good catholics)
our feet & bicycles
expert at softshoe
the liberation pill
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hidden in our purses
ovulation
by science
evolution
by laboratory
guinea-pig rats
dancing freedom's sex
with our hind legs
remember the roofs:
nights of corrugated
iron <Sr moon teeth
whitttUng the fat
from our adolesence
O southern cross
you starry nails
point us an exit
these rooms
have run their course!
remember the tents:
life on the road
our leotards
full of holes
a break out
into leopard spots
camouflage & rosin
& a grip like claws
moveable rooms
are they better?
are they worse?
O wdnd
you bread & honey
you usher
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you torch
tell any audience
we're appetities
who pitch canvas
in the dark

Peter Richards

Nettles

Blue-grey hairs mis-inform Uke an aura,
like a clenched halo serrated by jays
might exorcise pain out from its seeming
deflected till next year's calcitrant lawn.
Nettles seldom waver into the air,
nor do they buttress as lilies will do —
our slovenly sighs asleep in their tents.
How many javelins blunted in violet
pierce open the spheres relieved of their dead?
In violet we spire above what purpose
the rest of heaven can only portend.
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Immigrants

1. Chi Hsien
He had arrived, the Chinaman, one searing hot day in early November. Mr.
Trevelyan, the owner of a Brewery and many hundred acres of wheat, had been to
Port Adelaide to see off a friend who was returning to the old country. He'd gone
down in his spring cart three days before and he'd been expected back the next day.
When he hadn't arrived it was assumed that the sailing had been delayed and that
he'd stayed on to keep his friend company, or that perhaps, the extreme heat had
caused him to put off his joumey. What noone expected was to see him coming up
the hill through the white shroud of dust wdth a Chinaman trotting behind and the
cart loaded up with a fresh supply of bottles.
The bottles caught the sun and set off little glints of light that shot through the
dust like daylight stars. He'd got a supply of clear bottles this time. Clear bottles are
not the best for beer, but it was hard to get bottles of any kind in the colony, so Mr.
Trevelyan was feeling pretty pleased. The funny thing was the way they clinked. Not
that hearing botdes clink was strange when the track is as rough as this one — it
was the way the clinking seemed to beat out a tune for the Chinaman's trot and a
rhythm for the glint and slip of light. Someone with a mind for such things, might
have remembered that Mr. Trevelyan was a tuba player and added that dimension
to the picture of the bay mare with her flanks dark and gleaming coming as if out of
a great white cloud, and the big solid man in his dark suit and his long golden beard
sitting high in his cart coming across the Brewery Hill for all the world like an old
prophet with his fallen angel coming behind.
The only ones who saw them arrive were the Brewer and his daughter Lilah.
They were in the midst of an argument about the state of the leg of mutton and had
no eyes for Biblical impressions. The Brewer left his daughter mid-sentence and
strode down the gully so that he'd meet Mr. Trevelyan at the gate and have it opened
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for him before he turned. Being the Brewer, it was his responsibility to see to the
bottles and to check out what the Chinaman was doing coming along behind. Times
were hard enough without Mr. Trevelyan collecting another mouth to fill..
Lilah wiped her hands on the towel she'd been about to use to dry the dinner
plates, and stood in the doorway of the cottage, one hand propped on her hip, the
other held to shade her eyes against the afternoon sun. It was she who remembered
best, the Chinaman's arrival — saw him stoop to let the pole slip from his shoulders,
and then in a strange graceful way, curve up again to his full height and stand like
a crane, stifl, yet with a poise that suggested there might be fish in a pool at his feet.
Later, Lilah couldn't believe she'd thought such a thing, but she had, and the
thought stayed with her clear as a picture.
Of course, she never did see anything Uke that. She was much younger then. A
mere girl. Fifteen. It was just a foolish norion she'd had that first aftemoon. The
Chinaman was not a bird at all — although, she'd say to herself, there is something
of a wading bird about him even so. And long afterwards, she'd steal glances at him
working in his garden or coming down across the hfll, and suspect that if she caught
him unawares, she might see him rilt his neck, or tuck a wing under his wide blue
sleeves.
The Chinaman stood like a bird. He slowed his breath.
He dared not look about until it became quiet, became his and not the breath
of journeying, of an exertion way beyond his needs. He stood and waited for the
breath of being still, the breath of seeing, of knowing. The quiet breath by which
we sense where we are and what we feel. It had been a long joumey — not just the
rough road from Adelaide to this dusty place, not just the long ocean crossing, or
the years mnning beside the Yellow River with the weight of the past, the smefl of
smoke and blood in his sweat, his back aching from more than the loads of cotton
and grain he bore. His joumey had been greater than any of those things.
His legs ached. The sea voyage had not prepared him for this.
The place he'd come to had a great arching curve of sky and low folded hills.
Halfway up the slope is a cottage. There are two small trees that remind him of
willows, except that they are grey, and on the verandah of the cottage, there's a
young woman in a dark dress wdth her hand raised to shade her eyes.
He looks at the white dust on his dark cloth shoes and in the heavy heat of the
aftemoon, wonders what he wifl make of his life here.
November 1860
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I had not expected this. The country is vast, wooded, and almost uninhabited. At the
port, which is nothing more than a collection of small stone cottages at the mouth of a
stream, the English inhabitants scurried about like servants or the sailors I knew in
Shanghai. They seem to have little regard for their own authority and make little effort to
present themselves according to their importance. The roads and streets are rough cart
tracks. Their houses low and clumsy and for the most part, have no attributes of the kind
1 had expected from such a masterful race. The weather is very hot and the air shrills with
dryness and the moming calls ofciccuias. There are low hills in the distance.
We came to land after sunrise with the swelling tide and after the ship was secured
and the unloading of cargo begun, we Chinese were ordered to go ashore and report to a
ma^trate in a low stone building close by the harbour.
We milled about, waited for the ma^trate who had not yet arrived. When he came,
he looked us over, saw to our papers, and sent us on our way. 1 did not go with the others.
On the ship 1 had dreamed of an opportunity, and just as I dreamed, it came.
Waiting for the ma^trate, watching the unloading and the bustle of the port, 1 saw a
man I knew would be the one to take me on my path. He came in a cart with a fine red
horse. Mr. Trevelyan, his name is. A big man, tall and square and strong in build with a
great bushy beard of golden hue, he is, and there's a quality of strong energy strictly
harnessed which caught my attention so keenly that I waited to see what his reasons for
being at the port were.
At first it seemed he had none — that he had simply come to watch as 1 myself
watched. He stayed upon his cart in order to have the advantage of seeing all that was
occurring but 1 had the sense thathe was looking for something, or someone in particular.
Then he saw it. What had taken his eye were several crates of empty bottles, perhaps ten
dozen cj bottles. He climbed down swiftly from his cart and strode across to the agent who
was marking off the unloaded cargo on a slate. The two of them spoke. And then Mr.
Trevelyan went to inspect the bottles. It seemed he was satisfied for he called out to several
fellows who were involved in the unloading. They shook their heads and gestured to the
work they were busy at. Whatever had been asked of them was not possible.
I saw that it was the loading of the bottles onto the cart that was desired, and went
with my offer of help.
"You speak English?" 1 answered in his language, though of course, 1 know only a little
ojit. 1 offered my labour and as 1 dreamed, so it has turned out.
When my fellow passengers set out together for the goldfields, that destination for
which 1 had no desire, I went alone towards the north with Mr. Trevelyan.
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May 18 61
The first rains of autumn. My hut is built. I sit at my rough table and look through the
window towards the little stream and beyond that, where the country rises towards a low
hill, stands Mr. Trevelyan's Brewery and a gathering of whitewashed stone cottages, four
in number. Beyond them is another cottage where the brewer lives. Mr. Trevelyan himself,
together with his wife and children, lives along a second gully in a cottage not very different
from that of his brewer. I am employed to care for Mr. Trevelyan's garden and he has
allowed me a small piece of land beside the creek to grow what I might to my own profit
and well being. 1 have become the faithful Ah Ting who tended my father's garden so well.
And am glad of my childhood in which he let me walk beside him as he worked for I recall
a great deal of what he taught me about the soil and its planting.
Mr. Trevelyan is himself a lover ofgardens. He tells me of his boyhood in England and
of accompanying his father in the fields of their farm, and of doing as 1 used, helping the
man who came to care for the garden in which many fruits and flowers and vegetables grew
in therichdark soil. Accordingly, here in South Australia, despite the difficulties of soil and
climate, he has established below his house, a small dam and a garden of youngfruit trees
with a vegetable patch. When the earth is softened by the rains, I will begin my own garden.
You ask me why 1 have not gone to the goldfields and I will tell you though you may
think I am mad. Perhaps 1 am? But the truth is 1 cannot bear the company of my fellow
Chinese. Everything that has happened — I speak of our village destroyed, our people
murdered, starving, the country laid to waste — has caused me to change my way. I had
thought it would be enough to leave, but Ifound no peace on the ship. The men who shared
my joumey thought only of gambling and the gold they would get. Perhaps if 1 recall to
your mind, old Wang, you will understand my strange decision.
Among these Englishmen, nothing is asked of me but that I cultivate gardens. And
truly, my friend, I am good for nothing else. So 1 shall live simply and recall to mind all
that our master taught me when I was young and too foolish to appreciate his kirdness to
so poor a pupil.
fuly 1864
Your letter comes in the stillness of winter. Steady rains fall. You ask again of my
decision.
October 1867
...I have had no letter from you. Two years have passed. 1 grow concemed. The news
from Chirm does not make me easy. But the spring sun rises today and Ifeel my blood rise
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like sap in my veins, so in the late evening, I take up my brush to reach out to you.
Do you remember—
"The seeds that hold moist life.
How the blade shoots up.
How sleek, the grown plant;
Very sleek, the young grain!"
The Book of Songs we chanted in our youth? I have become the solitary 1 desired and
practice the tenets of our venerable master. I plant the seeds and sing our old childhood
songs thinking of you. 1 long to hear them again with your voice echoing mine.

2. Lilah
Lilah was sixteen when she ate the first green leaves from his garden. He had
come with his baskets swdnging and set them down on the ground beside her
kitchen window. He hadn't knocked but had just stood gazing towards the low
scrub. It was almost as if he was not there at all — at least, not to sell her the carrots
and spinach he had in the baskets. LUah had simply happened to look out through
the window and seen him there. She was rolling pastry for a pie and had looked up.
Her hands stopped for a moment and she looked at him standing there, and that he
had cartots and greens. Then she went on rolling the dough spread on the table. She
roUed the pastry until it had reached the thin skin she needed for the pie, then she
saw that he was still there.
If he had moved, she hadn't seen him. She stood looking at him standing there
gazing away into the distance. Wiping her hands on her apron, she went to the door.
"Chi Hsien?"
The Chinaman turned.
"Are these vegetables for me?"
Lilah couldn't see his eyes. The sun was behind him and his hat cast a deep
shadow, but it seemed he dipped his head in assent. Lilah went back into the
kitchen and covered the pastry wdth a damp cloth. Then she went out into the bright
sunshine again.
As she walked towards him, Lflah felt the Chinaman looking at her walking
with the stone wall of the washhouse behind her and her dark grey patterned skirt
shifting and had the sudden thought that she was looking at herself — though how
she could see through his eyes she couldn't imagine. LUah had never imagined
herself. She had never seen herself through other eyes before and the thought that
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Others looked at her and saw her was a shock. She raised a hand and bmshed a hair
from her forehead and thought, 'I am raising my hand and bmshing a hair from my
forehead and this is how I am seen by the Chinaman." It felt like a lie. As if she was
making a person of herself when she was really no-one.
The Chinaman had stopped looking and had bent to take a cluster of new
carrots into his hand. Lilah felt disappointed. This surprised her, too. Why was she
disappointed? It was as if she had dissolved, as if she wasn't there when he wasn't
looking.
"Carrots? Spinach? Potatoes..."
Chi Hsien was looking up. He had a cluster of carrots in one hand, a handful of
leaves and a new potato in the other. She saw that his face was smooth and brown,
and that his eyes seemed to be smiling at her. This was unexpected. Lflah realised
that she hadn't really seen him before. Not really.
"Oh, Chi Hsien, yes." She held out her apron and Chi Hsien filled it with
spinach, potatoes and carrots.
He stood up.
"Your father pay later."
Again Lilah saw herself. Saw herself standing with her apron full of vegetables
and the house and the blue sky behind her. It was too strange. How could she see
through the Chinaman's eyes and see him with her own? She made herself smUe and
thank him. Then she turned. She was reluctant to tum. Was afraid of disappearing
from herself again, but it didn't happen.
As she walked to the verandah, and stepped across it and into the house, she
knew, just as if she was watching, how she looked from behind. She was tempted
to tum and see if he was watching her, and did tum as she stepped through the
door, but Chi Hsien wasn't looking at her, he was shouldering his baskets. He wasn't
watching her at all.
Lilah felt Uke crying. She had no idea why.
Many years passed before she understood.

3. Immigrants
September 1867
Still no word from you, my friend. Yet I must write if only to practice with the brush.
Or to explain something that is harbouring in my mind this winter.
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Everything here is foreign to immigrants — the odours, gestures, the stars in the dark,
the blue of moming. Some strange blending exudingfrom earth, these dusty roads, the deep
must in creek water, the medicinal smell of these eucalyptus trees — a language of sighs
and mutters. And sometimes curses.
In their eyes, reflected winter sadness, a desire to fall, to tumble accidentally down a
well, or into the water rising in a mine shaft. To be gone and come up back where they
have comefrorh.
At night we undress and sink. Ripple scattering images slowly.
Dreams are filled with memories.
Ashore they still hear in their sleep the long swing of waves from the Great Southern
Ocean, the creak and hug of timber — smell the dark reluctant breath of the hold,
remember the faces of children dying and mothers so ill with sea sickness and immigration,
so baffled by the loss of home and hillsides and their own mothers, that they cannot nurse
their ailing children. Or apple trees, green childhood things, cobbled streets and hunger in
dark rooms.
Ashore, in light, like flotsam, they make the best of it. Gaze unseeing at the dead
crazed grass, the white bark ofgum trees. Their arms swing the broom, dust the table, bake
pies, but they are not where they appear to be.They are numb from dreams in their beds
and numb from sleeplessness in their mornings. They go about their tasks reluctantly, read
in the papers about wrecks with all hands lost, pause to gaze at their work rough palms,
wonder if they had rather been drowned themselves.
Life hoick too much that discourages them so they cover their white skins with shirts,
skirts. Put on broad hats in the sun and go to work. They labour fiercely till the heat or
hunger overcomes them. And then they eat their bread and mutton and work again till the
sudden flare of sunset recalls the night's coming.
The terrible suppositions of night.
They are spinning the whole night. Spinning and weeping.
The men too, are scattered, eyeless, empty. Cut timber from the scrub and are
suddenly cut themselves by memories of home. A cast of light beside a creek, a blue pudding
hasin set beside a door to cool, a bay gelding they could swear was one they knew at home
thirty years ago.
Then, after what — ten, twenty, thirty years — some have been here so long — their
dreams are quietly given up. A time comes when they can only enter them reluctantly. They
don't want to see those faces from the old days — not when returning will never happen.
Not when the letters from home come less & less. It is better, they say, to bury the past.
Take a shovel, dig a hole the size of a ship, that ship, then fill it in. Build a house on top of
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it to hold the sadness at hay. Make a family. Children who have no memories of other
places. Only these low hills, this thin shivery grass, this dark scrub.
As I write — two children flying kites. One watching, neck stretched. Frowning eyes
follow the string, the dance of the kite. A dog in the wheat field follows the scent of a rabbit.
Is it for the children that they labour. Is it for the children they came?
And will their children recall this? Will they give thanks?
And my own coming? And staying?
How will I account for that?
4. The Chinaman and the Brewer's Daughter
Lilah stands hesitant at the creek. She should not be there. The sun hasalready
risen across the hill behind her. When she looks dowm to find the stepping stone
she sees her shadow lies across the stream like a footbridge. "So you not as afraid as
I am?" she murmurs. "You've already crossed over." When she stands at the door of
the Chinaman's hut, fearful of what she'll find, her shadow has already entered, for
the door of the hut stands open. He is not there.
In the garden, Chi Hsien Ufts his head from among the pumpkin leaves. He sees
her hesitate, then tum and walk along the creek.
What comes next?
One late aftemoon, she followed the firewood picker's path across the dark
hills. The Chinaman, seeing she was coming, split open a watermelon and held out
the moist pink flesh. Against the twisted grey bark of scrub, his blue jacket looked
like a patch of sky. Lilah away and looked behind her and saw that night had come.
Knew it would overwhelm her if she went any further.
Two weeks later, she wrote in her journal:
Today Chi Hsien had an oriental lustre. 1 saw his naked arms slash the grass, the
scythe repeating the curving swing of his arms. His arms were untamed, sleek, wet. His
arms could embrace me like a wi?idmi!I aching for the wind with its overwhelming
whispers. 1 knew I should leave, that 1 should not allow myself to see this.
And a month later :
Chi Hsien, in the encroaching night, you are the only sound.
Even the foxes have gone to ground in the frost.
Guarding shadows guarding the dark.
In the night 1 am guarding you
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with silence, drawing you to me with my black ink and this pen.
What I am expecting, what I am fearful of, is the arrival of moming.
I krww 1 should not write words such as these.
When it comes, 1 will have to bury you in my pocket.
In the morning, I must light the fire with them.
Together:
Unable to tell whose hand it is —
your door or mine, opening slowly
I transform your shadow
and gather in the darkness of your eyes.
You are the root and the flower
I have a thousand years in my seed
we could make a circle, a quiet fire of leaves and grass
bum, drift like smoke.
Shall I be this blackness?
Your cheeks are indescribable.
To be naked; is this the reason for your arrival?
Your thirst is like a white flower in my room.
I have only to open my eyes slightly
and there will be a sound at the door.
Are you coming or leaving?
Your language is a ragged cloth, fuU of holes I cannot understand. If I could, I
would spread it out like sheets in the wind, drape it on low bushes, grass so that the
sun might make it white in my ears. I understand clean linen, bleached and
smoothed, will if you let me, lift syllables from your tongue like a young cricket, and
teach you to click and moan.
And I hear sorrow is the echo of your coming and the point of your going. You
close your eyes, carve your own silence, so quiet, we cannot hear footprints.
Yes, I know there are people who insist on knowdng no sadness, and will not
bargain — not even for love.
Shall I bargain for you ?
I am the striped bee nosing out of its cell, bribed by yellow plums and
gooseberries, the promise of your shy whisper, a star thistle.
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But when we speak, the night is longer — and shorter than we realise.
Perhaps 1 wdll tell her that for me she is a kind of bird. That I am afraid.
(Honeyeaters and insect eaters must stick to their harvest).
There is made a border between us.
I have slid free of the shadows of too many traveflers to enter
the one she throws across the valley.
Desolation and patience, I think, are good for women — and the Chinese.
Our language means no more to you than the lichens on the stone well, or the
grass bent by the wind. Only the lizard on the wall is as obstinate. I've watched you
— seen how you try to tell men's satisfaction by their feet.
Are you so afraid to look in our faces? Look at me.
Apart :
He comes and goes in the dust. His boots, his padded slippers, his flat broad
feet have forgotten me. A beast Ues in my pocket demanding, pushing me towards
the luceme tree, urging me to intercept him, to see how he wdll look away from me.
And if I demand his face with angry words?
He wdll shuffle his feet in the dust and incline his head towards the hill.
That pigtail is a tarred rope I would loop around his throat and catch him up
to bring him home behind me like a lamb.
Yet his laugh is soft — wdnd soft.
You knelt down wdth closed palms and placed them on the precious earth. I saw
that this earth was precious to you, and was surprised. You said nothing, only
looked at me. I knew I was not to move. Knew I had to tum and walk away. Knew
a crack had been opened between my people and you, and that the split was
opening in me.
I should have turned and walked away, but 1 couldn't.
And you would not look at me. You stared steadfastly at the great green leaves
of the pumpkin.
Look at me!
The words splashed from my mouth. They filled a void that frightened me, but
still you did not look at me. Instead you leaned towards the leaves, reached out your
bronzed fingers, and slowly, calmly, with terrible quiet control, began picking off
stray tendrik of green.
I stood on the other side of the creek. It could not be crossed — it can never be
crossed — yet I wanted us to wade down the river with our hands linked together.
I wanted us to walk along the river among the night birds. I wanted the stars to
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shine on us.
I wanted everything.
5. 1886 :
The stable man cried out when he saw the Brewer's daughter climbing across
the thatch. Cried out again when he saw her crouch bird-like at the end of the gable.
"Her toes was like claws," he said to the women later,"And her long nose was
like a beak. 1 could of swore she was one a them devil birds they had on the church
back 'ome."
They took her down of course. The men, clumsy in their workman's way, gentle
like they are with horses.
In the night, the brewers and the miners took the Chinaman and threw him into
the wefl. Then they took up their staves of wood and their hammers, and went home
and laid their snoring heads on their wives' fine lace edged pfllows.
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Serial Composition [Red]
a scaur of red granite cuts across the landscape
like an open wound — or inner seam of flesh
in the rock [in the word? [that touches it?
that it seems to repeat & to which it bears
no resemblance — the interior sea the desert
ringing in the heart [in the verb? in the wound
opening like a scaur of.red granite (cutting across
a landscape) [metaphor? as you approach it
visually or from a distance — totem of static space
horizontal <Sr parallel that speaks from the prehistoric yearning of water of artesian plains far
in the substrata — flowdng out from a glacial
depth Uke blood or dawn [merely? to vanish
on contact wdth air — the shadow-play of crows
spelled by myth the bone-brittle mirage of [fin
itude? beating wings low over the salt flats &
drawn down into the entropy of their spiral

Uuntitled Abstract [Red, Black]
ochre forms intervene in the serial
logic of
the plain [rock-driU totems ...?
sections of light
— optical disjunction
perception / parallax —
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retrac(t)ing (it)self
beneath the ruststained de-filements
of eroded creek beds
written into this palimpsest
the ex-/intemal
edge-line(s)
of a stationhouse / windmfll / shell of
a watertank
throbbing in the wdnd
a rusted pipe
skewed sideways / hung wdth
dead crows
[the automatism of gestures
that can no longer
save them ...?
rhetorical figures silhouetted against
the Uquid mineral sky, etc.

Analogy of Van Gogh's Shoes
1. unlaced, without a sign of belonging
this image of two worn shoes

indifferent despite the misfortunes of history
to dreams of emigrating
through the streets of anginal cities
of poets & political dissidents

nor do they seem to harbour a compulsion
to be laced around the swollen ankles
of a peasant woman trudging
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through the ever-uniform furrows of fields
2. with an unexplained self-refusal
you paint them that way, side by side
in discarded progression towards
the ineffable "idea" ...
as if to ask: what can a painting of two shoes
mean, if not a painting of two
shoes ... & who would ever think
of tying a van gogh canvas around their feet?
imagine, just for the sake of argument, someone
tying (a) van gogh around their feet
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The Inverted Mirror

They beamed the images across the world into every home, shop window, anywhere
there was a television set, those images played and replayed themselves tifl, long
after we saw them, they lingered in our minds, like the spirits of days gone by which
hover and watch over what we see and do and think wdth the envy of a scorned
lover;.their almost rathless repetition in our minds compelled us to believe in their
real-ness, as real as if we had been there when the incident happened. The incident:
an abstracted, image-based, fibre-optic construction of an event. There is no doubt
that these images that had been fed through our television sets actually did happen,
or rather, I should say that we cannot doubt the validity of these images as
representations of an event that happened earlier this moming. Like Descartes, we
can only believe in their validity because we cannot disprove it.
When we first saw them, our hearts stopped, for they were stark, immediate,
forceful pronouncements of how interconnected we all were, not only because we
were afl watching the same images at exactly the same time. We were part of a
greater universal morality, a morality that would have been shocked, taken aback,
as clearly Soo Yean and I were. The world, despite long-standing wars and
disagreements, trade sanctions, conflicts, tensions, was truly one, traly connected, a
fibre-optic connection of timeless images, beyond any temporal category,
transcending any spatial limitation, a connection that showed that we believed in
the same things, were shocked by the same things. There was a common thread that
ran through each of our bodies and souls, an overarching umbrella of meanings and
symbols by which we lived — shock, horror, sorrow, anger, empathy. These were
things that made us afl feel one. The live telecast was meant to enable as many living
people as possible to share in this experience. Of course, the drama that eventually
unfolded which actually did shock us was never planned, never foreseen, but that it
was televised at all attested to our one-ness, to our brothersister-ness. It was as if
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there were some higher autonomous imperarive, an imperative which made it
necessary to share the experience freely. In that one moment, the North Korean
Communist Party member and the black street kid in Harlem and the Pope were
one. In a sense, that one word, "live", defies all our notions of time. It defies time as
a continuum, in effect, mocks and puts an end to it. Its meaning was really antihistory. For in that one moment, everything we ever were, everything we had been,
everything we had ever wanted to be up to that point were rendered meaningless,
mere indulgences. We gasped, cried, breast-beat as one single mass of humanity. It
united us in a technological corroboree of the sacred image. Indeed, it was through
the images on the silver screen that we were, for one glorious moment conjoined in
that historical surge that made us human. The shock Soo Yean and I shared wdth the
world, mediated by television, was a bond, a declaration of our humanity.
This is what we saw.
A huge procession of students, farmers, intellectuals, housewives, made its way
from the grounds of the National University, the origin of the series of revolts that
shook our country's regime. Many had already died, young students, some
intellectuals, writers who had joined in the revolts and the stand-offs against the
military. Many of my friends and Soo Yean's had already perished, some were
critically injured. We, too, had been part of the revolts that had been continually
breaking out in various parts of the country in an attempt to overthrow the
dictatorship of the President. The most recent one, just a few days ago, turned out
to be the bloodiest. The military fired their rounds at anyone who wasn't in uniform,
indiscriminately, cutting down anyone who appeared to be on the side of the rioters.
Soo Yean barely escaped being killed herself, a boy who had come between her and
a shooting soldier fell on her, shielding her from probable death. That is, perhaps,
the way the world ends and begins — the dead are often the reason and the cause
for the living. That was two days ago.
The march we saw on television was a change of tact, a peaceful one, to have
begun from the University to the Parliament grounds, Soo Yean and I weren't
involved in this march since the effects of tear gas had affected us rather badly,
and we were trying to recover from them. We had been throwing u p constantly,
and there was an ever-present feeUng of nausea, headaches, blurred vision. Soo
Yean, especiafly was subject to nightmares which kept her from sleeping. We
seemed to be caught in a shard of the image, and it was trying to rewnite our
histories. Our bodies were frozen in a moment, and the nausea and headaches
were but the walls of our capsule. We were forced to remember the pain, the
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anger, and like the images on television, the nausea made it possible to ignore the
scenes and sounds. Watching the events unfold on television, we were being
doubly reminded of the events we had been part of. Doubly trapped, the walls
doubly reinforced.
The camera gave us several shots from differing angles. There were overhead
shots, probably taken from the top of a building, showdng the multitudes marching
and chanting slogans of freedom, some of which 1 had the honour of writing. Now,
however, the words which I bore so close to my soul, words I breathed life into,
seemed so alien and remote. They were strange to my ears now, worlds away. I
couldn't understand the emotions that inspired them, nor the anger and passion
that lay embedded in each word, each syllable. Some were carrying banners
proclaiming the solidarity of the people, some waving the national flag, many held
over their heads flowers of varying types and colours. Behind each shot was a need
to get to the very essence of the event. Unrelentingly, we were fed wdth a constant
stream of perspectives. Then, there were close up shots of the crowds, men, women,
some of whom carried their children on their shoulders, in their arms, some others
had tears in their eyes, their faces contorted in sheer passion for their country. Such
shots alternated, first overhead, then close-up, then overhead again, all this in an
attempt to provide the viewer with a real-life picture of the events, to make it as real
for the viewer as it was for the participant of that march.
Soo Yean began to cry, her tears streaming down in torrents across her white
cheeks. I turned to look at her and saw that she had become pale, thin, ghastly thin.
I hadn't noticed how much she had withered in the span of two days. But I could
say or do nothing to allay her torment. We were both embrofled in this drama which
had suddenly gripped the whole nation. For us both, the televised images had
special significance. We were the images, we saw ourselves there among the crowds,
chanung, waving flags, crying, our hearts filled wdth the death-cries of our friends
and comrades. We were being carried through a timespace warp of sorts, pushed
into another realm, to see ourselves through the eyes of strangers. It stmck me, then,
that we were all caught within a prism. Only this time, instead of defracted light,
there were defracted images and meanings. From families sitting around watching
a video recording of the family picnic, to two friends talking about the photos taken
on a holiday, we were all, in a sense, prisoners of a way of seeing. In our case, the
meanings the images were projecting belonged to a brand of morality which, in
essence, was just another way of seeing.
Increasingly, however, we had the feeUng we had sold out, we had let the others
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down. Had we been weak? Were we merely creating alibis? Our friends were all at
the peace march, and they had been at the demonstration two days ago. Questions
about my integrity played havoc in my mind, and though Soo Yean and I said
nothing, I think we were both experiencing the same burning guflt and shame.
Watching the march wasn't the same as participating in it, and we began to feel
increasingly uncomfortable with each other's presence in the same room. Every look
she gave me was a sort of indictment.
In a sense, the rage that was beginning to build up inside me was my own
way of justifying my non-participation, a transference, if you would, of my owm
inadequacies onto the march 1 should have been part of. It was all wrong. AU
wrong! 1 thought. After all we had been through, after the way the govemment
forces had massacred us, we were now crawling on our knees. I saw in this march
a sort of capitulation, a suicide which, for Camus, was nothing but a
collaboration of the forces that oppressed us. There was only one thing to do.
Blood, I wanted blood! Close-ups of some of our friends showed them crying,
and we, sitting on the other side of the spectacle cried along with them. Our tears,
however, were of a different nature. Indeed, one sees differently in different
realms, and the meanings and the realities we perceive also differ. Their tears
were the tears shed from the sudden realisation we have when we are at the brink
of rewriting history ourselves. Our tears were shed from the realisation that we
were nothing in the greater scheme of things, that, like the images we saw, we
were meaningless, cut offfrom the living. I saw K.'s look of anguish, his clenched
jaw, the obstinacy in his lips, and I saw myself 1 knew that look. It was not a look
of peace that emanated from the television set. That was the cry of revenge, hatred
and revenge, the sameiatred and revenge I was feeling at that moment. Soo Yean
was crying, from guilt, surely, from not being there, from not physically sharing
in the torment of our friends. She was crying because she was looking at herself
divorced from her present physical, location. It was an inverted mirror.
And yet, the journalist, who was made-up for her television appearance — her
pearl necklace and her seductive rouge and her tasteful lipstick were gross
anomalies against the backdrop of the march for peace and change — was speaking
of an atmosphere of euphoric proportions. She talked of songs of peace and love
permeating the air, of hearts reaching out to the reason of the politicians. There was
an expectancy in the air, the beauty of the human soul was in full display, how could
the regime not be humbled by this?, she asked.
I imagined the thousands and millions of people around the world tuning into
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this telecast, what were they feeling, what were they thinking, what were they doing
as they watched this? I knew. Their lives were untouched, secure and comfortable
in the little luxuries that they gave themselves to. Doubdess, they were, at that very
moment, crowding in front of the television set trying to feel, trying to understand,
and like Soo Yean, their hands would be over their mouths in shock and anxiety.
Doubdess, they may have felt something, felt the right-ness of what we had been
doing, and what we were doing, and doubtless, they would be saying, "you see, the
people stfll have power". But power at what costs? Some of us had lost our lives
fighting for something we may never witness. These riots and demonstrations were
ideals at work. We lived our dreams, we believed in them. We were our dreams. Yet,
it was as if all the tumult of our passions were filtered down to mere images and
dimensions and textualities till, all that really remained was a timeless, spaceless
event. I was an event, Soo Yean was an event, the boy who fell on her dead was an
event. It was one great event, a spectacle around which the world now gathered and
reaffirmed its ties.
The protesters had reached the parliament grounds. There were people
swarming all over. The noise was deafening, it seemed, since our reporter had to
speak at the top of her voice. She was visibly straining, doing her best to give a play
by play account of what was happening at that moment. Only the at-that-moment had
been abstracted from time and space. It was ephemeral, existing, happening at every
place and in every time-zone all at once. The marchers had come to the main
entrance to the Parliament House which was guarded by a thick line of heavily
armed soldiers, tense, unremitting. The marchers stopped about five metres away
from this line of soldiers. Their songs were louder now, as if they were singing for
the President who was wdthin the building, possibly cowering in fear of the crowd.
The crowd hurled flowers of peace at the soldiers. This shower grew thick and
fast, and soon it seemed as if the sky was raining red and white and yeflow roses and
carnations and tulips. The joumalist was just then commenting on the
industriousness of the students for managing to secure, by some feat or other, huge
amounts of tulips, a flower which was not in its fufl season just yet. The soldiers
were adamant. Unperturbed by the shower of flowers raining down on them, they
stood their ground, steadfast in the mission to keep out the hordes.
Then it happened.
A lone student carrying nothing but a yellow rose stepped out of the ranks of
the protesters and approached a soldier in the line of the ParUament defence. The
joumaUst was telling us, translating into words what we were seeing wdth our own
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eyes. He tried to pin the flower on to the rifle sling of the soldier which strapped
across his right shoulder. The soldier parried him, pushing him away. The student
persisted, saying words we could only guess at. We were trying to make out what
he was saying. But we couldn't. A whole universe was being filtered out by these
images. The student persisted, trying to pin the flower on to the soldier. The other
soldiers looked straight in front of them. That one soldier, however, was still
warding off the advances of the peace student, pushing him away wdth his forearm.
It was difficult to see if he was saying anything. The student taunted the soldier.
Now he was screaming, but still we could not make out the exact words. He was
holding out the flower in front of him, and in agitation was speaking to the soldier.
His arms were flailing about, now beating his chest, now banging his head wdth his
right palm, now attempting to pin the flower onto the soldier. He was physically
taunting the young soldier, pushing him, speaking to him, agitation written in every
movement, every fibre of his body. The soldier replied by raising the rifle to his eye
to take aim, a threat: "Do not push me or I'll shoot", his gesture was saying. The
student became more incensed. The others behind him, the other students, they
were chanting louder now, the voice of the joumalist had been drowned out. The
student moved closer to the soldier, "shoot me! shoot me!" he seemed to be saying.
The camera closed up on the soldier, his eyes ablaze, crazed, on the brink of sanity.
They were the eyes of an animal, caught in a comer, nowhere to run. Either attack
or be taken prisoner. The camera closed up, his eyes, the screen filled up wdth his
eyes, that insane, terrified glare of a trapped animal, all the while the student saying,
"shoot me! shoot me!". A shot rang out, the student fell back limp, pandemonium
broke loose.
I sat transfixed. I could not explain what had just happened. I saw, but I did not
understand. What were these images? What were they saying to me? What
language? I looked at Soo Yean. She had covered her mouth wdth both hands, her
eyes dilated, tears soaked her face, by now paler still. I sensed a terrifying scream
bufld up from the pit of my stomach... a scream... shattering reality.

The peace march had been our last desperate effort to force the President to step
down and make way for more democratic representation and participation in the
country. The speaker of the Parliament himself along with the various factions, was
also on the brink of asking the President to relinquish his position. We all thought
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the peace march would tip the balance in our favour. It was to be the march to end
aU marches. We were convinced we had Trath on our side. Perhaps it was our
naivete, perhaps in our raging idealism we believed too much in ourselves. There
was hope yesterday aftemoon, because everyone saw the end coming, everyone, that
is, except the President who was waiting tfll the last minute to make a decision. The
help he needed to make that decision did come, at the last minute. When the soldier
shot the peace-student, the President found cause to stay in power, for as he put it
during a press conference late last night, "this was no time to play sflly flower-power
games. People's confidence in the military, in the govemment, in the country has
been shaken. Stepping down now would change nothing. It would only be
disastrous for the people and the country in the long ran. Time. We need Time.
Once there is a real opportunity for change, I wiU step down. Tifl then, I shall see to
it that order is restored. Our friends in America wdll be helping us, and together wdth
the other Superpowers order wdll be restored, and our beloved country wifl once
again shine on the world's stage!"
What he did not say was that 500 civilian peace marchers had to die yesterday
evening for order to be restored, 500 people who were at the Parliament House to
ask for the camage and the pain to end, and who, ironically, did find the end. That
evening we had rushed to the grounds, despite the nausea we still felt. Regardless,
we had to see for our own eyes. The television images seemed too real. Somehow,
we needed confirmation that it did happen. We needed to be at the square. Perhaps
it was guilt that drove us there. Perhaps it was sheer incomprehension.
Of course, the carnage had all ended by the time we got there from across the
city, but the unmistakable signs that something real, some thing had happened were
all around us. Blood was everywhere, pieces of flesh, smashed car windows. At some
places, fires were still burning. There were others too, like us, walking amid the
debris and the sflence. The night air was cool. I looked at the others who had come
to see the horror for themselves. A kind of curiosity drove them here, and like us, I
could see their searching eyes, searching for some kind of trace that what they had
seen on television was trae and that they had not been dreaming. We were all
somnambulists, sleepwalking. Occasionally we passed some of them. Their eyes
showed nothing but a deathly hollowness, of sheer shock, incomprehension. Did
this really happen? We saw it on TV, but could it have happened? We knew it did,
of course it did, and yet... yet we felt so detached, so wrenched from the events at
the Square. It was as if we had been dropped into the crystal ball. But an evil trick
had been played on us. Only a few hours ago we had watched the drama as it
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happened, and now despite being at the very scene, the drama was even further
away from us. We were like the audience in a play, always the on-lookers, but never
within reach of the world they watch and applaud. We were condemned to remain
the watchers. To cross that "border" between what is real and what is realised is to
put yourself at the mercy of Chaos, from whose loins Erebus and Eros, Darkness and
Love sprang. For in the realm of the chaotic, the rales are changed. At the threshold
of this kingdom, one must prepare to become a mere vehicle, a medium, or perish
into nothingness.
We walked to the gate where the line of soldiers had been standing, and where
it had all started. I stood where I thought the student would have stood. I tried to
imagine the soldier in front of me, looking at me, standing in the security of his
fellow soldiers. It was not real. I could not feel anything. But the minute I tried to
recall the scene we had seen a few hours ago, the cold, animal glare of the young
soldier everything came back to me as completely as if I had been there all along.
The night air bit into me, and I shivered, half from the cold, half from the horrific
drama that was being re-enacted in front of me then.
I began to cry. Soo Yean must have seen me. She must have seen the horror of
the images dancing amidst the tearful shimmering in my eyes. She came to me and
covered my face, gave me her warm breasts, as if to drown the visions I was having.
But I could still see them,as real and as sure as I was standing there, I could see them.
I could see the eyes of the soldier, the Nameless Soldier, his body coiled up like a
snake about to strike, like a cat digging its hind feet into the ground to get a firm
foothold before it pounced. I could see him looking at me, and there was rage — in
his eyes, and in my heart. Or was it the heart of the student wdth the flower?
Everything was getting confused now. It was hard to make out one from the other.
All I could see were his eyes, boring down into the centre of my forehead like a
bullet strack by the firing pin, its ixietalUc back plate a catalyst for free and savage
flight straight for my forehead'where it would pierce a neat hole. I looked into the
eyes of my adversary, his close-up eyes; big, animalistic eyes which seemed to
disperse into molecules, miflions of tiny circular fibre-optic molecules, each with an
assigned colour and shade afl forming a picture, like an impressionist painter's
palette, mfllions and milUons of deft touches, dots, skflfuUy positioned, a seemingly
haphazard collage of colours. Technological impressionism.
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This moming Soo Yean and I bundled into the streets again. We were unable
to stay within the confines of our apartment. Soo Yean said to me, "The TV is
mocking me." 1 looked at the television set, its silence, its blank stare, its huge eye
mocked us with the noise and images it had but which it hid from us.
The streets were busy wdth the normal sounds of everyday life. There were jobs
to go to, money to be made, families to be fed. Newspaper vendors were screaming
the headlines at the top of their voices. We picked up a newspaper. On the front
page, on the better part of it, was splayed out the technimpressionistic vision I had
last evening. In fact, everyone on the street was reading the papers, and the eyes
were on every paper.
The day seemed troubled. Several businesses were closed for the day. We
passed two ladies in front of the shut grocer's store. One was talking about her
friend's husband who wasn't going to work today because it wasn't safe on the
streets anymore. We walked and I forgot where I was. I realised suddenly that Soo
Yean had stopped a few paces behind me and stood rooted to the ground; her eyes
were trained at something across the street. I looked in that direction. Four youths
were ranning toward a policeman, who was walking in the opposite direction. I
stared in fright. My heart pounded wildly. More bloodshed. It was coming, I felt it,
as did Soo Yean. The youths were getting nearer to the pohceman. They were
looking at him. As they ran past one of them spat in his face. The policeman stopped
and yelled at them. They stopped and faced him squarely. Again, we could not see
if they were saying anything. The youths moved closer towards the policeman. I
could make out his eyes. The same cold stare, but this time, of an aggressor, not a
trapped animal. For a long moment the five of them stood that way. Several people
had stopped once they realised there could be trouble. The policeman wiped his
face, and a few seconds later, perhaps sizing up the situation and deciding that it
was in his best interests to do nothing more, walked away. The youths, too, moved
away and it seemed the street wound itself back to life again. Soo Yean looked at me,
and we both knew something was happening to our lives.
We took a bus into the city centre, and there a huge group of students had
gathered and more were gathering, men, women, sympathisers to the cause. From
where we were, we could see the enthusiasm in their faces, in the way they moved,
talked, gesticulated. The Square was being filled up now, and groups were being
formed. Friends, cliques, huddled, discussed, whispered, laughed, cried, other
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groups were singing. Soon, there would be many more, and the military and police
would be assembling once again. It was a vicious cycle. Never ending. Near the bus
stop someone had pasted newspaper cut-outs of the Nameless Soldier on the waU,
his eyes staring out at the world. Dark clouds threatened. Down the street to our
right, shop windows were spray-painted wdth slogans, red paint, anger,
bloodcurdling anger.
We joined the students. We found K. sitting among a group of students. We
recognised some by appearance, others we knew by name. The group was
discussing further action, redoubling their efforts. They were discussing getting as
many students as possible from the outlying regions of the country, getting as many
sympathisers, workers, parents, brothers, girlfriends, teachers, everyone. The group
was angry, sad, confused, disheartened. All of them were talking of the blood, the
massacre, the senseless killings. Soo Yean found the brother of M. who was kflled in
the massacre three days ago. He was speaking of bloody revenge. K. was the only
one who was silent. He remained seated, crouched in a ball, staring at his feet. I
asked him if he was afl right. He looked at me, and at once I felt ashamed for asking.
Guilt shot through me like a flaming arrow, coming to rest in my mind where it
blazed for a long time. All my thoughts were razed to the ground like the Uttle straw
huts I had seen bum on some television programme or other. I could say nothing.
Neither could he. All he did was look at me. In his eyes I saw the soul of the dead
student. Perhaps this was what he looked like seconds before his death.
"This is crazy", he said finally. Then, in a louder voice he repeated himself. "This
is crazy". The conversation in the group ceased. All looked at him. For a long while
no one spoke. I think each of us were thinking of the same things, and at the same
time, thinking of nothing at all. Passers-by came along intermittently to proclaim
their solidarity. One even gave a postcard her brother-in-law had sent her from Paris
in which he said the people of the world were behind us. I began to cry. The people
of the world. They meant nothing to me. All I cared for was for this to end, for my
peace of mind, for a good night's sleep. I cared nothing for the people of the world
who were behind us. I told the woman to send her brother-in-law a message. "TeU
him to go back to his TV and radio, and leave us here to die." I had tears in my eyes,
and they drowmed my view of her pretty face. She tried to say something, but
stopped. There was something akin to rage in her eyes. Perhaps she really had felt a
bond wdth us. Perhaps she wanted to feel she was part of the crisis, doing her piece.
But she had been denied a place, left to flounder in the realm of the perpetual
window. She muttered an apology, took back the postcard, and hastily went back
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the way she came. K. kissed the centre of my forehead, and for a moment I recoiled
in fear as 1 thought of the determined buUet finding its target.
None of us could believe these things were happening. None of this was real. It
was some surreal nightmare we had been pulled into. For now, all that we had been
through seemed so far away, so unreal, the only thing that stuck in my mind was
the technimpressionism of the night before. Even when the poUce vans arrived and
took their crowd-control positions, it didn't seem like we were part of the world,
but merely appendages to the main event.
By nightfafl, the Square was packed wdth people, singing songs, dancing. The
students were determined to put on a show for the world to see, for the brother-inlaw's viewing pleasure. The camera crew had arrived earUer and the joumalist, the
woman we had seen on television last night, was there as wefl. She was going around
trying to talk to people. It was strange seeing her in person. She was real, but not as
real as she was on television last night. Here, in the same Square we were, she
seemed out of place, an apparition.
She approached our group and spoke to Soo Yean. I did not hear what she said,
but she didn't say much. She came to K. and I, and we just stared blankly at the
camera. What could we say? The camera's eye was taunting us to say something. It
was provoking us. Whatever we said would incriminate us forever. Even our blank,
silent stares had a language all of their own, and these images, two males,
dishevelled, exhausted, defeated perhaps, fighters of freedom, the young future of
the country, of the world. How would they see us? What would they think? Would
they, like the brother-in-law, believe in us, and perhaps send us a postcard declaring
their soUdarity? For the many people tuning in to their TVs then, K., Soo Yean and
I, and all the others there were live images, we were living, breathing, fighting for
our lives, making a difference, and no doubt, the whole world would be behind us,
hearts will cry songs of solidarity. The whole world would be united by one single
image of the student who died yesterday, a bullet hole in the middle of his forehead,
his arms stretched outwards to his left and right, a Christ-like sacrifice for the sake
of the freedom of the world.
The world would see that we were real, that while they went about desiring and
destroying, and trudging through life endlessly with no hope in sight, there were
people who were trying to make the world a meaningful place, and they would find
meaning through us. They would see images of sorrow inscribed in K.'s face and feel
a strange affinity for this anonymous rebel, and they would feel sorrow, too, a
sonow that made their lives real, give them new hope, new reasons to go on fighting.
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They would see the image of Soo Yean's beautiful pale face, see those pained eyes of
hers, and that sad neck, and they would believe in a world without borders, a world
where everyone, men and women were equal, and they would redouble their love
for their lovers and spouses. They would leam that people were free, that they were
one, that there was truly only one truth in the world, one, true humanity. Their
television sets would serve as mirrors, wdndows that opened into themselves, and
they would send postcards, they would know what it meant to be human. These
images would teach them that.
I, too, was learning something from the images I saw last night. By virtue of
those images, I felt a little less part of the group, a little less involved wdth the fight.
Yet, I was the fight, and Soo Yean was the fight, K and M.'s brother. But I had seen
through windows into another world, which brought me to discover worlds that
straddled life and representation, action and simulation. I was caught within a
labyrinth of wdndows opening into other windows, and it was this, and nothing else
that set me apart from my friends. I had collaborated with another realm. It dawned
on me that I was wrong to ridicule the brother-in-law from Paris who was merely
looking through a window opened up in front of him. The truth he had seen
through that mirrorwdndow was the trath of the real. But the real, now, no longer
shared the same realm wdth the living. The real was what you saw via images sent to
you, an experience by proxy. The living was something that existed, that acted, that
uas. The two were connected only by something foreign, by something inanimate
and ephemeral — perception.

Nothing happened that night. The students were tired, and the military was
confused. Who were they fighting for, and whom were they fighting against? Over
the next few days, banners were put up all over the city, posters of the Nameless
soldier were everywhere. He had become a symbol of the people's rage, in an ironic
twdst.
There were more riots. Soo Yean and 1 joined in these ones, and we saw more
bloodshed, more dead, more burnings, more confusion. K. was killed one
aftemoon, several buUets coming to rest in his body. I saw him from a distance. But
I did nothing. I did not ran to him, I kept on throwdng rocks and home-made
explosives at the riot police who kept firing at us. As I threw the grenades, I saw his
body convulsing till all life ebbed out of him, and he ceased to move. I saw this, but
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it was like looking into another mirror, at myself. It was true what they were saying.
Your own death isn't as frightening as someone else's. Here, I watched as K. slowly
died, and I felt no pain, no anger, just a motorised anger. I kept flinging the
explosives at an invisible enemy. I did not see them anymore. There was no point
in knowdng. I had lost all sense of who I was, what I was becoming.
Even Soo Yean was a vague concept. I knew if she died now, it would not
matter, that I would keep throwing grenades and rocks, as if these were the only real
things. 1 knew if I never saw her again, if she were to leave me, it would mean
nothing. Such thoughts encircled me, for I had suddenly lost myself in what I was
doing. There were others around me, doing much the same things. Somewhere in
the crowd, Soo Yean was probably doing the very same thing. I wondered if she saw
K. die, but I also knew we were being watched. From another dimension, watching
us all from up above somewhere. Where, I couldn't tell. Perhaps, at the top of that
building there, that building that keeps coming into view at the extreme comer of
my field of vision. Could It see me throwdng grenades? What did I look like? What
were my eyes telling the on-looker on the other side of the window? Or was It
behind me, trained on my nameless back? What trath was emanating from my arms,
and my incessant slogan-screaming mouth?
I knew even as I saw K. fall, erased like an error on a white sheet of paper, that
this wdndow, this Eye that was watching me, watching us all, would keep watching,
long after I had died, just as It was watching now that K. was dead. I wondered what
Soo Yean was doing, was she in the Eye's field of vision? K. had probably become
the new image of the Fallen Student. I wondered who would take his place, and
would it be soon?
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Wendy Wauchope

Travel Sickness
initially
she is ill in Prague
poking at perfect pasta
abdomen knotting defiantly
under the table

she lies on him
unravels
her head finding
his reliable thighs.
he strokes her hair
in slow arcs
as if to siphon out
the pain

in Italy
where the food is gourmet
it sickens them
insidiously.
they take turns
vomiting into bidets
playing the maternal
soup-bringer

convalescing
in a high bed
above black and white tiles
elevated,
and looking to the sea,
their kisses spread
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like chicken pox:
persistently infectious

finally
she gets the flu
three days after leaving him,
fierce
and independently poor,
in London.

she lets the virus
into her
like a familiar lover

Berlin
Berlin is still
a divided city
we agree;
the shoelaces of your Docs
dragging the footpath
like snails
as we trek
from west to east.
up all night
vodka shooters 60 pfennig
so we know
we re on the east side,
drank at 4am
my breasts spill
through your fingers;
we overwhelm
the park bench:
our thick hungry gestures
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Is it Cassiel
protecting our pretense
of slumber
statuesque and watchful
over the park?
beyond street-lamp light
mosquitoes and prostitutes
left us alone.
within our fucking
your tongue searches
my body for politics
you still believe in
communist potential
you tell my nipple
and it rises,
complicit
share our first Solero
at the famous zoo;
we watch the fish,
leaving
my head's full
of watercolour,
fish eyes,
all your leftist rhetoric
At Zoo Station
I flounder on the jetty.

Kevin Brophy

Fiction and research: a view from the classroom

At the beginning of 1999 I was teaching a seminar group of fourth year honours
creative writing students who had been asked to read Shakespeare's sonnets and
then produce some sonnets of their own or variations on the form. Most of the
students willingly tackled this task, one they would not have undertaken outside the
program of their course. One student resisted. This student declared that poetry
should never have structures such as metre or rhyme imposed. In response we
discussed the highly structured nature of contemporary song-writing and the visual
rhyming (or near-rhyming) of each of us as repetitions of the shape of the human
body. At the end of this discussion, cut short by our allocated two hours, I felt
compelled to encourage this student to continue to rebel against whatever seemed
to be imposed structures. This incident is typical of a certain tension in creative
writing classrooms. I think of it as a tension between the private foolishness and the
pubUc stylishness of creative work—between, perhaps, naivety and sophistication.
What makes creative writing distinctive in an educational setting is that
awkwardness, foolishness and naivety must be given as much credit and emphasis
as those other more acceptable discourses of the informed, the articulate, the
reasonable and the sane. The classroom can be a hindrance to some essenrial aspects
of creative work.
Nevertheless, creative writing classrooms are fiUing rapidly at adult educarion
colleges, universities and creative arts colleges with students convinced that it is in
the classroom they wdll discover how to become writers. And this is sometimes the
case. It is also the case that the classroom wdll impose stractures that are possibly
alien and debilitating for writers. The classroom, for a start, comes wdth a teacher or
lecturer who might be inspired, bored, talented, plodding, informed or ignorant. It
is a risk. Classrooms, furthermore, are the small, rimetabled units wdthin larger
institutions of education. The teacher and the classroom come with all the policies.
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budgets, prejudices, ideals, compromises, hypocrisies, inertia, history and politics
of the larger institution. In Technical and Further Education (TAFE) Colleges, for
instance, there is the laudable commitment to practical outcomes which can result
in the ludicrous offer of a subject on novel-writing to students who have never
tackled a piece of prose beyond 4000 words. Students are expected to produce their
novel (or 40,000 words of it) in a year's work. At universities, typically, there is the
tension over whether fiction, poetry, script writing or feature articles can be fitted
to the universities' conception of themselves as institutions of research. Can
producing a suite of poems be a student's research topic? University lecturers are
required to engage in research projects according to guidelines developed by the
national body, DETYA (Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs).
Poetry and fiction are excluded from DETYA guidelines while poets and noveUsts
are employed to lecture to creative writing students and supervise their creative
theses. For students of writing, a classroom of their own comes with contradictions.
To give some indication of the heat that can be generated behind what happens
in the classroom, I offer the following extract from a recent email exchange between
a creative writing lecturer and the academic bureaucracy at a modem university:
It seems to me the point is not that we all write more than we are given
credit for, but that specifically creative work (my major work) is not given
credit in the workload aUocation system you have devised on the basis of
DETYA points alone ... If you are foUowing only the shrinking DETYA
categories in recognising published work then my major, creative output
of novels and poetry, in the long ran will mean nothing in the way work
is allocated and accomplishments recognised in this School. Signed
(lecturer-novelist).
Reply:
K, all our work in the University is creative, you do not have sole proprietary rights on this simply because you write poetry or novels, it's just that
your work is an expression of a different type of creativity than mine or
others working in different disciplinary areas who write in different genres
from you, but with just as much creativity - expressed in different ways.
Regards (senior academic).
The modem university forces research and creativity in under the same roof,
and in fact in under the same slow drip of funding. Deeply philosophical quesrions
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become matters of desperate politics. As can be seen from the above exchange, afl
participants are caught in these contradictions.
My aim here is to arriculate some of the contradicrions over the connecrions
between research and ficrion. While I cannot hope to come to neat conclusions, I
do want to throw a line into the stream of thoughts suggested by the terms
"research" and "ficrion", and see what comes wriggUng up. There are deep and
radical changes happening under the surface in both tertiary educarion and the
literary culture of Australia as a result of the sorts of developments and tensions
already mentioned here.

Forms of Responsibility
When an amateur archaeologist near Toulouse in France came upon the
stencilled handprints of adults and children from 30,000 years ago someone long
silent spoke to us. To write a page of prose, to leave a handprint on a wall, these are
silent and sometimes monumental acts of communication between the past and the
future. At the heart of this communication is storyteUing. What is left when nearly
everything else has crumbled away is the sense that here is a fragment of someone's
story. As a way in to the question of research in creative writing I tum to the
following story about another exchange with a student in a writing class.
Last year I worked wdth a group of students who were to write short stories. One
student handed me a draft of a story partly set in an early-opener hotel in
Melbourne. There were criminals in the hotel talking about a gun and a planned
crime. I liked the idea of it but I was not convinced that the writer really knew what
a gun looked like or felt like, how these characters would talk, or how a crime such
as the one in the story would be planned and executed. I wrote some comments
along these lines on her work and handed it back with the suggestion that she do
more research as background for her story. After reading my comments she
contacted me to say she was confused. Aren't we doing creative writing, she asked.
She said that she thought this meant she should let her imagination go. What did
research have to do with the imagination? Her question was genuine, her confusion
real, and I did my best to explain the need for such a story to convey convincingly
its particular social, psychological, moral, historical and physical world.
Later in the semester I discovered that this student did have criminal friends,
that these hotels and these people were places she knew. It was me, the reader and
so-called teacher who knew virtually nothing about crime and criminals. This
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knowledge about the student forced me to take more steps in my thinking and
reasoning than 1 had been prepared for. 1 found I was still wanting what 1 called
research from students, but I was less certain I was equipped to recognise it or even
know exactly what I was looking for. Was it that the student did not know how to
let me, the reader, know how much she knew? If I had asked students to write an
autobiographical piece would she have written differently? Was the problem in
understanding what research is, what a story is, or what literature is? We might now
begin to talk about the fictional page as a meeting-place of personal history,
imagination, craft and research — a place where, eventually, it can become
impossible to separate these elements.
The student who was confused eventually decided not to write the crime story,
but a more intense and personal account of the end of a love affair. It was a powerful
story, convincing in all its details. Did she abandon research or choose to do a
different kind of research?
More recently I gave a-class of undergraduate students a waiting exercise which
involved each of them in reading and then rewriting another student's first draft. I
moved among them and heard one student ask another. Can you over-starch? The
student next to him replied, yes, of course, too much starch can be applied ... But
this was not answering the question that had been asked. The questioner had
wanted to know if you could use the term, "over-starch". It was a question about
language. It was an instance of research, but a kind of research different to what I
had asked of the student wdth the crime story. Can you over-starch? And if you can't,
can you now that you have thought of it? V/hat kinds of permission do you need
when you write creatively?
The philosopher Jacques Derrida has tried to explain his enthusiasm for
literature from early in his adolescence by suggesring that for him literature was a
place, indeed an institution, "which allows one to say anything in any way".'^ It is a
place to escape censorship, to escape the ethical demands of privacy, the tribal
pressure for loyalty, the need to make sense'or be logical, demands for professional
proprieties, and even the stricture to be readable. He has a point, but one that is
elusive. Literature is not the place where anything is said, though it might be the
place where anything could be said. Freud discovered when he asked his patients to
speak without censorship,, that they did not find this easy or even possible. And
literature did not provide'an obvious model. Their obscure, disturbing stories srill
1. Derrida, Jacques, Acts 0/Literature, New York; Routledge, 1992, 36.
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needed, apparently, the ingenious and highly literary-symbolic interpretations
Freud brought to bear on them. It was Freud, really, who in the end gave himself
permission to say anything. And Freud's greatest pubUc moment of recognition was
tUe award of Germany's highest literary prize, the Goethe Prize in 1930.
How possible is it to "say anything" (and included in this is the possibflity of
saying "everything")? The psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan wrote of free associarion that
it is "really a labour", so much so that it requires an apprenriceship. But then, what
do we have at the end, he asks, but a skUled craftsman? For a time Lacan's solution
was his search for free-er forms of free association, but even then there was too
much left unsaid, and too much of what was said still appeared to be empty. The
"anything goes" of free association, and for that matter of Dadaism, punk music, rap,
or terrorism, are not enough in the end. They are not true revolutions or real steps
to freedom.
Is literature's appeal its existence then as a place where anything goes? Where
risks must be taken? Research or no research, responsibility or irresponsibflity —
does any of this matter when placed against an ideal of freedom and creativity in
expression? Our Prime Minister John Howard made a recent call for free, fearlessly
politically incorrect speech in his early equivocal response to the rebel MP Pauline
Hanson when she mouthed directly, and in code, a set of racist accusations against
some AustraUan citizens. John Howard stumbled down, taking us wdth him, to a
place where only words and code-words of hate and resentment have a place. Can
you over-starch? Can you say whatever you like? We have moved through many
modernist and postmodern challenges to convention, chaflenges to fixed morality
and bourgeois materialism for over a hundred years now and it does not seem that
we have become decisively free of our terrors, our fears, our confusions and
contradictions. Certainly John Howard's rejoicing at Pauline and the many other
Paulines saying almost anything has not brought reUef to our hearts or hterature to
our ears.
Lacan has joked (perhaps) that we are given language in order to deceive
ourselves and others (50). And what is the unconscious if it is not an engine of
censorship: a tuming-aside-from, a self-serving forgetring?
The poet and psychiatrist Andre Breton was accused of being a dangerous
influence on the public and a sick man when he declared that the trae surrealist
would go out into the street wdth a gun and shoot randomly. Breton claimed no poet
2. Lacan, Jacques, Ecrits; A Selection, London: Routledge, 1989, 41.
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should be held to account for their words. It was not poets, but their poems that
spoke. You cannot hold the poet responsible for the poem. Is this the same as saying
John Howard probably did not understand what he was letting loose when he gave
Pauline Hanson a nod and a wdnk? Was it free speech or something more sinister
that Howard was encouraging? Was it poetry or something even more dangerous
Breton was justifying? What place do restraint and responsibility have for writers of
literature? A student in one of my wniting classes was offended when we read and
discussed a story by D. H. Lawrence. For her it was a monstrously misogynist piece
of work from a dangerous writer and should no longer be read or discussed—and
should certainly not be endorsed by being placed before students in a writing
course. It is interesting to me that a writer convinced he was working to the highest
of ideals should now be condemned as unprincipled and grubby. Reading does
indeed take on a life of its own regardless of decisions, selections, qualifications and
research undertaken by writers. Accountability seems to be as mysterious, as
difficult and as elusive as freedom has turned out to be. What does it mean to
threaten to "say anything"?
It does seem to me that writers—writers of fiction worth reading and reading
again — are engaged in a project of discovering what it might mean, not to "say
anything", but to put oneself in a position where it is possible to "say anything".
There are questions of responsibility and irresponsibility here. There is a deeply
disturbing chaflenge and at the same time an invitation to a certain kind of play.
How does the writer cope wdth this? Each act of writing must be understood as part
of this project—this research—into the question of—^what?—of v.^hat it means to
produce literature?—of why anyone would read it?—of what it might mean to
create and perpetuate an institution where anything can be said?
Moving in the direcrion of claiming now that literature is an experiment, that
each of its manifestations is a piece of research, it is possible to constract the next
emafl after the exchange quoted above. If research in other disciplines is only
creativity in other forms, then we wifl want to know why ficrion is not readily
accepted as research.

Forms of Research
In The Order of Things (1970) Michel Foucault observed that most past
civiUsarions have left litde of themselves behind. There might be broken crockery,
fragments of buried buildings, a hand print on a cave wall and little else. But it is in
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language, in the vocabularies, images and stories of nations that much of their lost
thought and richness can survive. Words are the source, the tools and the endproducts of a writer's work. It is the writer who can stand wdthin language, who in
a sense is language. The writer keeps watch over the life there is in language. The
writer discovers the word "navel" and its meaning in Old English that extended to
the fragfle juncrion of a leaf with a stem, and then the application of that word navel
to the central part of a wheel where the axle locks in, a centre which is also the knob
on a shield carried in war. It is only from wdthin words that the world begins to turn
in this way, so that the leaf, the wheel, the umbiUcus, the shield and the stem
amplify each other. One of the great problems here for those navel-gazers, the
creative writers, is that it is often only other writers who can see how many hours
and weeks, indeed years of research could have gone into the choice of a single word
in a sentence that takes less than a few seconds to read. Doris Lessing calls it "woolgathering":
And this goes on when you are shopping, cooking, anything. You are
reading but find the book has lowered itself: you are wool-gathering. The
creative dark. Incommunicable. And what about the pages discarded and
throwm away, the stories that were misbegotten—into the waste paper
basket, the ideas that lived in your mind for a day or two, or a week, but
haven't any life, so out with them. What life, what is it, why is one page
alive and another not, what is this aliveness, which is bom so very deep,
out of sight, fed by love?-^
Coming back again to the question of creative fiction-writing in universities and
its relation to research, I have another anecdote. I was present at an information
session where humaniries academic staff, including teachers of creative writing,
were encouraged to apply vigorously and innovatively for research grants. After
answering a number of questions, the university official giving the talk explained to
us that it is projects leading to "new knowledge" that are likely to be granted
research funds. I was not sure how creative projects might be perceived in such a
framework, so I asked the official what was meant by the term, "new knowledge".
She laughed and shook her head a litde sorrowfully, and turned away from me and
asked the others if there were any more quesrions.
There is no doubt in my mind that research is a cracial, subtle and complex
3. Lessing, Doris, Walking in the Shade: Volume Two of My Autobiography, 1949-1962, London: Harper Collins, 1997,
95.
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aspect of writing fiction, but what does this mean when research funding, indeed
academic employment for creative writers, depends on their being able to show
bureaucrats in Canberra that their work will result in an acceptable form of "new
knowledge"? 1 confess 1 am stumped by this. It seems to me a crudely bolted door.
Can I find a way to understand the effects on me of Dostoevsky, Kafka, Austen,
Heller, Atwood, Bemhard, and Bail by appealing to the "new knowledge" they have
delivered to the world? There is something small-minded and bureaucratic about
the phrase "new knowledge". And this is promoted at a university that cannot allow
the teaching of a subject called "factual writing" as part of its Professional Writing
program because apparently the term "factual" would be too naive in a
contemporary world now sophisticated enough to know there cannot be such
simple things as facts. Everyone knows the existence of the fact is problematic,
though it appears there are fewer problems attached to the demonstration of "new
knowledge".
It all has to do with starching really, and that brings us to potatoes. Everything
comes back to potatoes in the end. They are about the most factual objects it is
possible to place on a table. We speak about the mystery of life, but never about the
mystery of potatoes, that source of the starch that has gone into the collars of
gentlemen and the tablecloths and napkins of the clubs, hotels and parliaments
where real decisions are made. The potato is an unremarkable fact. Once it must
have been new knowledge. But can you over-potato? What might that mean? Woolgatherers were once those people who wandered through paddocks and fields
gathering the shreds of wool torn from sheep brushing past bushes and twigs. Their
walking was seemingly aimless, their harvest always uncertain and subject to
chance. Is it absurd to caU this work, or even research? Yet literature and art cannot
happen without it. When forced to explain my working methods to a professional
academic trained in physics or linguistics it can seem a foolish and absurd state of
affairs that I am teaching this at a university.
As a teacher I try to involve the students sometimes in acts of wool-gathering,
or perhaps in acts of research. I asked a group of second year writing students
recently, "What is a story? What makes a story a story?" I asked the question because
I think that every story written is in some sense an answer or a hypothesis (more or
less interesting, more or less woolly) made in response to this quesrion. I wanted to
draw students' attenrion to the existence of stories as instances of research into the
quesrion-of-stories as much as I wanted to provoke an answer to a quesrion that I
have not yet been able to answer myself. I can answer the quesrion, and keep
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answering it, only by writing stories, but to setde on a philosophical or logical or
historical answer has not interested me as much as the kind of answers stories
diemselves provide, sometimes by chance. We discussed the importance of
nartative, of beginnings and endings, of dflemma and conflict, of a process of
change for a character, until once again time got the better of us. One student
interrapted the discussion towards the end of the session and chaUenged me. She
said that I should declare my opinions openly because after all I was going to be the
one finally marking their writing efforts and they should know where I stood on the
question of what makes a story a story. Her point was pragmatic. When I began
teUing her that it is a question to be grappled wdth for a lifetime, and that as a reader
I want to be shown something unexpected instead of having my ideas confirmed
and flattered, she accused me of avoiding the question. So I gave an answer, but it
was nothing like the answer that came to me a few days later when I was wondering
how the story I was then working on qualified as a story. Perhaps it is enough that
a piece of writing disturbs the surface of our lives for a moment. Is this enough to
claim for a piece of writing the status of being a story? I think of Katherine
Mansfield. It might take me several more years and a number of new stories to work
my way through this proposition. This wdll be my research, and it wdll be a messy,
improbable and largely personal process.
There wdll be aspects of it that touch on the quesrion of over-starching. I cannot
write without my Oxford Dictioruiry, Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, Bertrand
Russell's History ofWestem Philosophy, Stephen Murray-Smith's Right Words, Sydney
J. Baker's The Australian Language, The Australian Govemment Printing Service's
Style Manual and the two thousand odd novels and books of poetry around me in
the room where I write. I need to know as much as I can discover about the history
of feral children, communicarion with apes, the SETI program (Search for Extra
Terrestrial IntelUgence), the Gulf War and the bombing of Kosovo as I complete the
novel I'm working on.
As well as that I need to know what it is Uke to work in a university day after
day, for this is another thing my novel is about. The writer as researcher is a spy, a
spy among work colleagues, among friends, and even family. The writer is the one
who might at any time give away secrets, say what should not be said, betray himself
and those closest to him. He is researching what it might mean to dare to "say
anything". In a recent newspaper article about the rise of Melboume University
Private, the University's Vice-chancellor, Professor Alan Gilbert, used the term
"knowledge workers" to describe lecturers. The phrase is meant to appeal to our
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sense of the nobflity of work, but it reminds us too that these workers, like all
workers, are there to protect and grow the wealth of the owners of capital. They
must be watched and regulated. The phrase carries its warning to rebels, outsiders,
misfits of all kinds.
The question of fiction-writing as research placed against the threat of literature
to break out and "say anything" produces tensions and contradictions at a particular
historical moment for AustraUan tertiary education. Teachers of wniting are being
asked to define more and more exactly what is meant by creative writing. This is
rightly a matter of accountability, honesty and professionalism. Students need to
know where they stand. But each time the task is narrowed down, the funnel
hopefully slips round as if reversed in a mirror, and writing opens out again to the
possibility that creative wrriting students might do the unexpected and come close
to saying "anything", perhaps saying something that wdll speak as eloquently and
powerfully in 30,000 years' time as those handprints on the cave wall in Toulouse.
No curriculum can be designed to produce that. How can a university lecture
theatre or a classroom promote the right kinds of wool-gathering and overstarching?
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Geraldine McKenzie

the honey-pit

historical:
these are strangers with
their awkward gaze claiming
kinship like an egg
teetering in rough
hands
you signal
—rw
II
numerical:
60,000 or
63,000
1915'16'17
6
million
40 million (minimum)
****
III
lyrical:
hyacinth
lily
the first
forget-me-nots
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and yesterday
a breath of
jasmine steamed
out to wdnd
open to a mild
September sun I'm
glad we're afl
replaceable
IV
metaphorical:
the brutal sheep-let-loose
flick knives shimmy
a suave gestalt—
fiddlers disappearing faster
than you can count them
always someone
ranning
meanwhile, beneath a haystack
V
liturgical:
item:
item:
item:
item:
item:

one pr. womens shoes
one pr. workboots
one pr. mens shoes
one pr. womens shoes (evening)
one pr. childrens shoes

VI
biographical:
I don't think poetry
can save us
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John Catlin

bones, on the bones of life's meaning (in summer)
1.
the summer heat brings it on,
the farthest cloud in the far sky,
the dry, WTapping heat,
& the heavy anxious stillness which clings to you.
because you either shelter from the heat,
& that is ambition in itself,
allows you to ask yourself "why" and answer
"I do this so I have shade", it makes up a lifetime
or stand in the full force of the sun,
& let it seep into your lungs,
bleach through your skin into your bones,
& erase your markings.
2.
houses tumble into the sea, cars overheat and rust, gardens grow over and
die, wives leave home, children disappear, businesses collapse
(sc you wonder if you can count the last twenty years in bottles of wine, coffee, meals you enjoyed, people you care about.

these lists make large numbers, things consumed and passed out of your
body, body weight how many times over.
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& small numbers,
words you manage to hold onto,
imaginary landscapes, conversations, ideas which last from one summer to
another,
friendships

Brian Henry

Notes for a Sequence

To test the silence because it's there to be entered
To suggest to the hawk that its wings are too large
To carve the sand into a semblance of submission
To trail the sound of one disinterred
To construct a voice to withstand the surge
To forego the act to forget the admission
To skew the portrait so carefully centred
To pull the nail to foil the dirge
To permit the request for permission
You scale the notes of the silence that happens
To find a port that might have us
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I Met Him On The Sydney Road

I met him on the Sydney Road. 1 met him at the Greek pub next to the fire station
where he was drinking with Kathleen who was playing her recorder over the
sound of the sirens. Annie was there as well, laughing despite herself, with the
men at the bar. David got up, his eyes flicking over me.
"Hey Dee!" He called and embraced me clumsily. I knew he had drank a few
not because he was clumsy but because he used my nickname which he was usually
too self-conscious to say. He had cut all of his hair off and it suited him.
I swanned up to the bar for a couple of pots of beer. A Greek man asked me
whether I was a Branswick girl and all the men turned to look at me. I said
"No I'm a Fremantle girl." Another man asked
"Do you drink your coffee at Gino's or Papa Luigi's?"
"Gino's." I said though it was probably the wrong answer. "Despite the way the
waiters are rude and the tables are grubby."
"Not like Branswick, eh?" And they all laughed.
1 took my pots of VB and retumed to our table with its wet rings and empty
glasses. Kathleen was in the comer deciding on a tune to play with the publican's
wife who was unstrapping her accordion case as another fire engine screamed off up
the road.
David took my hand "How are you?"
I nodded "Fine."
There is so much that I can't say so that when David asks me how I am it makes
me smile somewhat ironically to myself. How can I say that I am flooded in love and
confusion and fear? How can I aUow myself to say anything that might place a
burden on him, make him feel pressured to decide or remind him of the
predicament we are in. I suppose this is the sorrow of affairs. I feel this sorrow wifl
eventually seep through all our time together untfl we lose the abflity to bring each
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Other happiness.
Annie is dancing wdth an old man proud and paunchy enough to be her
grandfather. He dances provocatively yet looks graciously around the room as if to
acknowledge the envious looks of his audience. Annie is trying to copy his steps
while backing away from his ever advancing belly. We watch Annie laughing,
overwhelmed by the blazing masculinity of her partner. David rests his hand on the
back of my neck and kisses me even though Kathleen knows his wife. He kisses me
in their local pub. Later we wdll walk home up the Sydney Road and sleep in their
bed wdth photographs of her looking straight past us.
We will walk home past Franco Cozzo's and the dusty Arabic shops. I will see
a falling star and the wish will spring to my lips before I have a chance to reason
with it. I will not tell him that today I was reduced to praying for a sign and that a
heavenly Sydney Road fire engine came as my inspiration. But later still when David
is tired and drank enough to ask me what I want I will answer cautiously, like a
lawyer and tell him nothing.
But now we are still at the Greek pub and the paunchy old man has come to
take both our hands and dance wdth us on the parquet floor. I try to resist but David
insists. I am surprised because he never dances and he is dancing very well. We copy
the deft steps of the smiling Greek and raise our arms to include each other.
"It's an initiation" says David. "He dances with everyone when they first come
here."
I am trying to stay in this night, in this last week before his wdfe comes back
from England and decisions are made. Or not made. I am trying not to think about
the stretches of days that wdll go by without my seeing him, about the distance we
wdll re-create between us.
When we step out on to the Sydney Rd. there wifl be no sirens. I'fl smfle and
look in the wdndow of the Muslim dress shops displaying heavy dull coats and
voluminous scarves.
"There was a bonfire in the middle of my street today." I wdfl finally say.
"Two doors up. There was this pile of clothes and books, computer, a dining
table, chairs, TV, video, all this household stuff burning in the middle of the road
and the woman from number eight standing with her arms folded watching it bum.
Her husband left her for another woman so she piled all his stuff up in the middle
of the road, poured diesel on it and watched it go up."
I wdll think of it as my burning bush. I will think of it as a sign.
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Married men do leave their wives.
Wives wdll have revenge.
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Roland Leach

The jug-cord

My sisters are eighteen, seventeen and sixteen. That's sex once a year for my
father. I can't imagine my mother having sex outside this.
My mother has said so herself. You only get married to have children. There is
no other reason. If you don't have children you should be famous in some field
where you dedicate yourself to your work. She doesn't mean just working in
business or things like that, but being an opera singer or violinist. She doesn't
approve of women just doing ordinary jobs. The other reason you don't get married
is if you want to be a nun.
Deirdre is the middle sister. She goes out with a guy called Brad, who is a
courier. She brought him home for the first time last night and my mother is still
going on.
Brad arrived with six bottles of beer under his arm. Deirdre had told him my
father likes a drink so he thought he was doing the right thing. My father is always
social on such occasions, wanting to makes the boys feel as though he knows what
it's like to be young and that he's still got a bit left in him.
I had to go to bed but I could hear them late into the evening. Laughing and
telUng stories. Then my father turned on World Championship Wrestling and from
the noise in the lounge you would have thought you were right there in the stadium
wdth Skull Murphy, Brate Bemard and die worst of them all, Kifler Kowalski. My
mother had gone off to bed early in one of those moods. Her eyes drooped angrily
with a twdst of sour mouth.
Had it been a weekday my father would have been right as he would have gone
off to work at five, but he copped it in the moming as well. Trying to be everybody's
best mate. Good-fella-well-met. Pathetic a man your age. Fine example to the
children you are. By children she means me. She tefls De she doesn't want her going
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out with an alcoholic. Can't she see that her father's bad enough. My father is sitting
quietly, pretending he's not listening. She tells Deirdre to tum off those damn Beach
Boys records, which she doesn't. Then I hear my mother storm into her bedroom,
dragging the needle across. Do It Again.
Deirdre is strong-wdlled, an attribute that my mother criticises when it clashes
with her own views, which is most of the time. She tells her she isn't feminine
enough and that no boy likes a head-strong woman. By feminine she means not
doing as you're told and not doing it quietly.
This doesn't seem a problem though as boys obviously like Deirdre and my
mother is usually telling her to keep away from them. That they'll only get her into
trouble.
I accept these total contradictions as part of my mother's personality, but it
must seem strange to an outsider.
1 feel sorry for Deirdre at times because I can tefl my mother doesn't really like
her. Just from her voice, even when she isn't mad, you can tell there is no love.
When she's asking De for a favour it stifl comes out hard and gradgingly. De hasn't
really noticed though and thinks that she has just done something wrong all the
time. She thinks it's unfair but presumably parents are just like this.
De's teenage years have been constant fights wdth my mother over boys. If she
goes to the shop and takes too long my mother would be waiting at the front door,
interrogating her when she arrived home. You been talking to boys again? If you get
pregnant I'll break the boy's back and your's.
There had been the Dutch boys next door, one looking like a shorter Elvis, who
De would speak wdth over the wall. Mother would yell from the back door: Get in
here Deirdre. If those boys get you pregnant. The poor guys must have been
dismayed, even if it had been their intention they would have imagined it late at
night in the back seat at a drive-in or in a beach carpark. Not across a wall.
De had once marched in, yelling at my mother: What do you think they are
going to do? Drill a hole through the walls and shove their dicks through it?
My mother occasionally hits all her children except De. I think she is afraid of
he, afraid that she will hit back. Perhaps this is what she doesn't like about her. This
last outburst by De needed to be punished, but she has decided that it is a job for
my father.
My father does not like the duries that come wdth a parent. He is inadequate,
but a cheerfully inadequate father. He doesn't like teUing his chfldren off and leaves
it to his wife. I really believed he thinks this is the natural order of things. He gets
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up early, goes to work and earns the money, while it is his wife's duty to discipline
the kids, cook and clean.
He was sitting in the lounge having a beer and watching the news when my
mother strode in, looking angry and insulted. You hear that lovely daughter of
yours. She's been out on the fence with those Dutchies again. Then she comes in
here wdth her foul mouth.
My father doesn't stir. He's halfway through his glass of beer and you can tell
he's hoping his wdfe wdll storm back out of the room the same way she had come in.
But she doesn't. Well aren't you going to do something. I'm tired of disciplining all
these kids and you sitting on your rear drinking, never raising a hand. I wouldn't
have had all these children if it wasn't for you. 1 wasn't brought up a Catholic.
It takes a lot to stir my father, but when he does he goes to the other extreme.
He leaps up out of the chair. He still has a cat's agility when pressed and starts
yelling: Where is she? Where's the jug-cord? You want me to beat her, so where's
the fucking cord?
His anger is really directed at my mother for making him do this, for turning
him into a tyrant when he would prefer to sit in front of TV, but there is no stopping
him from getting De now. My mother regrets it already and wants to calm him
down: Don't go off the deep end. But he has charged out to the kitchen to grab the
jug-cord.
Margaret, the youngest of the girls, is already screaming and crying. De. De.
Dad's coming for you with the jug-cord..
The bastard wdll have to catch me first, and she leaps out the window, taking
off down the street.
De is a good ranner and has won medals in school carnivals. We all run out the
front and see her turning up Bean Ave at full pelt. My father is in shorts, singlet and
no shoes. He is also flying up the street, jug-cord in his right hand like a jockey's
whip, and Margaret in hysterical sobs. She doesn't like fights and my mother has
often said that she has a nervous disposition. Jane, the eldest, is only amused, and
says Let's go out the back and look over the fence, we'll see them going down Bean
Ave.
My mother is trying to get us aU in the house, worried about what the
neighbours will think, saying That father of your's can't do a thing properly. 1 don't
know why I married him. Her whole temperament has changed. It is as if she had
always been on De's side and has been protecting her from her violent father.
Ten minutes later my father and De come back in the door. He seems to gently
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guide her into the hallway, just touching her shoulder. She tums quickly, spitring
out Don't touch me you bastard. He is afl meek and says nothing. Deirdre is like a
wildcat thrown back into a cage. Her eyes are all red from crying and there are big
red welts from the jug-cord across the back of her legs. She glares at my mother as
she goes to her bedroom. She doesn't say anything, but we can see she despises her.
My mother quietly saying. That Deirdre is too much like a man. Deirdre is
tough, but also too forgiving. In the moming she wdll get up as if nothing has
happened.
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Carole Johnson

The Ugly Sisters Embrace

The ugly sisters embrace. They croon and cackle. Stagger up steps heaving gammy
legs behind them. Ten thirty, on a bright November moming, they shade their eyes
behind outlandish glasses.
"Should have done this weeks ago," they shrill.
"It's almost Christmas," they say.
'We must get together more often," they chorus.
They unload string bags, hurl wrappings and insults into air already thick wdth
the scent of something savoury.
"Hope you're not cooking a hot dinner, Eileen?" The visitors form a boomerang
against the hapless sister, caught-out, red faced and sweating, oven cloth in hand.
"Well, you know," she says, twirling the shiny top from a bottle of champagne,
"how hard's a few roast veges?"
"Which reminds me," the thinnest of the three breaks the arc, "did you hear the
one about the bloke who couldn't get a hard-on?"
"Do you mind, Joyce, we haven't even had a drink yet."
They spfll champagne into fluted glasses. Giggle Uke girls. Admonish one
another.
They discuss. First the absent sister.
"Anyone hear from you-know-who?"
They dismiss. A collective shake of heads, save her for afters, to shred along
with macerated prunes and toothpicks.
Then the dear, not-quite-departed mother.
"Margie saw her last. Said she was horrible, didn't you Margie." Joyce belches,
ring-encrasted fingers to her mouth. "Pardon me, as the Bishop said to the Friar."
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"I saw her Monday, caught three buses in all that heat. She was lovely, all
Sunday Schooly, butter wouldn't melt in her mouthy." Audrey's gaze skims the
skirtings as if checking for fluff. "I stayed about an hour, she was so nice."
"Bully for you." Margie eases her leg onto the footstool. "I was there on Tuesday
and she was bloody awful."
"You go too often." The youngest sister slips between the rivals, takes the absent
sister's rightful place. "She expects it."
They jockey for position, shed alUances in favour of imagined opportuniries.
They bolster confidence and betray confidences.
They strip each other down, expose flaws.
"Have another drink why don't you?"
"Don't you worry, I'm just putting another mile between me and that nursing
home."
They assure. "The gravy's fine."
Reassure. "It must be that red top, you hardly look to have put on any at all."
They lie. "Grey hair looks softer."
Don't Ue. "You look more and more Uke Mum!"
They admire: Jewellery.
"I've had this since I was seventeen."
'You always were the careful one."
Offspring.
"She must get her looks from his side of the family."
Poetry.
"Why don't you write real poetry, stuff that rhymes?"
They eat. They chew. They front for seconds.
"That bit in the middle, the pinky bit."
"Uugh! Give me the bumt bit."
"SHE always had to have the outside bit. Do you remember?"
"And the crackle from the pork. God, she was a Utde bitch!"
"Nothing's changed."
"How do you know? We haven't seen her in years."
"Can't come from being the first bom."
"Or the youngest."
"Perhaps she suffered third child syndrome?"
"God, I don't think they had syndromes in those days."
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"Throw me a toothpick."
They clatter plates. Clash cutlery. Offer to wash dishes as they slide into easy
chairs in the front room.
They consider. Lovers they can scarcely remember. Others they wish they could
forget.
They reconsider. Draw caricatures of what they once hoped they might become.
They study, each the other, examine every crevasse in the other's skin for
anything they may have missed.
They sift through aftemoon shadows searching for something, here in this
room, that they can share.
They decide, individually and together. They come to a conclusion.
"Whose place next time," they ask, smoothing fabric across bulging stomachs.
"Who's going to host the ugly sisters?"
They collect wrinkled bags, fill spaces with leftovers wrapped in serviettes and
a geranium cutting in a margarine container.
"Do you want me to ring you-know-who?"
"She won't come."
'Tou never know, she might."
"And rigid pricks might waltz on by."
The youngest sister slips the image into her notebook. SUps into the missing
place between them, the third dimension. Finds the rhyme.
"We can but try," she says.
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Bitch

"Bitch," my sister would mutter under her breath.
This I remember. This I know as fact. Untfl I began to write, I never thought to
question the fact of fiction.
"Is that a true story?"
I would watch writers squirm as they struggled wdth a response to the question
which should never be asked. Would they lie, or claim the story as trath? Who
knows what is real, what is remembered, what is misremembered?
"Bitch", my sister would mutter under her breath. She knew when to keep her
mouth shut.
Fact or fiction? Already I suspect I have a mixture of both. Perhaps it was I who
leamt to close my mouth?
"Are you going to tell?" she would demand as she shoved my head under the
murky water for the third time.
"Yes," I'd splutter, gulping for air.
Even as I straggled, I began to leam. Watching the bubbles from my nose spiral
their way toward the pale light above, I began to understand something of position.
My sister looked down from the apple-green heights of seventeen, water-shot
taffeta and stiffened petticoats. She wore halter-neck dresses with stiletto heels. Her
hair hung about her shoulders like fluid copper.
Yet here, beneath the surface, I discovered a flaw. Her legs scissored back and
forth like two bloated fish and where they met 1 could see a dark patch, like
seaweed, showdng through the shiny material of her swimming costume.
Did I remember this? Or did 1 make it up? Perhaps I transposed the image from
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a glimpse of flesh I had seen through her lacy knickers before she slammed the
bedroom door in my face.
"If you promise not to tell, I'll let you have a honeycomb."
I sucked gratefully at the air, my eyes smarting.
"Are you going to tell?"
The honeycomb tasted like bumt ants running up my nose. I bit smaU pieces
from around the edge until the remaining slab resembled a map of Australia. Then
I sucked off all the chocolate until the entire north-west disappeared. 1 put the lot
into my mouth and waited.
My sister's body left a damp imprint on the boardwalk next to mine. I shifted
my burning legs onto the coolness, shaped myself to fit the outline of her breasts on
the timber.
She was balanced on the shoulders of a gangly boy, a thin black curl coaxed to
perch in the middle of his forehead like an errant leaf. He held her ankles in a tight
grip as she steadied herself for a dive.
I imagined her eyes, nose, mouth filling wdth water as she struck out for the
surface.
Slivers of bumt sugar stuck to the roof of my mouth and around my teeth. My
shoulders and neckline had turned a fiery pink above the shirred frill of my bathers.
I took a deep breath, opened my mouth and called her name.
At first the syllables were lost in the screams of feigned terror from the girls in
the water.
"Val," I called. 'Val er ie!' My voice arced through the air Uke a dive. 1 slipped
dowm the burning planks to the bottom step. "Val, Valerie." I started to find a
rhythm.
Balanced on the concrete surround, legs together like a ballerina, I imagined
being out in the middle, poised on the shoulders of one of the boys who would soon
be men. My budding nipples tensed beneath their frills.
"I'm going to tell."
A fair-haired boy chopped a chunk of water into the air wdth the blade of his
hand. It skittered across the pool. I felt the cool beads on my skin as my words beUyflopped toward the depths.
I came up fighting, half expecting her hand to force me down ... "Vaal!" Felt
myself sUp under, again and again.
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My head filled with sound. I was dancing, wearing her taffeta dress, the skirt
fluted about me. I reached for her hand.
"Stop straggling you silly little bitch. Stop it, or I'fl slap you."
"She'll be okay." The soon to be man Ufted me clear of the edge. Deposited me
on the first step. "She's just swaflowed a bit of water." He wrapped me in a towel
bright wdth pictures of palm trees.
"If you'd leam to do as you're told ..." My sister towelled my hair wdth more
force than necessary.
"When you go under," he said, "you need to remember to keep your mouth
shut."
I eyed him silently.
My sister handed him back his towel and draped her dry one about my
shoulders. She put her straw hat on my head. "We'll be going soon," she said.
I resolved to say nothing when we got home.
Do you see the embellishment, the lie? There is danger in trath, delight in
misremembering.
I began wdth my sister as the heroine, cast her beautiful, for the heroine is never
the bitch.
But of course, she is me. Or I am she? I am uncertain which is which.
You wdU note I ended wdth I, dissolved the bitch wdth one implied act.
Except I have misled you. For what truly happened is a smfle. A simple smile
at the wrong time and in the wrong place.
Just as we were leaving, he touched her shoulder, laughing at my bedraggled
hair. And my sister smiled.
I kept my mouth shut aU the way home. I said nothing through tea. I even
managed to chew wdth my mouth closed.
As she washed the dishes, I wdped my hands and handed her the tea towel. "I'm
not helping, I'm going to tefl."
Her hands straggled in the suds. "You wouldn't dare."
I waited untfl I reached the door. "And I'm going to tell you didn't watch
me."
"Bitch," my sister said.
Or that is how 1 remember it.
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Kim Scott, Benang: From The
Heart, Fremantle Arts Centre Press,
1999,495 pp.
Look at the cover of Kim Scott's
new novel and you'll see Terrence
Shiosaki's image
of Aboriginal
Australians circled by fire. The cover is
black and matt so that the fire blazes
against the night and threatens the
stoic standing figures. It appears that
they may be engulfed — may indeed
be consumed. Yet in that darkness, the
word Benang is scrawled as if written
with a fire stick.
The word is meaningless to us
until it is explained. Few have heard it
spoken. Even among those who live in
the country where it was first spoken,
its meaning is largely unknown - for
not only were the Indigenous people
of South-westem Australia decimated
by the European colonists through the
agencies of massacre, murder and
disease — successive govemment
policies of possession and oppression,
selective breeding and re-education
and the removal of Nyoongar children
from their parents over successive
generations
have
bumt
away
Nyoongar knowledge of the language
of their ancestors.
The name which Kim Scott has
given to his novel is a name that was
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given to an Aboriginal woman born a
hundred years ago — a word which
was written in different ways by hardof-hearing and ignorant nineteenth
century scribes trying to transform an
unwritten language into templates of
knowledge through which they could
come to understand and ultimately
control the inhabitants of the land
they had come to take for their own.
But not everything has been lost in this
history of cultural genocide for we
leam that Benang is a Nyoongar word
meaning tomorrow. And I would like
to suggest that this is an important
Australian novel which is dedicated to
aU our tomorrows.
Kim Scott has gathered up 150
years of European / Nyoongar
relationships and created a story
which is both a lament for the terrible
past and a celebration of the resistance
and resilience of Nyoongar people in
the face of the hardships they've
endured. It deals wdth the hard
questions of power and racism and
shows us the complex ways in which
our personal and cultural identities are
forged, yet there are no outbursts of
anger. Benang is not strident in its
telling - neither is it passive. Rather it
has a resonating quality of generosity.
This is a novel written/rom the heart,
which catches the heart. Indeed, if you
hold the cover to catch the light, or
trace your fingers across their raised
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surface, you'll see those words shining
through the blackness. From the heart.
DeUcate as braille, the words whisper
up from the cover's surface as gently
the voices of Kim Scott's characters
whisper through the great enveloping
blanket of silence and denial that
beggars Aboriginal and European
Australian relations.
Benang is our history written like
a mirage — yet as we are drawn in, we
realise this is no mirage. Drawing on a
diversity of sources,
including
Aboriginal Welfare files, books,
letters,
newspapers.
Royal
Commission reports and Parliamentary debates of the period — and
particularly the writings of A.O.
Neville, Protector of Aborigines in
Westem Australia from 1915-1940 —
Kim Scott travels all the different and
complex territories negotiated by
Nyoongars in their quest for survival,
and has composed a fragmented
narrative, imagined, spun and woven
it around the shameful silences, and
even more shameful truths the
documents and letters expose. With
selective separation from antecedents,
and selective breeding and a certain
amount of education, A.O. Neville
(and too many others in positions of
power in Australia in the period
between
1900-1950), put
into
pracrice their belief that
the
assimflation was best effected by a
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biological absorption of the Native
race. With its fragmented gatherings
of memory and documents, its visions
of landscape, ocean, and people
straggUng to make sense of a quickly
changing world, we enter what seems
to be a conrinent of uncertainty. This
is not a history we know - but a glance
at Anna Haebich's social history of
race relations in the South-west of this
state (^or Their Own Good), testifies to
the reality of Harley Scat's experience.
Through the story of Harley Scat,
the whole sorry history of Western
Australia's treatment of Aboriginal
people is sketched and washed in
water colour and sharp black ink. The
nib of the pen digs deep into the
surface of the paper - and while the
voices are gentle, (mostly), and often
shy of telling, the trath is undeniable.
It was desired, and believed that
The half-caste...is merely a passing
phase...a natural transmutation in
what we know as cultural evolution.
He will solve himself and disappear.
West Australian 22 July 1933
Benang, and Scott's protagonist,
Harley, resist the oppression of "the
great Australian silence" (as W.E.H.
Stanner cafled our culture of forgetting
and our refusal to remember the real
history of our past).
Harley, having kifled his father in
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a car accident, straggles to find
himself, find the right words, find
permission to represent the history of
his family. He tiptoes through the
shadows of his Nyoongar and white
ancestors collecting what remains of
their stories. Often he toys with
abdicating — the past is too painful to
re-call, not just for the narrator, but
for many of those he speaks to. His
family history is a story he almost does
not dare to uncover. And sometimes
— when what he leams is too terrible
— he floats away, desperate to
dissassociate himself from a past
which is "a place for ^osts, notfor living
people." It is only the through the
presence of his Nyoongar uncles, their
kindness and belief in him, that he is
able to continue.
What Harley discovers is that he
is the result of his white grandfather's
desire to produce "the first white man
bom". Ernest Scat has kept meticulous
records of his progeny, both written
and photographic — all carefully
labelled. Among these records. Harley
finds a photo of himself — •
Octoroon grandson (mother
quarter-caste
[No.2], father
Scottish). Freckles on the face are
the only trace of colour apparent.
A hundred years earlier, a young
Nyoongar woman named Fanny
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Benang, rescued one Sandy Mason
from the sea. They married, and
Harley discovers that his past lies in
their lives and the lives of those who
inherited their blood — "tdie many
rainbow hued children!' with Mason,
Mustle, Starr, Done and Coolman
features. The narrative is fragmented,
discontinuous - it shifts from place to
place through the landscape, from one
antecedent to another, from one time
frame to another as Harley's uncles
take him on slow journeys to the
places that hold memories of different
parts of the family's history until our
understanding of the inter-relatedness
of everything takes on a new and
deeper meaning.
Yet Benang is much more than
social history — it's a wonderfully
poetic novel, a lyrical layered text, fuU
of terrible truths quietly sung.
Whispered almost. A novel in which
the landscape and the sea and
Nyoongar and settler families appear
and disappear and re-appear again,
restless as unquiet ghosts. Reading it,
I was reminded of the rhythms of
traditional
Aboriginal
funeral
ceremonies where songs are slowly
taken up, often by a single voice, and
sorrowfully, a gathering of other
voices, clap sticks, rustling leaves untfl one by one, the voices falter and
fall away. Then there is silence,
followed perhaps a small discussion of
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what comes next, people drifting,
here, there, children talking - and then
quietly, the next song begins and the
singing, the drifting, the talking, the
coming back from the silence goes on
for days — even weeks — until the
proper cycle is completed — until
everything necessary is related, interrelated, integrated. Only then, does
'tomorrow' begin. Only then, does
time resume.
Harley says,
I.have written this story wanting
to embrace all of you, and it is the
best I can do with the language
we share. Of course, there is an
older tongue which also tells
it...one of a perpetual billowing
from the sea, with its rhythm of
retum, retum and remain...and
the whispering of waves, leaves,
grasses...
Benang is written Uke this — a revisiting and re-calling of the past in
order to remind us of why we are, as
AustraUans, stifl straggling wdth
questions of grief and shame. Kim
Scott takes us, like Harley, towards a
mirage, or perhaps the horizon. We
never quite get there - yet in some
way, these shimmering stories gather
with a terrible and joyous inrimacy rill
we too, leam more of the past than the
heart can hold easily. Yet for the sake
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of all our tomorrows, we must try. I
recommend you read Benang.
Jan Teagle Kapetas

Caroline Caddy, editing the moon,
Fremande Arts Centre Press, $16.95,
79pp. .
Michael Heald, body-flame, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, $16.95, 80pp.
Frieda Hughes, Wooroloo, Fremande Arts Centre Press, $17.95, 76pp.
Tracy Ryan, The Willing Eye, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, $16.95,
88pp.
"Ubi sunt?" "Where are they?" the
Roman poets asked of other times and
other people. Nowadays it is "Where
are we?" that poets ask, not necessarily
of time and space, but of their plural
selves.
Caroline Caddy gets around.
Antarctica in the last coUection I read,
now she makes the world her room—
Australia, Asia, China, Europe—and
looks out the wdndow into space,
inner and outer, "editing the moon"
the title poem of her latest collecrion is
a good place to start. "Edo" I eat,
"edit" I write, presence becomes
absence once consumed; the trace of
writing promises presence, but the
flux of the moon denies it: the eraser is
the necessary companion of the pencfl
in the waiting process—"Watch the
white emerge". But it's like those
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psychological
experiments
on
perception: when does the image
break down because there is too much
absence, too much white for the cues
to make sense? Compression is what
Caddy values in poetry she tefls us in
one of the poems, but can Africa and
Africans, China and the Chinese be
compressed into the other's poetry?
And can the elliptical style which
compresses narrative so that the
poems are made up of the barest of
cues carry the information necessary
for breaking the sets of habitual
perception? There are moments when
this power comes alive in Caddy's
poems, but because so many of them
are reflexively about the process of
perception and its corollary, the
process of wridng itself, affective
power is lost. It is intelUgent poetry
wdth a strong perceptual centre, but in
establishing that point, the broad
strokes of feeling have disappeared.
Perhaps there's too much of the artgum and not enough of the pencfl. It's
a matter of taste: the effacement of self
and the elevation of the work is
interesting to the inteflect, parricularly
in this case when it is supported by
refined skills of and description, but
where are the problematics of feeling?
1 found this most in the poems about
Africa which flirted with feeling but
constantly blocked it off.
No problem with the emotions in
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Michael Heald. As the title suggests
from a line of a poem about the selfimmolarion of monks, body and spirit
are fluxes of transformation and life an
oscillation between the two. Feeling is
the necessary arbitrator between the
two, and it figures largely in this
collection. The poems range through
love and its triumphs and disasters,
and there is a strong sense of unitary
identity in the collection, though the
best poems come from a questioning
of it. That questioning arises from
social rather than psychological
factors: being a Ten Pound Tourist
and changing one identity for another
(though traces of an older accent
remain), and the general sense of
uneasiness in being yet another interloper into a continent with ancient
cultures and traditions of its owm. The
publisher's blurb tells us that Heald is
researching contemporary poetics, but
the poems seem quite traditional.
There are no games wdth identity and
subject-position but the body figures
pretty strongly in many of the poems,
informing their shape and their
muscularity. Relaxed dance would
seem to be the best way to characterise
Heald's poetic whereby the poem
retains the memory of the bodily as
well as intellectual movement of the
original perception.
Equally wefl stabflised in the body
is Frieda Hughes. She has as well both
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feet firmly in the soil of the natural
world which gives the poetry a
refreshing energy and expansiveness. I
was very impressed wdth some
hospital poems which managed to
convey the horrible frisson of primal
self contemplating the rain of flesh,
the real 'otherness' of anaesthetised
Umbs and the numb wounds of
surgical interventions:
I am a monster of pieces.
My spirit watches from the comer
And follows at a distance.
Doesn't recognise its home,
I am alone.
("Operation")
It's not only the poppy and the
knife that can do this.
Cannibal
readers can as well. It's salutary to
read poets on reading rather than the
perennial writing, for it is in the
reading process that the subjective
'self of the poet is lost entirely and
something else is constructed in its
place by strangers. In Hughes's poem
this is not a patriarchal appropriation,
but a matriarchal one, indeed a piece
of maternal surrogacy:
Wanting to breathe Ufe into their
own dead babies
They took her dreams, collected
words from one
Who did their suffering for them.
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("Readers")
From the natural world come
foxes "like red thought", but these are
different. They are not the intellectual
challenge of the natural world leaving
its trace on human consciousness, but
an appeal to affective thought, to the
world of feeling:

Christmas night. The three of us.
Eating steak and salad without
A relative between us, beside us.
Or even at the end of a table
That would sit twelve, if we had
chairs.
("Foxes")

A half-grown fox, motherless, enters
the house and begs for meat. He is
followed by his sister, "Coming for
dinner, /Threading the field like a long
needle." This fox is not a script of
division between consciousness and
nature but a stitching together of that
division through a reciprocity of
feeling and mutual dependence. Not
all the poems are this reassuring.
Divisions open in the psyche and the
body; animals and natural forces, fire
in particular, are often opponents of
the domestic; people suffer and fables
don't always end happily. These are
powerful poems built around a
transformative eye which contains
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much of the old tradition of the
romantic poet's energy, a double
channel between natural forces and
the self. It is that energy, and the
conflict which arises from it. that
makes these poems ones you want to
rush out and show to friends.
Hughe's poems exploit the
friction between thought and feeling,
but what I like about Tracy Ryan's
poems is the unselfconscious melding
of those basic peristaltic movements of
the self. That judgement may sound
banal, but Ryan's art is not. Wellfounded art doesn't grab you by the
shirt-front and yell at you to catch
your attention, it engages you in
conversation in a bus because you like
what you hear and you trust the voice.
Does that mean that because this
"willing eye" combines perception
with reflection and choice and doesn't
fragment them that there is boring
univocality to the poetry? Not on your
life. There's nothing wrong wdth a
stable point in perceptual flux:
without it we don't make sense of
anything at all. That I suppose could
be Ryan's sin: to want to make sense of
things and stabilise experience into a
moment of trath. And that's another
banality in today's terms. There are
several poems in the collection about
eclipses, an editing of the moon by
forces
other
than
human
consciousness, but in Ryan's poems
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the eclipse (a forsaking in Greek she
tells us) may be an absence in the field
of vision, but the physical presence
remains. We may retreat into
solipsism in our temporary blindness,
but the trath of our grounding in
space and time is there wdthin and
without us continually despite the
mirages of idealism.
It is most
cogently and affectively put in the
poem "Lunar Eclipse" though it
features as well in a poem about an eye
test and a solar eclipse:

Flat on our backs
in buffalo grass & sand we
imagined
the truth; we lay upright on a
planet
facing other planets hung in the
vast
blackness—^not horizontal under
sky
but part of it. AU footholds
slippery,
grounding provisional, the earth
was then
a vehicle over whose actual
course
we'd no control, we had to travel
bUnd.

Now that I'm older I no longer
sleep
outdoors, but know whenever 1
lie dowrn
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the walking world's a travesty &
what
seems big in it is barely there at
all.
See what I mean about a satisfying
blending of thought and feeling. This
is the work of a confident pencil, not
the soUpsist's rubber. And that is the
strength of this collection. There's no
question where the poet or the reader
is—in the same boat sharing a
common world.
Julian Croft

Peter Rose. Donatella in Wangaratta
Hale and Iremonger, $16.95, 72pp.
R.A. Simpson. The Impossible and
other poems. Five Islands Press,
$12.95, 77pp.
Jean Kent. The Satin Bowerhird. Hale
and Iremonger, $16.95, 94pp.
Peter Rose has the ability to be
acutely descriptive, both of attitude
and object. Thus "our host" in "The
Shining Fleet" (15) is pictured "riding
on the knowm like a bony surf. And
hyacinths, in the poem of that name,
"bum/in their pit of light" (19). Yet as
Ivor Indyk has rightly pointed out ,
Rose's sensibility is theatrical, and the
key scenario is that of the failure of

1. "Wangaratta's Cavafy" in ABR, November 1998,
pp38-39.
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desire. Therefore, the objects are
usually also performers: the sun is
"renowned" and the moon "performs
its airy dissolution." And the Unes that
we hear are infused wdth this central
dilemma of doomed desire. They are
composed of a language which seems
at once eager to disclose, yet reluctant
to touch, the corruption. This results
in a style of way, extravagant gesture,
highly adjectival, and characterised by
coinages and archaisms: "blacksomest", "pyramidic", "miracular",
"slaughter-dom", "doUopery" etc, and
dated syntax: "How things have
changed...", "How death populates its
text", and so on. I did not have the
impression so much of a "delight in
language" (blurb), as of an enervated
sense of being told, albeit divertingly,
what it is assumed we already know.
And in one sense, we do already
know.
Certain
spiritual
and
philosophical traditions have been
telling us for thousands of years that
desire is doomed — it's on the first
page of the Upanishads, for example.
But there it is a preliminary
observation to an exploration of the
nature of human existence, not a
conclusion. And this is really the cause
of
my
finding
this
poetry
unsatisfactory:
it's
phflosophicalemotional premises are very familiar,
and predictable in their results. So that
when Rose says, finally, "Muchness,
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lambent and ordinary,/ is all our
inheritance." ("Twenty Fingers", 72) I
find this a mannered reduction of the
human condition, emanating from
one variety of existential alienation,
and exempt myself from the inclusive
"our". Truth to one's experience? Of
course,
but
one
must
also
acknowledge the degree to which
one's experience is influenced by one's
basic assumptions. On this point,
another aspect of this collection is its
urban setting. The experience is
situated in a kind of common westem
city, rather than in a particular one.
There is reference to "London air", "a
BBC summer", "the violet light of
Manhattan" etc. This is, then, another
important factor in influencing the
limits and possibilities of experience.
Since the modem city is a major cause
of impending environmental collapse,
it could well be argued that it is not at
all a fin desiecle situation that pertains,
as the atmosphere in Rose's work
suggests, but a global catastrophe of
far deeper dimensions. What I am
saying is that the modem westem
predicament and world view is
facflitated and encircled by far larger
forces than it often acknowledges, and
that, for me, a certain sense of
philosophical and cultural 'insularity is
part of the problem with Donatello in
Wangaratta.
I have similar reservations about
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R.A. Simpson's The Impossible. There
are ways in which these poems are
"disturbing"'^, that is, in which they
represent instances of vertiginous
emotional fluctuation. However, it
seems to me on the whole that once
the cosmology from which this work
is emanating has been declared,
namely, that of the detached God and
the defective creation (see "After
Repairs", 21), then the nature and
extent of the disturbance is limited,
because all is inevitably flawed and
giving onto death. We know what to
expect. I therefore don't perceive
"trap-doors" or "sudden shiftings of
ground", perhaps, in the same way
that Harrison does. The existential
ground seems to me always perfectly
solid, and the "trap-doors" merely
doors to other chambers of a familiar
philosophical-spiritual
stracture.
Thus, when the 'ink black torrents'
rush around the father in "The Bride's
Father" (66), I perceive a nightmare
flux which is only the expected
counterpart to the speaker's nearly
paralysing fear.
There are some examples of
openness here, most notably when
Simpson contemplates nature, as in
"The Tall Grass" (33), where the
"animal-earth"
is left
"sleeping

2. See Martin Harrison, "Classic Simpson" in ABR ,
February/March 1999, pp32-3.
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roundly". But for the most part, events
disclose a void, not in any Buddhist
sense of a realm of mysterious
plenitude, but in the sense of a blank
and terrifying absence. And again, for
mine, the disclosure takes the form of
a rather too familiar and enervated
ritual, as in "Summertime" (36),
where, after swimming, the speaker
declares, "Freedom dries on me/as I lie
Uke the others." The mysterious does
appear, in "Grassfire" (34), for
example, where flames are seen
"turning into angels/pouring into the
sky".. But the vision belongs to a
speaker of unestablished status, and
with the modulation out of this
character's voice in the last stanza, the
persistence of the visionary quality
seems
somewhat
formulaically
facilitated by the continuation of a
metaphor, and remains unconvincing.
"Setring Out" (27) is an interesting
poem, also wdth a visionary ambience,
yet the spareness here renders it rather
too vague, and the language is not
sufficiently striking to shape a
distinctive experience: "inmost sea"
and "fabled eye" are rather stock
phrases, without a context which
could re-invigorate them. It is trae that
Simpson is parsimonious wdth his
words. There is virtue in whitding, in
paring back. Yet my main impression
is that, in paring back the existential
situations in this volume, what is left is
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often more of a husk than a kernel: the
conceprion of the poems seems
insufficiently vital, and the language
insufficiently enlivened.
Spareness, however, is certainly
not a characteristic of Jean Kent's
poetry.What we encounter in The
Satin Bowerbird is a veritable torrent of
images, and this is often a problem,
since the images crowd each other,
spoiling their individual effect. Kent
writes about natural phenomena,
family and travel, yet the language is
often so clogged wdth metaphor and
adjective that these subjects tend to
become obscure: "wdth a sudden white
hot flicker/ of lonely shame" ("Testing
Mickey", 61). In such phrases as these,
redundancy goes unchecked: do we
need both "flicker" and "sudden", or
both "lonely" and "shame", and is
"white hot" required? Every detail
seems to carry its own comparison,
and often a metaphor is persevered
with for too long, to the point where it
becomes very questionable: 'as the
huge night swings me over its edge
and back,/gathering/more than I could
imagine into its dream-dented bucket'
("Imagining Myself in Australia for
Christmas", 84). Images like this seem
arrived at by a kind of careering from
one impression to the next, and it is
often very difficult to discem the
poems' focus.
Kent's
writing
occasionally
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produces striking images, and some
passages suggest a lively attentiveness.
The final image of "Testing Micky", for
instance: "and lightning/practises to
write out the world." And "At the Joan
Mitchell Painting Exhibirion" (79)
begins promisingly wdth the question
"How far can we disintegrate and still
hold/a smafl centre like the seedheart
of the marigold", but succumbs, again,
to over-elaboration and metaphoric
congestion. The overall texture of this
poetry also tends to be uneven. Poems
often have a narrative impetus which
results in prosaic and banal lines to
carry the plot forward: "supervising
emergency aid" ("Dongers of the
Dented Gong", 55), for example, or
"Even in this just-aftemoon hour"
("Escaping Domestic Science", 49).
We are also confronted at times wdth
virtual tongue-twisters of alliteration
and assonance: "emu-emulating equanimity' ("A Postcard to Paris", 74); "all
my years softened/shoulder to sole/
under a shawl of soap-scent"
("Cleansed", 16).
Not only is there too great a
proliferation of comparisons in Kent's
work, but also the descriptive
resources are derivative. There are
many stock words and tums of phrase:
birds and cicadas are "querulous",
wheels "blur", mist is "silvery", etc.
And Kent draws attention to the role
of the poet in a stereotypical and
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precious-sounding manner, as at the
ending of "The Red and Black
Bookshop" : "whfle 1 waited for my
own metaphoric flights." The focus on
the speaker is even more problematic
in "A Moth to Drink My Tears" (43). In
the course of this poem's description
of the depth and volume of the
speaker's sadness, we come across this
reference:
So now like the bottomless crater
in the rainforest
where, long ago Aborigines were
thrown,
this weU is deep and full.
To use this appalling event to
evoke a vague personal emotion seems
entirely inappropriate. It is not that
one has grounds for assessing Kent's
ideology: that is not the purpose of
such criticism. The point is that, wdth
this example and wdth the collection as
a whole, the poet's experience remains
inaccessible, because the waiting does
not
satisfactorily
achieve
the
realisation of that experience. The
work seems unedited, and it is very
difficult
to
discern
what
recommended
publication.
Michael Heald

it as adequate

for
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Bruce Dawe, A poet's people. South
Melbourne: Longman, 1999, $16.95,
156pp.
One of Bruce Dawe's great gifts is to
make poetry — in our age the most
demanding and esoteric of artistic
genres — seem accessible, familiar,
even inviting, without surrendering to
commercialisation or easy shioch.
Indeed, commercialisation and fakery
are among the targets of his satire and
outrage. Essential to this practice is
Dawe's unfailing humility; A poet's
people is dedicated to his recently
deceased wife, describing himself as
only the "uncertain shadow" to her
"sun". Of all the people in Dawe's
book — a mixture of the praised and
the pflloried — she is the most
notable, appearing in the last two
poems, which are amongst the new
ones in the collection.
The first of these two, "For Gloria,
In Her Final Illness", is addressed to
Dawe's wdfe even as it laments
repeatedly "Never ... again" in
recognition of her death. It is in part a
protest against "the morphinemasking pain / that wasted you away",
the writing of the poem itself an
ineffective morphine for the poet's
own pain. Its last three lines reveal an
effortless passing between different
registers, from the functional (actually
in this case, dysfunctional, and

throwaway comic) and domestic to
the metaphysical:

_ writing this by your bedside
light (my own went kaputt
months ago), later, after mass
we will go once more to the
battleground
blurred by the smoke and the
searing invisible flame...

That "searing ... flame" might
represent her spirit (in both senses),
his pain, or pain itself, or a purgatoryrequiring God... The image functions
through its indefinability, combined
paradoxically with the sense that it is
known. The final image provides a
form of SymboUst writing, but avoids
grandiosity through the ellipses and its
earthing to that bedside light.
This is characteristic of Dawe, just
as it is that he would get to the
metaphysical through relationship
wdth a person. It is well-known that
Dawe is a convert to Roman
CathoUcism, and his Catholicism is
long-standing, but he has never
seemed a religious poet in the
Hopkins sense. That mantle is more
readily wom in Australia by Les
Murray. Religion has mostly appeared
in Dawe's poetry as a way of judging
the contemporary and of putting it in
perspective, the kind of thing
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indicated in the title of one of the
poems included here, "Some Old
Testament Characters wdth Big
Problems Get the Latest Treatment",
which has a go at contemporary
"counselling'. It's a dose of Dawe that
would do Woody Allen and half of
New York some good. The last poem
in A poet's people, "In Retrospect" ("for
Gloria"), presents "Heaven" as "a state
I never gave much heed" but which
"Now that it holds you, seems more
real than Earth". Dawe is the most
earthy of poets, so that even Heaven
becomes real for him only through the
human.
A poet's people is a selection of
previously collected and recent
poems, concemed in one way or
another with people. Some indication
of where the poems came from in
Dawe's career and the basis of
selection would have been useful but
the book simply throws the reader
into the poems after a brief
"Acknowledgements" and Contents
Ust.
Dawe's collected poems.
Sometimes Gladness, are replete 'with
people, and it is easy to think of good
poems that have been omitted: Old
Harr)' of "No Fixed Address" and "Old
Harry" isn't here, or Uncle Arthur,
Wood-eye, the unforgettable Katrina,
or Shagger of the funeral fame. But
this was inevitable: Dawe has simply
written too many good poems and
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people are too present in his work for
a 156 page book to include them afl.
A poet's people is, then, very much
a selection, elegantly produced, wdth a
mix
of
the
Browningesque
monologue,
personal
reflection,
sardonic observation and elegy. There
is a very small number of poems (for
example, "The Evidence of the
Fitzgerald Enquiry in Retrospect" or
"Description of an Idea") which seem
to concern concepts rather than
people, but Dawe's qualities as a writer
are everywhere present. Blended wdth
the humour which prevents any hint
of ponderousness, are the determined
beliefs that "The world is still full of
possibly wonderful strangers / you wdll
not have the good fortune to meet"
("Ceremonies of Innocenc") and that
compassion, "The Weak Sister" wdU
"outlast" her fighting brothers. "I'm
hopelessly in love with a girl called
Life" declares the speaker in the
opening line of "Love Game" — and
much as she "wears frowsy gear and
looks for compliments, / and dresses
elegantly for someone else", this
certainly seems true of Dawe.
The book's epigraph poem,
"Dreaming", treats the old metaphor of
the world as a stage to reflect that "our
lives are constituted" of "provincial
players" — including "clown and
clot... would-be hero, rake, / wiseguy", "visionary" and "lovers". The
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"audience and actors" have "shared
parts": integral to Dawe's achievement
is a lack of superiority to, indeed a care
for his readership and for his cast of
characters. The world is a "multipurpose theatre", and the other prose
epigraph which Dawe employs for the
book — beneath a photograph of
Gloria — is the English poet, Philip
Larkin's line, "What wdll survive of us
is love". What is most tefling about
this is that Dawe omits Larkin's
preceding lines, which declare this to
be an "almost-instinct almost trae".
Dawe's selective quoting is a testament
of faith, less in a Catholic God than in
the value of a human dimension.
There is at least a touch of love for
each of the people this poet presents, I
suspect even for those satirised; and
for the dead woman whose courage is
so strong that the poet finds it "Most
wonderful and most difficult to bear",
that love is immense.
Dennis Haskell
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in Australia as a Fullbright Scholar. HELEN VERITY HEWITT teaches English
at Victoria University of Technology. In 1996 she completed a PhD on Patrick
White and the visual arts. J A N TEAGLE KAPETAS has worked in Community
Arts Projects for nearly thirty years as an artist, writer, festival co-ordinator and
playwright. She is currently researching and developing culturally appropriate
Creative Writing programs wdth Aboriginal Australians, and completing an MACreative Writing at the University of Western Australia. She has won numerous
awards for her poetry and short fiction. KAREN KENWORTHY is a textile artist forced into a life of law enforcement by her rapacious desire for silk thread.
She lives in Melbourne with a wayward fisherman and is very proud of her garden. THEO K O N I N G is a Westem Australian sculptor and draughtsman, who
took up painting in the 1980s as a challenge. All his work is marked by his interest and delight in assembling, transposing, re-arranging or re-forming familiar
objects to create ironic or humordus effects. Koning's work is presently touring
AustraUa in the Australian Drawing Biehnale, organised by the Australian National University. ROLAND LEACH has recently returned from the Galapagos
Island and Pem where he was on a Poetry Grant from the Australia Council.
JUDY LOVITT is a financial counsellor, and works for Anglicare, in Albany,
Western Australia. MORRIS LURIE is currently preparing an exhibirion of his
painrings. GERALDINE MACKENZIE lives in the Blue Mountains. She has
work appearing in the anthology terra nova, edited by Michael Brennan and Peter
Minter. Her first collection of poetry wdll be published next year, by Paperbark.
KUMAR NIVEN is a Research Scholar at the Narional University of Singapore's

Department of Sociology. He has lived in Sydney and Canberra for a total of ten
years, and is at the moment trying to discover a language of the postmodern everyday. J A N OWEN'S fourth book, Night Rainbows, was published by Heinemann in 1994. She spent 9 months in 1997-98 as a WTiter in residence in
Malaysia. GEOFF PAGE is a Canberra poet. His most recent books are The Secret (Read Books), Bemie McGann: A Life in Jazz, The Great Forgetting (with Bevan Pooaraar) and Collateral Damage (Indigo). PETER RICHARD'S work has
appeared in Island, the Yale Review, Meanjin, the Harvard Review, Verse, and other
journals. He teaches poetry at Tufts University and lives in Somerville, Massachusetts. J O H N SAUL was born in Liverpool (UK) in 1948. In anthologised
form his short fiction has appeared in New Writing (Vintage) and several books
put out by Serpent's Tail. He has had a novel published. Heron and Quin. He
works for Greenpeace in Germany. PATRICIA SYKES's collection of poetry,
wire dancing, on the theme of circus, is to be published by Spinifex Press in September 1999. She lives in the Dandenongs, Victoria. WENDY WAUCHOPE is
a writer when she's not a photographer, a theorist, a cook, a traveller, and an untrained pianist. She is currently rehearsing the "writing life" by writing short
prose fiction for Honours at Murdoch University. Wendy is 22 and lives happily
near the ocean with her cat, Sam. CARMEN Z A M O R A N O has just started lecturing in the Department of English and Linguistics at the University of Lleida,
Spain. She is currently doing research for her Ph.D.thesis on twentieth-century
British poetry.
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Race / ethnicity' and 'class' are central in the representation
of cultural and social identity. Gareth Griffiths and Ian
Saunders examine the history, development and critical
implications of these terms, offering helpful definitions and
distinctions of their meanings.
The informed discussion is illustrated with many practical
examples drawn from a wide range of of texts, including
popular film (The Lion King, Forrest Gump, Clueless) as well as
literature (Othello, Emmn, Heart of Darkness, A Fringe of Leaves,
T. S. Eliot).
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